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For the 2009-10 academic year, beat reporters and staff will be issued 
a year-long credential that will allow entry to Razorback soccer events. 
Visiting media or single-game credentials may be obtained by contacting 
a member of the Arkansas Media Relations staff prior to game time. 
Credentials may be picked up at the ticket office at Razorback Field.
Photographers
Photography credentials must be obtained prior to game time by con-
tacting a member of the Arkansas Media Relations staff. Photographers 
are asked to keep a safe distance behind the touchlines and goal lines. 
We also ask photographers to remain at least 10 yards away from ei-
ther end of both the home and visitor benches.
Postgame Interviews
Head Coach Erin Aubry and requested players are available within 10 
minutes of the conclusion of each match. Requests should be made to 
a member of the Arkansas Media Relations staff.  Postgame interviews 
will be held on the field.
Game Services
Arkansas’ press box is located on the south end of the grandstand at 
Razorback Field. Members of the media may obtain game notes and 
stats in the press box. Phone lines and a fax machine are also avail-
able for working press. Phone lines have access to local lines and 800-
numbers only. Both wired and wireless internet access are available in 
the press box.
Media Guide Credits
The 2009 University of Arkansas soccer media guide was written and 
designed by Zach Lawson, assistant media relations director, with edi-
torial assistance from Associate Athletic Director for Media Relations 
and Communications Kevin Trainor and Assistant Athletic Director for 
New Media Dr. Bill Smith. Photography provided by Wesley Hitt and the 
Athletic Media Relations archive. Printing by MultiAd of Peoria, Ill.
Covers
The 2009 University of Arkansas soccer media guide covers were de-
signed by Andrew Reynolds. The front cover features 2009 seniors Kat 
Moffett, Kathleen Paulsen, Kim Schleif and Sophie Wentz. Pictured on 
the back are Camille Flores, Kelly O’Connor and Britni Williams.
09SCHEDULE
DATE OPPONENT SITE TIME
AUG. 14 OKLAHOMA (EXHIB.) NORMAN, OKLA. 7 P.M.
AUG. 21 MICHIGAN ANN ARBOR, MICH. 6 P.M.
AUG. 28 AIR FORCE# FAYETTEVILLE 7 P.M.
AUG. 30 MISSOURI STATE# FAYETTEVILLE 1:30 P.M.
SEPT. 3 TULSA TULSA, OKLA. 7:35 P.M.
SEPT. 6 ORAL ROBERTS TULSA, OKLA. 1 P.M.
SEPT. 13 STEPHEN F. AUSTIN FAYETTEVILLE 1 P.M.
SEPT. 18 FLORIDA ATLANTIC BOCA RATON, FLA. 6 P.M.
SEPT. 20 FIU MIAMI, FLA. NOON
SEPT. 25 TENNESSEE* FAYETTEVILLE 7 P.M.
SEPT. 27 GEORGIA* FAYETTEVILLE 1 P.M.
OCT. 2 AUBURN* AUBURN, ALA. 7:30 P.M.
OCT. 4 ALABAMA* TUSCALOOSA, ALA. 1 P.M.
OCT. 9 VANDERBILT* NASHVILLE, TENN. 7 P.M.
OCT. 11 KENTUCKY* LEXINGTON, KY. NOON
OCT. 16 MISSISSIPPI STATE* FAYETTEVILLE 7 P.M.
OCT. 18 OLE MISS* FAYETTEVILLE 1 P.M.
OCT. 22 SOUTH CAROLINA* COLUMBIA, S.C. 6 P.M.
OCT. 25 FLORIDA* FAYETTEVILLE NOON
OCT. 30 LSU* FAYETTEVILLE 7 P.M.
NOV. 4-8 SEC TOURNAMENT ORANGE BEACH, ALA. 
# RAZORBACK ADIDAS CLASSIC 
* SOUTHEASTERN CONFERENCE MATCH
HOME MATCHES DENOTED IN WHITE
ALL TIMES CENTRAL & SUBJECT TO CHANGE
ALL HOME MATCHES PLAYED AT RAZORBACK FIELD
FOR TICKETS, CALL 1-800-982-HOGS (4647)
ON TWITTER @ARKRAZORBACKS
ARKANSASRAZORBACKS.COM








Fayetteville, AR  72701
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Team Picture/Roster
No. Name Position Height Year Exp. Hometown (Previous)
1 Britni Williams GK 5-11 JR 2L Rancho Cucamonga, Calif. (Los Osos HS) 
2 Laurel Pastor F 5-6 JR TR Springfield, Va. (West Springfield HS/VCU)
4 Kendal Winston GK 5-3 SO 1L McKinney, Texas (McKinney HS)
5 Rachel Carlson F 5-6 JR 2L Tulsa, Okla. (Jenks HS) 
6 Sam Bolton D 5-7 JR 2L Rogers, Ark. (Rogers HS) 
7 Kim Schleif D 5-7 SR 3L San Antonio, Texas (Ronald Reagan HS)
8 Allie Chandler F 5-3 FR HS Mesquite, Texas (Poteet HS)
9 Camille Flores M 5-3 JR 2L Chino Hills, Calif. (Ruben S. Ayala HS) 
10 Kelly O’Connor M 5-4 JR 2L Bentonville, Ark. (Bentonville HS) 
11 Ally Atkins F 5-5 JR 2L Warrenton, Va. (Liberty HS) 
12 Chelsea Tidwell M 5-3 SO TR Oxford, Miss. (Oxford HS/Winthrop)
13 Sophie Wentz M 5-5 SR 3L Fayetteville, Ark. (Fayetteville HS) 
14 Sami Pesek M/F 5-6 FR HS Owasso, Okla. (Owasso HS) 
15 Kathleen Paulsen M 5-9 SR 3L Littleton, Colo. (Faith Christian Academy) 
16 Erin Moskos M 5-4 SO RS Chaplin, S.C. (Los Osos HS/Clemson) 
17 Kate Singleton D 5-7 FR HS Austin, Texas (Stephen F. Austin HS)
18 Beth McVean M/F 5-4 JR 2L Memphis, Tenn. (White Station HS) 
19 Kelsey Allison M 5-4 JR TR Keller, Texas (Carroll HS/Oklahoma)
20 Kat Moffett F 5-3 SR 3L McKinney, Texas (North HS)
22 Kailey Anders D 5-7 SO 1L Allen, Texas (Allen HS)
23 Lauren Hallauer D 5-11 JR 1L Fairfax, Va. (Robinson HS/Ohio State) 
24 Shelby Campbell M 5-7 SO HS Arlington, Texas (Nolan Catholic HS)
25 Daniella O’Shea F 5-3 FR RS Marietta, Ga. (Lassiter HS) 
26 Tara Zika M 5-3 FR HS St. Louis, Mo. (Ursuline Academy) 
27 Valerie Powell M 5-4 FR HS Ashburn, Va. (Broad Run HS)
28 Anna Heintz D 5-4 FR RS Fort Smith, Ark. (Southside HS) 
29 Brittany Hudson GK 5-7 FR RS Little Rock, Ark. (Central HS)
Head Coach: Erin Aubry (Northwestern, 1998)
Assistant Coaches: Christine Liberto (Ole Miss, 2007), Tim Nowak (Western Illinois, 1997)
Pronunciation Guide
Schleif	 SH•life	 	 McVean	 Mc•VEIN
Flores	 FLOOR•es	 	 Hallauer	 HALL•uh•wer
Wentz	 WENTS	 	 Tara	Zika	 TAIR•a	ZEE•ka




Senior Class - 4
Junior Class - 10
Sophomore Class - 5


















* - two players listed at multiple positions
Front Row (l to r): Chelsea Tidwell, Allie Chandler, Sophie Wentz, Kendal Winston, Britni Williams, Brittany Hudson, Tara Zika, Camille Flores, Kelsey Allison; Middle Row (l to 
r): Ally Atkins, Laurel Pastor, Rachel Carlson, Sam Bolton, Lauren Hallauer, Kathleen Paulsen, Kailey Anders, Kim Schleif, Kate Singleton, Shelby Campbell; Back Row (l to r): 
Valerie Powell, Sami Pesek, Kelly O’Connor, Daniella O’Shea, Assistant Coach Tim Nowak, Head Coach Erin Aubry, Assistant Coach Christine Liberto, Erin Moskos, Kat Moffett, 
Beth McVean, Anna Heintz
2009 Razorback Soccer Roster
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5THE RAZORBACKS
Kat Moffett had the first two-goal perfor-
mance of her career in Arkansas' 7-0 victory 
over Nicholls State. (Sept. 21, 2008)
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2009 Preview
When the University of Arkansas soccer team takes the field for its Aug. 
21 season opener against Michigan, it will be under the direction of first-year 
Razorback head coach Erin Aubry. After a spring season of four exhibition 
matches and the new coaching staff getting familiar with the players, and vice 
versa, the Razorbacks are set to provide a follow-up to their performance from 
last season, in which they equaled the program mark with 11 victories.
“There is a tremendous excitement about this season from, both, the 
players and the coaching staff,” Aubry said. “There are some high expecta-
tions that the players are putting on themselves and that we, as the coaching 
staff, are putting on them, too, because of that excitement. It will, no doubt, 
be a growing year as you want all seasons to be, but this particular season, it 
will come from this team’s growth as competitors.”
The coaching staff, which also includes assistant coaches Christine Lib-
erto and Tim Nowak, will work with a 2009 squad that features a true mix of 
veterans and newcomers. The Arkansas roster features 14 upperclassmen and 
13 freshmen and sophomores.
As always, leadership will be essential as the team builds chemistry 
through the non-conference season in preparation for Southeastern Confer-
ence action. The charge of leadership will start with the Razorbacks’ four-
member senior class comprised of Kat Moffett, Kathleen Paulsen, Kim Schleif 
and Sophie Wentz. Collectively, the seniors have started 121 games during 
their respective careers in the Cardinal and White.
“This senior class is unbelievably special,” Aubry said. “They want to go 
out making a difference and impact, and if they haven’t already, they certainly 
will.”
Paulsen is one of the team’s top returning scorers from last season when 
she netted a career-best four goals, two of which were game-winning strikes, 
from her midfield position. In addition to her creative playmaking prowess, 
Aubry is also drawn to Paulsen’s innate ability to be a great teammate.
“(Kathleen) will do anything for the success of this team, this program 
and the University of Arkansas,” Aubry said. “She’s going to provide a tre-
mendous amount of leadership at the midfield. She’s also very versatile so 
she’ll see more time this season in an attacking mentality than she has in past 
seasons. She’s too creative to hold in one place so we plan on releasing a caged 
animal, as we’ve called it.”
Arkansas can also expect to be guided by its talented junior class that 
includes Kelly O’Connor and Britni Williams. Since the two arrived on cam-
pus, they have made an undeniable impact on the Razorback soccer program. 
O’Connor is the team’s top returning scorer from 2008 with five goals, while 
Williams is set to resume her role in between the posts at the back of Arkan-
sas’ defense. She has started all 39 matches of her collegiate career.
“Obviously, we’re excited to have Britni Williams step in for us again,” 
Aubry said. “She’s done a great job in goal for the past two years, and, obvi-
ously, we want her to step in for us this season.”
 With O’Connor leading the offensive charge, the Razorbacks return 65 
percent of their goal scoring—22 of 34 goals scored—from last season. Arkan-
sas will look to supplement any scoring lost from a year ago with its strong 
transfer group of Kelsey Allison, Laurel Pastor and Chelsea Tidwell.
 Pastor tallied nine goals and 20 points last season while attending Vir-
ginia Commonwealth University where she was a member of the All-Colonial 
Athletic Association (CAA) first team. Tidwell spent her freshman season as 
the second-leading scorer at Winthrop University and a member of the Big 
South All-Freshman team. Always looking to set things up for her teammates, 
Allison was Oklahoma’s assist leader in 2008.
 With nine of its 13 underclassmen yet to play in a collegiate match, Ar-
kansas will have plenty of youth to bring along and fold into the mix. This 
year’s incoming class of freshmen consists of Allie Chandler, Sami Pesek, Val-
erie Powell, Kate Singleton and Tara Zika. Shelby Campbell, who joins the 
team as a sophomore, rounds out the newcomers to the Razorbacks.
 “Allie is a special type of player,” Aubry said. “We talk about creativity 
and courage to go to goal, and she’s the epitome of that. You don’t look at her 
and think ‘that kid is going to rule the floor’ but she does. Always with fresh-
men, the hardest thing is consistency but she’s going to be someone the fans 
will enjoy watching.”
 The coaching staff is dedicated to putting the right people in the right 
position for team success and if the spring season is any indication, the Razor-
backs can look forward to a 2009 full of growth and accomplishment.
 “The growth we made this spring was off the charts,” Aubry said. “I can’t 
fully articulate how happy and euphoric we are about what we did and the 
transitions we made during the spring. Starting the spring season, I thought it 
would be a far greater uphill battle to get the team to be more creative.
 “Our growth for this fall and, the upcoming year, will be about knowledge 
and about understanding the time and place for that creativity. Our philosophy 
coming in was to change the mentality and now we have to educate.”
GOALKEEPERS
 The group charged with keeping the ball out of the Arkansas goal will be 
anchored by Williams who has accumulated a 1.09 goals against average dur-
ing her first two seasons. She has etched her name high on several of Arkan-
sas’ career goalkeeping lists. Williams stands third on the all-time shutouts list 
and fourth on the wins list. Behind her are Kendal Winston and redshirt fresh-
pp5-32.indd   6 8/14/2009   9:04:38 AM
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man Brittany Hudson. Winston made one appearance last season and made 
two saves against Nicholls State.
“We definitely have a tremendous amount of depth at the (goalkeeping) 
position,” Aubry said. “Having three goalkeepers that can jump in at any time 
is certainly that benefits us as a program. The fact that they train together and 
put each other in a competitive training environment is a treasure.
“I think Brittany Hudson is knocking on the door. She has a tremendous 
amount of ability to make a big-time, game-changing save for us, so as we 
work with all three of our goalkeepers—Williams, Hudson and Winston—to be-
come more consistent, we’ve got a lot of talent to work with in all three.”
DEFENDERS
Arkansas’ backline was hit hard by departures 
from last year’s team. Lauren Hallauer (pictured) is 
the top returning defender for the team. She made 19 
starts last season and contributed offensively with a 
goal and two assists. She and Sam Bolton are the only 
two players on the current roster to play at the de-
fender position last season. The Razorbacks will turn 
to Schleif and sophomore Kailey Anders as they transi-
tion from their past offensive positions to the back-
line. Redshirt freshman Anna Heintz and true freshman 
Kate Singleton are also pegged to bolster the Razorback defense.
 “This is the position where we have the least depth this season just be-
cause we don’t have a lot of defenders on our team,” Aubry said. “The defend-
ers we do have, however, are rock solid. Certainly, Lauren Hallauer is going 
to be an anchor for us at center back. She’s a tremendous athlete and has an 
unbelievable will to learn. She stays focused 110 percent of the time, so to 
have a kid like that anchoring your backline is very good. We certainly have 
Sam Bolton who can step in as another center back. 
 “We had great success (during the spring) with Kailey Anders and Kim 
Schleif at outside back for us. Those two give us an element of attack we re-
ally love. They are both never-say-die kids. They are going to scrap, fight and 
claw to keep anything out of the goal for us, but they also have this innate 
attacking sense about them. They are also unbelievably athletic. What they can 
do, physically, on the field is hard to touch, not just in the SEC, but in a national 
prospective.”
MIDFIELDERS
The strength of Arkansas’ team will come from 
its midfield position. With 12 players listed as a mid-
fielder, the Razorbacks will have plenty of options 
to rely on whether they are playing with three, four 
or five across the middle of the field. Paulsen and 
Wentz will provide the senior leadership at the posi-
tion which will be strengthened, in part, by juniors 
O’Connor, Camille Flores (pictured), who had a stand-
out spring, and Beth McVean. The rest of the mid-
fielders are Allison, Campbell, Pesek, Powell, Tidwell, 
and Zika and redshirt sophomore Erin Moskos.
“This is the position where we have the most depth and there’s no doubt 
about it that these midfielders will be the engine of the team,” Aubry said. “For 
us to have that amount of depth there, we’ll be able to sub in the middle of the 
field at will this season and not skip a beat. We’ll make substitutions and the 
kids coming off the bench will in no way be of a lighter weight than those kids 
that started. 
“This spring, Camille Flores was shining for us. You have to throw Beth 
McVean in that category, too. We’re excited to have Erin Moskos back as 
she didn’t play last year because of an injury. She had an unbelievable spring. 
We’ve got Tara Zika coming in and we have Chelsea Tidwell who is small but 
not to be disconcerted because of her size. She’s an unbelievably skilled player 
that is a true center midfielder that can just run the show and be the quarter-
back. She’s going to do well there as she learns our system and how we want 
to play. Kelsey Allison is a tremendous athlete that will score some goals for 
us this year.”
FORWARDS
With a deep group playing behind them at midfield, the Razorback forwards 
should expect to have more opportunities to produce big plays and goals. Since 
day one, the Arkansas coaching staff has impressed 
upon its team the importance of having the courage to 
turn and face the goal. With the experienced leader-
ship at the position of Moffett and Pastor, the for-
ward group will be important in the development of 
this team. The two veteran forwards will be joined up 
top by Chandler, Ally Atkins (pictured), Rachel Carlson 
and Daniella O’Shea.
“All spring, we’ve drilled into our forwards this 
sense of courage,” Aubry said. “It takes a tremendous 
amount of courage to face the goal with the ball be-
cause you always want to use your body to protect the ball and your safety is 
to play the ball back. There’s certainly a time and place for that and we don’t 
go forward with everything but we want to recognize those times when we 
can get forward and we want to have the courage to do it. 
“We talk courage on a soccer aspect and, as anything, it translates into 
how we want them to be as people. We talk about doing the hard thing in at-
tacking on a soccer field—facing the fear of possibly making a mistake, facing 
the fear of someone stripping you of the ball—and the translation in that is we 
want them to have the courage to do the right things when they go into the 
classroom or out socially. They have to have the courage to stand up and do 
what’s right, just as they would on the soccer field. We’ve stretched them in 
both ways and that’s how we’ve united. That’s what we want to be known for 
in this program.”
Britni Williams has started all 39 matches of her Razorback career and has posted a 
1.09 goals against average in that time.
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The Razorbacks
2008: Kat Moffett made a career-high 12 starts during her junior campaign with ap-
pearances in 16 matches total. She broke into the scoring column with a career-high 
four points on a pair of goals against Nicholls State, the first two-goal performance 
of her Razorback career. The two first-half scores, in the 14th and 35th minutes, got 
Arkansas started on its way to the 7-0 win. Moffett was credited with the assist on 
the team’s goal against Mississippi State during the opening weekend of conference 
play. Also a strong contributor in the classroom, Moffett was named to the 2008 
SEC Fall Academic Honor Roll and earned a spot on the ESPN the Magazine Academic 
All-District third team.
2007: Moffett appeared in 19 games and logged five starts during her sophomore 
season. She tallied her first goal on a free kick in the 52nd minute at Louisiana Tech 
after coming off the bench. Moffett added her second goal of the year, an eight-yard 
shot, in Arkansas’ 5-0 win over Jacksonville St. She made her first start against No. 
6 Tennessee, which started a string of five consecutive starts.
2006: Moffett came in with impressive credentials, and she did not disappoint her 
coaches as she led the Razorback freshmen in both goals and points.  Playing in all 
19 contests, Moffett started eight games and scored three goals and added a pair 
of assists for eight points. She scored her first career goal in her first game against 
Missouri State and added to her total in Razorback victories against Mississippi State 
and Alabama.
CLUB: On the club pitch, Moffett played for several squads but in 2006, her senior 
season, was instrumental in the Sting ‘87s march to nationals.
McKinney North HS: She was one of two athletes in the country to be named both 
an NSCAA/Adidas All-American and scholar All-American in 2006. The district’s new-
comer of the year in 2003, she took district MVP honors as sophomore and senior, 
while nabbing state MVP honors in her final season. These accolades go hand-in-hand 
with her multiple all-county, region and district awards. During her career, Moffett 
scored more than 80 goals and 50 assists.
Personal: Born on Jan. 12, 1988, Moffett is the daughter of Sam and Sandra Moffett. 
She has an older sister, Kristin, and is majoring in broadcast journalism.
GP-GS G A Pts Shots Shot% SOG SOG% GW PK-Att
2006 19-8 3 2 8 15 .200 6 .400 0 0-0
2007 19-5 2 0 4 8 .250 3 .375 0 0-0
2008 16-12 2 1 5 9 .222 7 .778 1 0-0   
TOTAL 54-25 7 3 17 32 .219 16 .500 1 0-0
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2008: One of six players to start all 19 games, Kathleen Paulsen was the team’s third-
leading scorer from her midfield position with a career-high four goals. She posted her first 
goal of the season in spectacular fashion, a game-winning bicycle kick from eight yards out 
at the 80:59 mark against Oral Roberts that lifted Arkansas to the 4-3 victory. She added 
a second-half goal against Jacksonville State and an assist in the Razorbacks’ 7-0 win over 
Nicholls State. Her final two goals of the season came during SEC play, in wins against 
Ole Miss and Kentucky. Against the Rebels, she notched the team’s first goal of the con-
ference season, an 18-yard shot off the crossbar and into the back of the net, to help 
Arkansas to its first win over Ole Miss since 1996. Paulsen knocked in her fourth goal of 
the season in the 19th minute of Arkansas’ 3-1 win over Kentucky, snapping the Wildcats’ 
10-game unbeaten streak against the Razorbacks. A mainstay in the lineup, Paulsen played 
every minute of seven games, including Arkansas’ double-overtime battle at Georgia. Away 
from the field, she earned a spot on the 2008 SEC Fall Academic Honor Roll.
2007: Paulsen was the second-leading goal scorer for Arkansas with three goals while 
starting all 20 games. Her first goal of the season came against Austin Peay; Arkansas 
won, 2-0. She broke a scoreless tie at Centenary with a goal in overtime at the 95:28 
mark. It was her second game-winning goal of the season. Paulsen scored her final goal 
of the year in the first half at Kentucky which tied the score before the Wildcats took the 
lead back three minutes later.
2006: Paulsen’s freshman year was spent mostly as a midfield replacement, but the Colo-
rado native was both efficient and brilliant in her time. She scored her first career goal 
against Missouri State when she rifled a shot from outside the penalty area on a free 
kick that skimmed the bottom of the crossbar and forced overtime.  She added an assist 
against Southeastern Louisiana. Paulsen played in all 19 contests her first season, picking 
up two starts.
CLUB: Playing for Real Colorado, Paulsen picked up five state cup titles and participated in 
six regionals, making the Region IV semifinals three times and the finals once.
Faith Christian Acad.: Paulsen was a three-sport athlete for Faith Christian Academy, us-
ing her 5-9 frame to excel at soccer, basketball and cross country. On the pitch, Paulsen 
won a state championship her junior season, tallying 14 goals and 12 assists during the 
campaign. She guided her team to a quarterfinals spot as a sophomore and to the state 
finals as a senior. She was named all-state and all-conference in each of her final three 
seasons. Paulsen’s basketball and cross country teams were also successful with a second 
and two third-place finishes in the state.
Personal: Born on Oct. 5, 1987, Paulsen is the daughter of Gregory and Patricia Paulsen. 
She has two brothers, Matthew and Timothy and is planning to major in biology.
GP-GS G A Pts Shots Shot% SOG SOG% GW PK-Att
2006 19-2 1 1 3 23 .043 12 .522 0 0-0
2007 20-20 3 0 6 27 .111 17 .630 2 0-0
2008 19-19 4 1 9 21 .190 12 .571 2 0-0  
TOTAL 58-41 8 2 18 71 .113 41 .577 4 0-0
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2008: Kim Schleif appeared in 18 games as junior and made 10 starts for the Razor-
backs. Against Oral Roberts, Schleif posted a three-point effort to help lift the team 
to a 4-3 victory. She scored the game’s first goal in the eighth minute and assisted on 
a go-ahead score in the second half. Schleif knocked in her second goal of the season 
in Arkansas’ win over Vanderbilt. Her score in the 24th minute gave the home team a 
two-goal lead and proved to be the difference in the 2-1 victory. She has recorded a 
game-winning goal in each of her first three seasons in the Cardinal and White. Schleif 
recorded her second assist of the season in the Razorbacks’ 7-0 win against Nicholls 
State. She logged a season-high 72 minutes in a 3-1 win over Kentucky, snapping the 
Wildcats’ ten-match unbeaten streak against Arkansas. In the classroom, Schleif was 
a member of the 2008 SEC Fall Academic Honor Roll.
2007: Schleif saw action in 16 games during her sophomore season, making 10 starts. 
She finished the season with six points and a team-leading four assists. In the season 
opener against Tulsa, she posted an assist on a Kelly O’Connor goal. Schleif had a 
four-point performance in the Razorbacks’ 5-0 win over Jacksonville State. Her goal 
came just 2:27 into the game and she assisted on Arkansas’ next two goals. 
2006: Schleif goes down in Arkansas history as the first Razorback player to ever 
earn Southeastern Conference All-Freshman Team honors. She played in all 19 con-
tests her first season, starting 12, and scored three goals with one assist. Her first 
goal came at Southeastern Louisiana, but her most memorable was the game-winner 
against Memphis in the closing moments that preserved Arkansas’ school-record win-
ning streak.
ODP: Schleif played on the state team and was in the regional pool in 2001.
CLUB: Playing for the Lonestar Soccer Club, Schleif assisted the U-17 squad to a 
second-place finish at the state tournament and a wildcard qualifier to the regional.
Ronald Reagan HS: In four years at Ronald Reagan HS, Schleif led her squad to re-
gional and state finals as well as district championships. She is a multiple-time all-
district selection and was named to the state and regional teams her junior and senior 
seasons.
Personal: Born on Sept. 24, 1987, Schleif is the daughter of Ron and Laura Schleif. 
She has one brother, Ben, and is majoring in chemistry.
GP-GS G A Pts Shots Shot% SOG SOG% GW PK-Att
2006 19-12 3 1 7 25 .120 14 .560 1 0-0
2007 16-10 1 4 6 17 .059 6 .353 1 0-0
2008 18-10 2 2 6 19 .105 11 .579 1 0-0  
TOTAL 53-32 6 7 19 61 .098 31 .508 3 0-0
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2008: Sophie Wentz saw action in all 19 games for the Razorbacks, including a career-
high 12 starts. She also totaled career highs in goals, assists and points. She opened 
her season’s scoring with an assist in back-to-back games on Arkansas’ first goals 
against Oral Roberts and Jacksonville State. Wentz’ first goal of the season was 
the game-winning score, a 12-yard poke over the goalkeeper’s head, in Arkansas’ 
1-0, double-overtime victory over Samford at the Jacksonville State Tournament. At 
Georgia, Wentz gave her team a 1-0 lead with a goal in the 58th minute. She opened 
the scoring against Vanderbilt, finding the back of the net at the 7:47 mark for her 
third goal of the season. She finished second on the team with 26 shots and played a 
season-high 81 minutes against Auburn. For her performance off the field, Wentz was 
named to the 2008 SEC Fall Academic Honor Roll.
2007: Wentz appeared in all 20 games for Arkansas and made 10 starts. At Centenary, 
Wentz had the assist on the game-winning goal with a throw-in to Kathleen Paulsen 
who scored in overtime in the 96th minute to give the Razorbacks the 1-0 win. 
2006: One of the first Razorbacks off the bench for Arkansas in 2006, Wentz played 
in 18 matches at forward, getting one start in Arkansas’ match with Memphis. She 
tallied a pair of scores on the year including the game winner against Tulsa. Her sec-
ond score was the one that iced the game at Mississippi State.
ODP: Wentz played on the Oklahoma ODP squad in 2005.
CLUB: As a member of the Arkansas Comets club team, Wentz took four state titles 
through the U-18 level, then moved to the HFC 88 Lundy squad in Oklahoma in the 
summer of 2006 to play U-19 soccer and helped her squad all the way to the South 
Regional tournament.
Fayetteville HS: Wentz was a four-year starter and captain her senior season for 
Fayetteville High School. She made two trips to the state finals and another to the 
quarterfinals during her tenure. Named all-state her junior and senior seasons, she was 
a menace to opposing teams with her work ethic and nose for the goal.
Personal: Born on June 9, 1988, Wentz is the daughter of David and Andrea Wentz 
and is majoring in communication disorders. Being a Razorback runs in her family as 
both of her parents attended the University of Arkansas.
 GP-GS G A Pts Shots Shot% SOG SOG% GW PK-Att
2006 18-1 2 0 4 12 .167 5 .417 1 0-0
2007 20-10 0 1 1 18 .000 7 .389 0 0-0
2008 19-12 3 2 8 26 .115 11 .423 1 0-0  
TOTAL 57-23 5 3 13 56 .089 23 .411 2 0-0
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2008: Ally Atkins appeared in three games—all Arkansas wins—during her sophomore 
season. She logged a season-high 34 minutes against Nicholls State at the Razorback 
Invitational. Atkins saw action in one SEC contest, a 2-1 win over Vanderbilt.
2007: Atkins made 14 appearances in the Arkansas lineup during her freshman sea-
son. She tallied a goal and two assists in 312 minutes of play. She scored the first 
goal of her career, a four-yard shot off a cross, in the 44th minute of the Razorbacks’ 
5-0 win over Jacksonville St. In Arkansas’ 1-1 tie with No. 6 Tennessee, Atkins had 
the assist on a goal by Lindsay Patterson that tied the game at the 68:37 mark.
CLUB: Atkins was a part of several club team championships over the years and led 
her team to as high as No. 2 in the state, No. 12 in Region 1 and No. 49 in the na-
tion.
Liberty HS: Atkins earned captain’s honors for Liberty High School as a freshman, 
while also taking the coaches’ award that season. She also served as captain as a ju-
nior. She was a three-time all-conference selection, two-time all-district and all-region 
player. She also took all-state honors as a junior.
Personal: Born on March 3, 1989, Atkins is the daughter of Mike and Pat Atkins. She 
has one sibling, Morgan, and is a nutrition major. Atkins arrived at Arkansas in Janu-
ary of 2007 to begin her Razorback career a semester early.
GP-GS G A Pts Shots Shot% SOG SOG% GW PK-Att
2007 14-0 1 2 4 5 .200 2 .400 0 0-0
2008 3-0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0 0-0  
TOTAL 17-0 1 2 4 5 .200 2 .400 0 0-0
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2008: Sam Bolton saw action in 11 contests as a sophomore, including a start against 
Oral Roberts, the first of eight consecutive wins for Arkansas. She played all 90 
minutes against the Golden Eagles. Bolton appeared in six SEC matches, including the 
Razorbacks’ sixth consecutive win over Mississippi State. She played in four of the 
club’s shutouts, including the 1-0 victory in the season opener against Missouri State. 
A member of the Razorback defense, Bolton helped the team post a 1.24 goals against 
average, the fifth-best mark in program history. Off the field, she was a member of the 
2008 SEC Fall Academic Honor Roll.
2007: Bolton appeared in 16 games during her freshman season, earning 12 starts 
on Arkansas’ defensive line. Her first career start came in the Razorbacks’ 5-0 vic-
tory over Jacksonville State. She was also a starter in each of the team’s conference 
games. She was part of the unit that anchored Arkansas’ defense that finished fifth in 
the SEC with 18 goals allowed, 0.87 goals per game average. Arkansas also finished 
fifth in the conference giving up just 2.75 points per game.
ODP: Bolton spent several years on the ODP circuit at the U11/U12 and U13/U14 
levels.
CLUB: With the F.C. United of the Ingram Futbol Club, Bolton won five state champi-
onships and numerous tournament titles. Her team was ranked No. 1 in the state and 
20th in the Region 3 rankings.
Rogers HS: Bolton was the standout player for Rogers for several seasons and during 
that time led her squad to three state and conference championships. She was given 
her team’s hustle award as a freshman before being named the Arkansas Gatorade 
Player of the Year as a sophomore. She was named all-conference, all-tournament 
and all-state.
Personal: Born on Nov. 14, 1988, Bolton is the daughter of Scott and Cathy Bolton. 
She has one sister, Cory, and is majoring in pre-physical therapy.
 GP-GS G A Pts Shots Shot% SOG SOG% GW PK-Att
2007 16-12 0 0 0 4 .000 4 1.000 0 0-0
2008 11-1 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0 0-0  
TOTAL 27-13 0 0 0 4 .000 4 1.000 0 0-0
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2008: Rachel Carlson appeared in five games during her sophomore season. Against 
Nicholls State, she saw a season-high 44 minutes of play which produced a career-
best two assists on two of the Razorbacks’ season-high seven goals. Carlson also 
appeared in two SEC contests, against Georgia and Vanderbilt.
2007: During her freshman campaign, Carlson saw action in 17 games with five 
starts. She posted a three-point effort with her first-career goal and an assist against 
Jacksonville St. The goal came in the 72nd minute on an eight-yard strike. Less than 
a minute later, her assist on Kat Moffett’s goal helped give Arkansas the 5-0 win. 
Carlson also tallied an assist in the Razorbacks’ 6-0 victory over Louisiana Tech. She 
earned her first career start against Western Michigan.
ODP: Carlson played on the Oklahoma state ODP team for six years.
CLUB: Carlson’s Hurricane ’89 team was dominant over the years as evidenced by 
their four state championships over the past four seasons. The squad went to the 
Region 3 finals two times and the quarter finals last season.
Jenks HS: State champions their junior year, Carlson and the Jenks Trojans are a 
perennial state tournament powerhouse. As a freshman, Carlson led the squad to the 
state semifinals, improving to the finals as a sophomore before winning it all.
Personal: Born on May 5, 1989, Carlson is the daughter of Jeff and Nan Carlson. She 
has three siblings, Clay, Andrea and Meredith, and is majoring in elementary educa-
tion.
GP-GS G A Pts Shots Shot% SOG SOG% GW PK-Att
2007 17-5 1 2 4 6 .167 2 .333 0 0-0
2008 5-0 0 2 2 0 .000 0 .000 0 0-0  
TOTAL 22-5 1 4 6 6 .167 2 .333 0 0-0
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2008: Camille Flores saw action in 17 games during her sophomore campaign. She 
started two games, including the season-opening victory at Missouri State. She logged 
a season-high 84 minutes in the shutout win. Her other start came during conference 
play against Georgia. Flores registered a season-best two shots against Kentucky and 
finished the season with six.
2007: The third-leading scorer during the year, Flores made 12 starts and appearing 
in all 20 games for Arkansas. She scored two goals and tied for second on the team 
with three assists. She tallied her first point of the season with an assist on a Kelly 
O’Connor goal against Austin Peay. Flores’ first goal of the season came at the 64:00 
mark in a 6-0 win at Louisiana Tech. She made her first career start at Centenary. 
Against Jacksonville St., she posted a career-high four points with a goal and two 
assists. She scored on a header in the 49th minute and helped on goals by Kim Schleif 
and Rachel Carlson. Flores started the final nine SEC games.
ODP: Flores participated on the California ODP team and played with the regional 
squad.
CLUB: Playing with the Arsenal FC out of Alta Loma, Calif., Flores led her U17/U18 
team to a second-place finish in the Premier League and won numerous tournament 
titles in her six years.
Ruben S. Ayala HS: As a freshman Flores led her team to a Sierra League Champion-
ship and grabbed second-team all-league honors. She snagged first-team honors as a 
sophomore and paced the Bulldogs to a second-place league finish. She missed her 
junior year to injury but returned as a senior to lead her squad to an undefeated season 
and a spot in the CIF playoffs.
Personal: Born on April 6, 1989, Flores is the daughter of Emelda Flores. She has two 
siblings, Quijano and Javier, and is majoring in business.
 GP-GS G A Pts Shots Shot% SOG SOG% GW PK-Att
2007 20-12 2 3 7 12 .167 4 .333 0 0-0
2008 17-2 0 0 0 6 .000 3 .500 0 0-0  
TOTAL 37-14 2 3 7 18 .111 7 .389 0 0-0
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2008: In her first season as a Razorback, Lauren Hallauer was one of six players to 
start all 19 games, including 16 occasions when she played the entire game on the 
backline. The Arkansas defense anchored the team’s eight shutouts. Arkansas al-
lowed 1.24 goals per game, the fifth-lowest mark in program history. Hallauer earned 
all-tournament honors after helping the Razorbacks to a pair of shutout victories at the 
Jacksonville State Tournament. She flashed some offensive skill with her first career 
points on a pair of assists and a goal. She had assists against Western Michigan and 
Alabama. Hallauer scored her first career goal against Kentucky. With the score tied 
at one, she lined a shot from near midfield and after a bounce deep in the box, the ball 
found the back of the net at the 76:56 mark to give the Razorbacks the lead.
2007 (at Ohio State): As a freshman, Hallauer started all 23 games for the Buckeyes. 
She was a constant on the field as she played 2,095 of 2,105 possible minutes during 
the season. Hallauer also brings postseason experience to Arkansas as Ohio State 
advanced to the championship game of the Big Ten Tournament and earned a trip to 
the 2007 NCAA Championship Tournament.
Robinson HS: Hallauer was a 2007 high school All-American and also earned district, 
region and state honors. She served as the team captain during her senior season. Hal-
lauer also participated in track where she was a district, regional, state and national 
qualifier.
Personal: Born Nov. 15, 1988, she is the daughter of Ron and Joni Hallauer. She has 
a younger brother, Karl. Hallauer is majoring in kinesiology at Arkansas.
GP-GS G A Pts Shots Shot% SOG SOG% GW PK-Att
2008 19-19 1 2 4 10 .100 6 .600 1 0-0  
TOTAL 19-19 1 2 4 10 .100 6 .600 1 0-0
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2008: Beth McVean played in all 19 games as a sophomore and made 10 starts, in-
cluding her first career start in the season opener against Missouri State. She scored 
her first career goal—a game-tying shot—at the 63:56 mark against Oral Roberts. 
McVean scored for the second consecutive game with a last-minute goal against Jack-
sonville State. At the Razorback Invitational, she tallied the first assist of her career, 
a helper on Arkansas’ second goal of the game against Nicholls State. She scored the 
game-winning goal, a putback in the 16th minute, in the Razorbacks’ 1-0 win over Mis-
sissippi State to give Arkansas its first 2-0 start in SEC play since the 1995 season. 
She more than tripled the amount of playing time she saw on the field as a freshman. 
Her work paid off in the classroom, too, as she was a member of the 2008 SEC Fall 
Academic Honor Roll.
2007: During her freshman campaign, McVean appeared in 11 contests off the bench, 
including two SEC games. She logged 344 minutes and tallied four shots with two 
shots on goal during the year. She missed the final nine games of the season due to 
illness.
CLUB: Playing for the Memphis Mercury, McVean was a starting forward and mid-
fielder and in 2007 won the Tennessee state championship, eventually playing in the 
Southern Regional finals.
White Station HS: A four-year starter and two-year captain for White Station at cen-
ter mid, McVean was named most valuable player on her squad three times. Her final 
season she was the Best of the Preps Athlete of the Year for the Memphis metro area. 
She scored 26 goals and added 20 assists during her stint at White Station and was 
named all-state her senior year. She has also been named to the White Station Hall of 
Fame as the most athletic female her senior season. Along with her soccer prowess, 
McVean was a four-year all-state selection in cross country and All-Memphis in track. 
She was also a member of the National Honor Society and National Spanish Honor 
Society.
Personal: Born on July 6, 1988, McVean is the daughter of John and Debbie McVean. 
She has two sisters, Stephanie and Laura. She is majoring in kinesiology/pre-profes-
sional/pre-optometry at Arkansas.
 GP-GS G A Pts Shots Shot% SOG SOG% GW PK-Att
2007 11-0 0 0 0 4 .000 2 .500 0 0-0
2008 19-10 3 1 7 19 .158 9 .474 1 0-0  
TOTAL 30-10 3 1 7 23 .130 11 .478 1 0-0
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2008: In her first full season on the field, Kelly O’Connor finished as the Razorbacks’ second-
leading points and goals scorer. O’Connor scored her first goal of the season, a go-ahead 
shot. at the 65:38 mark of Arkansas’ 4-3 win over Oral Roberts. Against Jacksonville State, 
O’Connor had the first two-goal performance of her career to lead the Razorbacks to a 4-0 
win. In the weekend finale, she registered an assist on the game-winning goal in Arkansas’ 
double-overtime victory over Samford. Along with all-tournament recognition, she was also 
named the event’s Offensive MVP. For her effort, O’Connor was named the SEC Offensive 
Player of the Week, the seventh player in program history to earn weekly accolades and the 
third to reap offensive honors. She scored the lone goal in a 1-0 victory over Austin Peay 
and continued her hot streak with a goal in the 50th minute in a 3-0 win against Western 
Michigan at the Razorback Invitational. She notched an assist on Arkansas’ second goal 
against Ole Miss in a 2-0 win, the team’s first against the Rebels since the 1996 season. In 
the classroom, she was named to the 2008 SEC Fall Academic Honor Roll.
2007: The team’s leading scorer despite missing the final eight games of the season, O’Connor 
posted six goals and three assists during 12 games—all starts—of her freshman campaign. 
She suffered a season-ending ACL injury Oct. 5 against No. 21 Georgia. She made her pres-
ence known immediately with a goal in the 11th minute of her first game in an Arkansas 
jersey. She totaled three points in the Razorbacks’3-0 win at Oral Roberts. O’Connor scored 
for the second consecutive game with a goal in the 70th minute against Austin Peay. In the 
conference opener against Ole Miss, she scored Arkansas’ only goal, an unassisted tally at 
the 14:05 mark. She tied her career high with a three-point effort against Mississippi State; 
she set up Lindsay Patterson to give the team an early lead and scored a goal of her own in 
the 67th minute to seal Arkansas’ 2-0 win. 
ODP: O’Connor was a member of the Region III ODP team between 2005 and 2007. She was 
also invited to participate in U-20 national team camp during the summer of 2007.
CLUB: The best word to describe O’Connor’s career with the Ingram Futbal Club is ... cham-
pion. Between the ranks of U11 and U18, Ingram won four state championships and was a 
finalist twice.
Bentonville HS: All-American, Arkansas Gatorade Player of the Year, NSCAA State Player 
of the Year and offensive MVP, and that was her junior year. As a senior she was named 
Arkansas Democrat-Gazette and Morning News of Northwest Arkansas Player of the Year 
and scored the game-winning goal in Bentonville’s state championship run. The goal capped 
off a brilliant tournament that saw her named most valuable player. She holds Bentonville 
records for career and single-season goals as well as career and single-season points. During 
her stint at BHS, she scored 104 goals and tallied over 200 points.
Personal:  Born on Jan. 18, 1989, O’Connor is the daughter of Joe and Lori O’Connor. She 
has two younger siblings, Kasey and Jack, and is majoring in international relations and 
Middle Eastern studies.
GP-GS G A Pts Shots Shot% SOG SOG% GW PK-Att
2007 12-12 6 3 15 35 .171 19 .543 1 0-0
2008 18-17 5 2 12 31 .161 14 .452 2 0-0  
TOTAL 30-29 11 5 27 66 .167 33 .500 3 0-0
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2008: Britni Williams continued her assault on the program’s goalkeeping record book by 
recording four single-season sophomore marks—wins, goals allowed, goals against average 
and shutouts—and tying the class record with 19 starts. The Razorbacks’ starter in every 
game during her sophomore campaign, Williams registered a program-high 11 victories, 
equaling the mark held by former Arkansas standouts Molly Myers (1991) and Holly Smith 
(1996), and finished the season with a 1.28 goals against average, the seventh-best mark 
in program history. Her seven shutouts were tied for second in the SEC and also tied for 
the most in school history (Smith, 1996). Williams won a program-best eight consecutive 
starts, a stretch of games that included six shutouts. In the team’s 3-0 win over Western 
Michigan, she tied her career high with nine saves. She also had games with seven and 
eight saves against No. 7 Florida and Georgia, respectively. She faced a season-high 20 
shots at Tennessee. Williams began conference play with a pair of road shutouts against 
Ole Miss and Mississippi State, helping Arkansas to its first 2-0 start in the SEC since the 
1995 season.
2007: Williams set five Arkansas single-season freshman records—games started, min-
utes played, shots faced, goals against average and shutouts—and tied another with eight 
wins. She started all 20 games in goal for the Razorbacks and her 0.91 goals against aver-
age tied a school record set the previous season by Carrie Dillsaver. In her first collegiate 
start, against Tulsa, Williams posted a shutout to become the first Arkansas freshman 
goalkeeper to blank an opponent in her first collegiate start. After two more shutouts, 
against Louisiana Tech and Centenary, she was named the SEC Freshman of the Week. 
Williams had one shutout in conference play when Arkansas beat Mississippi State, 2-0, 
in Fayetteville. She stopped eight of nine shots against No. 6 Tennessee as the two teams 
battled to a 1-1 tie at Razorback Field.
ODP: Williams was a member of the ODP state team as a sophomore in high school.
CLUB: Playing for Arsenal in California, Williams accrued a staggering 351-72-66 record as 
the starting goalkeeper between the U10 and U19 levels.  She was instrumental in several 
championships including the US Club Soccer Western Region title.
Los Osos HS: A four-year captain and starter, Williams earned three all-league honors, 
three MVP awards and a Daily Bulletin All-Inland Valley honor. Her senior team was ranked 
ninth in the state, and she led her squad to one league championship and two runner-up 
finishes while also taking them to the round of eight at the CIF.
Personal: Born on April 26, 1989, Williams is the daughter of Robert and Debbie Williams. 
She has two siblings, an older sister, Chelsea, and a younger brother, Kendall, and is major-
ing in liberal arts.
GP-GS Minutes GA GAA Saves Save% W L T Sho
2007 20-20 1776:43 18 0.91 94 .839 8 11 1 6
2008 19-19 1693:30 24 1.28 66 .733 11 8 0 7  
TOTAL 39-39 3470:13 42 1.09 160 .792 19 19 1 13
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2008: Kailey Anders saw action in 18 games during her freshman season, including a 
pair of starts in conference play at Mississippi State and LSU. She finished the year 
tied for the team lead with four assists. Her first helper came in the 28th minute of 
Arkansas’ 4-0 win over Jacksonville State. She posted a two-assist effort, the first 
of her career, against Western Michigan and added another assist against Nicholls 
State at the Razorback Invitational. Anders scored her first career goal on a 25-yard 
rocket against South Carolina. In the season finale against LSU, in which she played 
a season-high 65 minutes, she scored her second goal in as many games when she re-
directed a corner kick into the back of the Tiger net. Away from the field, she earned 
a spot on the 2009 SEC Freshman Academic Honor Roll.
CLUB: Along with former Razorback teammate Nikki Crocco, Anders was a member 
of the Dallas Sting ’90, formerly the Dallas Texans Red ‘90. The team won the Texas 
State Cup, the U18 Region I championship and advanced to the finals of the 2008 
U.S. Youth Soccer National Championships. The club team also appeared in the U17 
national championship game the year before.
Allen HS: During her senior season, Anders was a first-team all-district selection. She 
helped lead Allen to regional appearances from 2006-08.
Personal: Born Dec. 31, 1989, she is the daughter of Ken and Vickie Anders. She has 
three siblings, Kara, Kyle and Kennedy, and is a speech pathology major at Arkansas.
GP-GS G A Pts Shots Shot% SOG SOG% GW PK-Att
2008 18-2 2 4 8 10 .200 6 .600 0 0-0  
TOTAL 18-2 2 4 8 10 .200 6 .600 0 0-0
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2008: Kendal Winston made her first career appearance in the Razorbacks’ victory 
over Nicholls State. She was inserted into the lineup to begin the second half and 
helped preserve Arkansas’ shutout victory. Winston made two saves on the two shots 
on goals she faced against the Colonels. In the classroom, she was a member of the 
2009 SEC Freshman Academic Honor Roll.
CLUB: Winston was a member of the three-time State Cup champion D’Feeters club 
team out of North Texas.
McKinney HS: During her freshman year, Winston was on the Texas state champion-
ship team at McKinney HS. She was named the district Newcomer of the Year during 
her sophomore season. She was also named a first-team all-district performer three 
times (2006-08).
Personal: Born Nov. 10, 1989, she is the daughter of Bob and Kim Winston. She 
has two older sisters, Rachel and Erika. Winston is majoring in communications at 
Arkansas.
GP-GS Minutes GA GaAvg Saves Save% W L T Sho
2008 1-0 45:00 0 0.00 2 1.000 0 0 0 0  
TOTAL 1-0 45:00 0 0.00 2 1.000 0 0 0 0
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2007 & 2008 (at Virginia Commonwealth): During her sophomore season, 
Laurel Pastor was a member of the All-Colonial Athletic Association (CAA) 
first team after leading VCU with 20 points and nine goals. She finished 
10th in the conference in scoring and tied for seventh in goals. Pastor 
earned CAA Co-Player of the Week honors (Oct. 13) after wins over Drexel 
and Delaware. In 2007, she was named to the CAA All-Freshman team with 
two goals and an assist during her first collegiate season. Pastor scored 
the final penalty kick in VCU’s win over top-seeded William & Mary which 
earned the Rams a spot in the 2007 CAA Tournament title game.
2008 (at Winthrop): Last season as a freshman, Chelsea Tidwell was Win-
throp’s second-leading scorer with nine points on four goals and an assist. 
Her four-goal total tied for the team lead. She appeared in 16 games in 
2008 for the Eagles. Tidwell earned a spot on the Carolina’s Border Classic 
All-Tournament and Big South All-Freshman teams.
ODP: Tidwell was a two-time member of the ODP in Mississippi and also 
participated in the program in the state of Tennessee.
CLUB: A member of the GSC Fury Premier club team, Tidwell helped lead 
the squad to two appearances in the state finals.
Oxford HS: During her four-year prep career, she helped the soccer team to 
four district championships. A two-sport athlete, Tidwell also lettered as a 
member of the tennis team. 
Personal: Born Sept. 24, 1989, she is the daughter of Joe and Karen 
Tidwell, and has a twin sister, Maggie. She is majoring in dietetics at Ar-
kansas.
2007 & 2008 (at Oklahoma): In 2008, Kelsey Allison led the Sooners with 
three assists. She appeared in 12 games as a sophomore and finished the 
season as the fifth-leading scorer. Allison played in 18 games with 13 
starts during her freshman campaign in 2007. She scored in her first col-
legiate game against Alabama A&M and notched her first career assists 
against Oral Roberts.
ODP: She was a member of the North Texas State Olympic Developmental 
Team in 2005.
CLUB: Allison played for the D’Feeters ’89 club team and helped the team 
claim the Premier League title and the Surf Cup. In 2003, she was the 
recipient of the State Cup Fair Play Award.
Carroll HS: She was a four-year letterwinner for the soccer team. Allison 
tallied 14 goals and 18 assists as a senior and earned all-state honors. She 
was also named team captain and District 5-5A Co-MVP during the season. 
A three-time first-team all-district selection, Allison was also named to the 
all-region team on three occasions (2005-07). She was a four-time academ-
ic all-district honoree, as well as an academic all-state performer in 2007.
Personal: Born July 17, 1989, she is the daughter of David and Lori Allison 
and has an older brother, Jeremy. She is majoring in family studies and hu-
man development at Arkansas.
CLUB: Pastor was a member of the FCV Rockets club team during the sum-
mer season with Razorback teammate Lauren Hallauer.
West Springfield HS: A two-sport athlete, she lettered in soccer all four 
years. She led the Spartans to the district championship during her fresh-
man and senior seasons. Pastor was a four-time all-district selection, a 
second-team member as a freshman and a first-time honoree as a sopho-
more, junior and senior. In her final two seasons of prep soccer, she was 
a first-time selection of the all-region team. Pastor was also a two-time 
all-metro performer. She was also a member of the track & field team.
Personal: Born Oct. 6, 1988, she is the daughter of Jan and Jody Pastor, 
and has a younger brother, Max. She is majoring in dietetics at Arkansas.
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2008: Erin Moskos redshirted during the 2008 season.
2007 (at Clemson): Moskos appeared in three games off the bench for the 
Tigers during her freshman season.
CLUB: Moskos was a member of the Arsenal Football Club Premier team. 
The club turned in a second-place finish in the Premier League and won 
several tournament titles during her eight-year club run, including the U.S. 
Club Soccer Western Region championship.
Los Osos HS: Moskos, a three-year starter, earned all-league honors three 
times and was named the team’s Most Valuable Defender. She helped lead 
Los Osos to a conference title, two runner-up results and an appearance in 
the quarterfinals. Moskos was also a four-time California Interscholastic 
Federation Scholarship Athlete.
Personal: Born Feb. 15, 1989, she is the daughter of Paul and Bonnie 
Moskos. She has an older brother, Daniel. At Arkansas, Moskos is a kinesi-
ology/exercise science major.
2008: Daniella O’Shea redshirted during the 2008 season, but excelled in 
the classroom as a member of the 2009 SEC Freshman Academic Honor 
Roll.
Lassiter HS: O’Shea was a four-time letter winner. During her senior sea-
son, she was named the team’s MVP and Best Offensive Player.
Personal: Born Feb. 22, 1990, she is the daughter of Jim and Olivia O’Shea. 
She has a younger sister, Siobhan.
2008: Anna Heintz redshirted during the 2008 season. Away from the field 
she was named to the 2009 SEC Freshman Academic Honor Roll.
Southside HS: During her senior season, Heintz was an all-state selection. 
She also participated in track and field during her senior year.
Personal: Born Dec. 24, 1989, she is the daughter of Sam and Vicki Heintz. 
She has three brothers, Oliver, Jacob and John, and one sister, Emily. She 
will major in biological engineering at Arkansas.
2008: Brittany Hudson redshirted during the 2008 season.
ODP: Hudson was a two-time member of the Arkansas state pool.
CLUB: Hudson played for the Little Rock FC ’90 team coached by Tad Bo-
hannon and he helped the squad to 2007 and 2008 state titles.
Central HS: In 2007, Central advanced to the state championship game and 
Hudson was an all-conference defensive unit selection. She finished her 
high school career being named to the 2008 East All-Star team.
Personal: Born Feb. 19. 1990, she is the daughter of Dennis and Teresa 
Hudson and has a younger sister, Rebecca. At Arkansas, Hudson is enrolled 
in the pre-med program as a biology major.
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ODP: Allie Chandler was a member of the Olympic Development regional team 
in 2005.
CLUB: Chandler played for the Dallas Texans club team, that later changed 
its named to Sting. During her time with the club, Chandler helped the team 
to three Region III appearances, including a national final appearance with the 
U15/16 team. Her U17/18 club was Premier League champions.
Poteet HS: A three-time first-team all-district selection, Chandler helped lead 
her team to three appearances in the regional quarterfinals.  As a sophomore, 
she was the District 15-4A Offensive MVP and a first-team all-region performer. 
She repeated the all-region recognition the following season. Chandler totaled 
more than 80 goals and 50 assists during her four-year prep career, including 
bests of 26 goals as a junior and 19 assists as a sophomore.
Personal: Born March 5, 1991, she is the daughter of Rodney Chandler and 
Shelley Carr, and has a younger brother, Brandon. She plans on majoring in 
pre-medicine while at Arkansas.
CLUB: Sami Pesek played for the Tulsa Soccer Club ’91. She also played for 
club teams in her native Argentina prior to moving to the United States.
Owasso HS: Pesek helped lead Owasso to three playoff appearances. As a 
sophomore, she earned all-district and all-conference honors. During her ju-
nior season, in addition to all-district and all-conference recognition, Pesek 
also garnered all-metro honors. In the classroom, she earned a spot on the 
all-academic team.
Personal: Born Oct. 22, 1990, she is the daughter of Sergio and Carol 
Pesek. She has a younger sister, Melanie, and an older brother, Martin 
Fleury. She plans on majoring in international business while at Arkansas.
ODP: Shelby Campbell was a member of the North Texas State Olympic Devel-
opment team and was part of the U12-U17 regional pool.
CLUB: Campbell played for the Dallas Texans/Sting club, which won two State 
Cup titles in her last two years as a member. During her senior season, Camp-
bell helped the Sting to the regional championship and a spot in the national 
finals. Her team also captured the Premier League and Disney championships. 
She was club teammates with Razorback teammate Kailey Anders.
Nolan Catholic HS: During Campbell’s prep career, Nolan Catholic was a four-
time TAPPS regional champion and state runner-up. She was a three-year 
starter before suffering an ACL injury during her senior season. As a fresh-
man, she was an all-district honorable mention selection. She added all-state 
honorable mention accolades as a sophomore and was named to the all-state 
tournament team as a junior. Campbell also earned letters in softball, track & 
field and volleyball.
Personal: Born Jan. 8, 1990, she is the daughter of Stephen and Janet Camp-
bell, and has an older sister, Savannah. She plans to major in business while 
at Arkansas.
CLUB: Valerie played for FC Virginia Netforce and helped lead the club to 
a state championship, five runner-up finishes and two regional qualifying 
seasons. Her U17/18 team was ranked as high as No. 6 in the final national 
rankings.
Broad Run HS: Powell was a two-time all-state performer at Broad Run. 
During her sophomore season, Broad Run won the district and regional 
championships. Powell helped the Spartans to back-to-back state titles in 
her final two prep seasons. She was an all-district, all-region and all-state 
performer as a junior and senior. Broad Run finished the 2009 season as 
the No. 2 team in nation. 
Personal: Born Dec. 13, 1990, she is the daughter of Adrian and Susan 
Powell, and has three siblings, Jamie, Karla and Adrian Jr. Her father was 
a member of the track & field team at the University of Akron, her mother 
played volleyball at Mercyhurst College and her sister, Karla, plays softball 
at the University of Wisconsin. She will major in early childhood education 
at Arkansas.
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ODP: Kate Singleton was in the South Texas Olympic Development pool (2006, 
2007), and was a team alternate in 2006.
CLUB: Singleton played with a few club teams, but spent the final three sea-
sons with the Lonestar Soccer Club. In 2008, Lonestar claimed the Region III 
Premier League West title and earned a spot in the Region III United States 
Youth Soccer quarterfinals. Singleton also gained international experience 
when Lonestar played Mexico’s U20 national team in 2007.
Stephen F. Austin HS: A four-year team captain, Singleton began her prep career 
as the District 25-5A Newcomer of the Year. She was a first-team all-district 
selection as a freshman and sophomore. She was a three-time team MVP and 
voted the most inspirational player twice. Singleton was also a member of the 
track & field team. She was the district champion in the 100 meters in 2006, 
and qualified for the regional meet in the event in 2007.
Personal: Born Sept. 10, 1990, she is the daughter of Clay and Diane Singleton, 
and has an older sister, Sarah. She plans on majoring in business at Arkansas.
ODP: Tara Zika was a member of the Missouri State Olympic Development 
program in 2005 and 2006.
CLUB: Zika played with the St. Louis Scott Gallagher club team. She partici-
pated in the U8-U18 groups. Her U13/14 team was the Midwest League and 
Missouri state champions.
Ursuline Academy: A two-sport athlete during her prep career, Zika won the 
team MVP award as a freshman. She followed with first-team all-conference 
honors as a sophomore and junior. In 2007, she was also named the Offensive 
Threat of the Year. Ursuline finished fourth in the state during Zika’s freshman 
season and earned a spot in the division finals during her junior season. She 
tallied more than 50 goals and 30 assists at Ursuline. Zika also participated in 
field hockey where she was named the 2008 All-Metro Player of the Year. She 
was a three-time all-metro and all-conference performer in field hockey.
Personal: Born Jan. 30, 1991, she is the daughter of Ken Zika, and has two old-
er brothers, Steven and Kenny. She plans on majoring in business at Arkansas.
The Razorback soccer team enjoyed a busy off-season during the spring of 2009. Arkansas played in four exhibition matches with an alumni game and contests against Kansas, 
Oklahoma and Missouri State. It was the team’s first form of competition under first-year Razorback head coach Erin Aubry. Transfers Kelsey Allison (Oklahoma) and Laurel Pastor 
(VCU) joined the team during the spring semester to participate in workouts and bolster Arkansas’ upperclassmen depth. Following their win in the spring finale against Missouri 
State, the Razorbacks hosted a free clinic for the youth in attendance. Above, members of the Arkansas soccer team interact with the kids during clinic drills. The Razorbacks’ 
reach extended beyond the field with a visit to Smith Elementary in nearby Springdale, Ark.
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Erin Aubry enters her first season as the head soccer coach at the 
University of Arkansas. Aubry was named the seventh head coach of the 
University of Arkansas soccer program on Dec. 23, 2008. During the previ-
ous four years, she served as the head coach at Morehead State University 
in Morehead, Ky. Aubry inherits a Razorback team that finished last season 
with an 11-8 record, tying the school record for wins in a season.
“It is an honor to be named the head coach of the soccer program 
at the University of Arkansas,” Aubry said. “I am excited about the op-
portunity to return to the Southeastern Conference as the head coach of 
a promising program at an outstanding institution. I would like to thank 
Jeff Long and the University of Arkansas for giving me this tremendous 
opportunity. 
“Our goal from day one will be to build a program that is successful in 
developing student-athletes in the classroom and on the soccer field. We 
will work towards returning the Razorbacks to the SEC Tournament and 
competing in the NCAA Tournament. I am looking forward to working with 
our staff and our student-athletes to accomplish those goals.”
During the 2008 season at Morehead State, Aubry guided the program 
to uncharted heights. The Eagles captured the program’s first-ever Ohio 
Valley Conference (OVC) title and their first NCAA Tournament appear-
ance. In four years at Morehead State, Aubry, the 2006 OVC Coach of the 
Year, compiled a 28-38-9 record.
Morehead State finished the 2008 season with a 9-9-3 record, in-
cluding a 4-4-2 mark in conference play. The nine-win total matched the 
program’s all-time high, equaling the mark of the 2000 and 2004 teams. 
The Eagles entered the 2008 OVC Soccer Championship as the tourna-
ment’s No. 4 seed, and defeated the top-seeded team from Murray State 
in the semifinals before claiming a 1-0 win over Tennessee-Martin in the 
championship game. A school-record four players earned all-tournament 
honors, including Lily Meisner who was named most valuable player of 
the OVC Tournament. The sophomore goalkeeper also earned Morehead 
State’s first NSCAA National Player of the Week recognition.
Under Aubry’s watch, freshman forward Jillian Birchmeier made OVC 
history when she was named the Freshman and co-Offensive Player of the 
Year. It was the first time in conference history one player earned both 
awards in a single season. They were also the first such honors in program 
history. Birchmeier was one of three Eagles to earn all-conference recogni-
tion.
As a result of their conference tournament title, the Eagles earned 
the first NCAA Tournament berth in the program’s history. MSU lost a 2-0 
Coaching Staff
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decision to Wake Forest on the Demon Deacons’ home field in the 
first round of the NCAA Tournament.
In 2007, the Eagles qualified for the OVC Tournament and fin-
ished the season with a 5-10-1 record, including 4-4-1 in conference 
play. The four wins tied the mark for the second-most conference 
wins in Morehead State soccer history. The 2007 squad was the 
recipient of a NSCAA team academic award as well as a team com-
munity service award.
 In her second season at Morehead State, Aubry was named the 
OVC Coach of the Year. From her initial season with the team at 
6-11-2, Aubry led 
the Eagles to an 
8-8-3 record, includ-
ing a 5-1-3 mark in 
OVC play, the most 
conference wins in 
program history. 
MSU finished sec-
ond in the confer-
ence, the highest finish in school history, and advanced to the cham-
pionship game of the OVC Tournament.
 Three Morehead State student-athletes were named all-confer-
ence performers, including goalkeeper Leslie King, the 2006 OVC 
Defensive Player of the Year. It was the first such honor in program 
history. The Eagles also earned distinction for their work in the class-
room as the soccer team earned a MSU team academic award.
 Aubry bring SEC experience to Fayetteville as she was an assis-
tant coach for three seasons at Ole Miss (2002-04) and two seasons 
at Auburn (1999-2000). Ole Miss advanced to three-straight SEC 
Tournaments and two NCAA Tournaments during Aubry’s tenure. 
The appearances marked the first NCAA berths in school history 
and resulted in the first NCAA Tournament win in Rebels’ history in 
2003.
 While at Auburn, Aubry had responsibilities for recruiting, field 
training, individual training and academic mentoring. She was also 
the camp director for the Auburn soccer camp in 1999. The Tigers 
posted a 13-7 record in Aubry’s final season with the program.
 Aubry began her coaching career as a coach in training on the 
Region II staff in 1996 and 1998 as part of the Olympic Develop-
ment Program (ODP). She was a state coach for Alabama ODP in 
1999 and 2004. Aubry was a coach for the Region II ‘92/93 Girls’ 
team in the summer of 2006. 
 Prior to her coaching career, Aubry had a successful playing 
career at Northwestern University. As a member of a first-year pro-
gram in 1994, the midfielder helped the Wildcats advance to four Big 
Ten Tournaments and two NCAA Tournaments (1996, 1998) during 
her career. She was co-captain of the 1998 Northwestern squad 
that posted a 16-5-1 mark and advanced to the third round of the 
NCAA Tournament before falling, 1-0, to eventual national champion 
Florida. During her senior season in 1998, Aubry was selected as the 
recipient of the Coach’s Award for outstanding leadership.
 Aubry received her bachelor’s of science degree in communica-
tion studies from Northwestern in 1998. She is married to Kris Grun-
wald, an assistant volleyball coach at the University of Arkansas.
Aubry says...
“The University of Arkansas is an amazing 
place that takes care of its student-athletes 
in an unbelievable way, so for me to be a 
part of that, is truly a dream come true for 
me. I’m excited to be here and excited to be 
a Razorback.”
“This is a program that has the necessary 
tools already and we need to make sure 
we’re using those tools in the correct way. 
We need to pull out a little personality in or-
der to establish a team identity. We’re going 
to talk a lot about courage: courage to take 
chances, courage to go to goal, courage to 
score goals.”
“The Southeastern Conference is definitely 
one of the premier conferences in the nation 
for women’s soccer. I learned that right off 
the bat, (as an assistant coach) at Auburn. 
Continuing on to Ole Miss (as an assistant 
coach) to see that at a higher level, taking a 









2…OVC Championship Appearances (2006, 2008)
2…ESPN The Magazine Academic All-District Members
1…NCAA Tournament Appearance (2008)
1…OVC Tournament Championship Title (2008)
1…OVC Coach of the Year (2006)
1…OVC Defensive Player of the Year (2006)
1…OVC Freshman of the Year (2008)
1…OVC Co-Offensive Player of the Year (2008)
Aubry Year-by-Year
Conference Pct. Overall Pct.
2005 (MSU) 3-6-0 .333 6-11-2 .368
2006 (MSU) 5-1-3 .722 8-8-3 .500
2007 (MSU) 4-4-1 .500 5-10-1 .344
2008 (MSU) 4-2-2 .625 9-9-3 .500
Total 16-13-6 .543 28-38-9 .433 
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Christine Liberto joins the Razorbacks after one season as an assistant coach-
ing at Morehead State. She was part of Erin Aubry’s staff that guided the 
Eagles to a 9-9-3 record and a spot in the 2008 NCAA Tournament. MSU 
finished the year with a 4-2-2 league record and capped the conference season 
by winning the Ohio Valley Conference (OVC) Championship with a 1-0 victory 
over the University of Tennessee-Martin.
Under Liberto’s guidance, three MSU players were named to the all-conference 
team, including Jillian Birchmeier who became the first player in OVC history 
to win Freshman of the Year and Offensive Player of the Year honors in the 
same season.
Liberto brings strong Southeastern Conference ties with her as she was a 
four-year letterwinner (2004-07) at Ole Miss. During her playing career, the 
Rebels made four SEC Tournament appearances and advanced to the NCAA 
Tournament in 2005. That year, Liberto was part of an Ole Miss squad that 
went 14-5-2 overall and 8-1-2 during conference play. Liberto played the 2004 
season with Aubry as an assistant coach at Ole Miss.
Continuing her dedication to teaching the game of soccer, Liberto earned a 
National Soccer Coaches Association of America (NSCAA) National Diploma 
during the summer of 2009.
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Tim Nowak is in his first season as an assistant coach for the soccer team at 
the University of Arkansas. Prior to his hiring in Fayetteville, Nowak served as 
the head coach of the soccer program at Eastern Illinois University. 
During his four years at Eastern Illinois, Nowak compiled a 28-42-10 overall 
record but it was during conference play that his teams shined. The Panthers 
posted a 17-11-7 record in OVC play under the direction of Nowak. He led EIU 
to four OVC Tournament appearances, including two semifinals berths and the 
2005 OVC Championship game.
Nowak developed a strong core of talented players during his tenure in Charles-
ton, Ill. He coached seven first-team All-OVC performers at Eastern Illinois, 
including the 2006 OVC Player of the Year, Kellie Floyd. Nowak’s commitment 
was as strong in the classroom as five Panthers earned academic all-district 
honors and Meghan Ryon was an academic All-American in 2007.
Prior to his stint at Eastern Illinois, Nowak was an assistant coach at the 
University of Louisville (2001-04). He was part of a coaching staff that guided 
the Cardinals’ to a 12-5-3 record in 2004, the program’s first above-.500 
record since 1993. That season, Louisville finished tied for fourth place in 
Conference USA.
Nowak also holds National Soccer Coaches Association of America (NSCAA) 
Advanced National Coaching and NSCAA Goalkeeping diplomas.
He is married to the former Katherine Garner. Nowak played collegiate soc-
cer as a goalkeeper at Western Illinois University where he was a three-year 
letterwinner. 





 A letterwinner for the Razorback soc-
cer team in 2008, Dani Alexander will 
serve as Arkansas’ team manager this sea-
son. After redshirting during her freshman 
season, Alexander appeared in two games 
last season. She played in a season-high 
27 minutes against Nicholls State and ap-
peared in the team’s conference matchup 
at No. 7 Florida.
 Alexander was an all-conference dur-
ing her prep career at Bentonville High 
School. She helped the team to a semifinal 
berth during her junior season before lead-
ing BHS to the state title as a senior.
 A Bentonville, Ark., native, she is the 
daughter of Kevin and Kathy Alexander. 
she has two siblings, Brittany and Cam-




 Dawn Didier begins her sixth season 
as a full-time member of the University of 
Arkansas athletic training staff. She began 
as an assistant football trainer and is now 
the primary athletic trainer for the Razor-
back soccer and softball teams.
 As assistant athletic trainer, the Ba-
ton Rouge, La., native is responsible for the 
prevention, treatment and rehabilitation of 
UA’s student-athletes. She also assists in 
the day-to-day operations of the athletic 
training room, coordination of the athletic 
training graduate assistant and students 
for her sports.
 In addition, Didier serves as an ACI 
and the liaison between the athletic train-
ing room and the entry-level master’s 
athletic training education program. She 
worked two years as an intern for Dean 
Weber before becoming full-time on May 1, 
2004.
 At Robert E. Lee High School, Didier 
was valedictorian and lettered in volley-
ball, basketball and softball. She continued 
her basketball career at the University of 
Louisiana-Lafayette before transferring to 
LSU in 1996 and pursuing athletic training 
in 1998.
 Didier graduated from LSU with her 
bachelor’s degree in kinesiology in 2000 
and earned her master’s degree in kinesiol-
ogy in 2002.
Todd Barbour
Director of Strength and Conditioning 
for Olympic Sports
 Todd Barbour joined the Razorback 
staff as Arkansas’ director of strength and 
conditioning for Olympic sports in the sum-
mer of 2008.
 Barbour has 15 years of experience 
in the strength and conditioning field and 
joins the athletic department staff after 
four years as the director of performance 
at the Performance and Wellness Institute 
in Greeley, Colo.
 He also spent five years as an assis-
tant strength and conditioning coach at Or-
egon State, and five years as a high school 
strength and conditioning coach as well 
as a football and softball coach in Billings, 
Mont.
 Barbour earned his bachelor’s in physi-
cal education and sports science from the 
University of Idaho in 1994. He earned 
certification from the National Strength 
and Conditioning Association in 2001 and 
the Collegiate Strength and Conditioning 
Coaches Association in 2002.
 At the Performance and Wellness 
Institute, he designed, developed and 
implemented philosophy and principles for 
fitness, regeneration, rehabilitation and 
pre-habilitation. He also designed the new 
facility, budgeted, and researched and pur-
chased all equipment.
 Barbour and his wife, Angie, have 
three sons, Tysen, Ayden and Tanner.





 Kevin Jones begins his 15th year at 
the University of Arkansas. He is in charge 
of the upkeep of Razorback Field and Bogle 
Park, including assisting in the preparation 
of all other Arkansas home facilities.
 Jones has several accomplishments to 
his credit since joining the Arkansas staff. 
He has earned several awards for his turf 
work, including national recognition in 
1998, 2000, 2002 and 2003 with the 
National Fastpitch Coaches Association/
Turface Grounds Crew Field Maintenance 
of the Year award. He is also a member 
of the Sports Turf Managers Association 
(STMA).
Zach Lawson
Assistant Media Relations Director
 Zach Lawson begins his third year 
at Arkansas and his second as a full-time 
member of the Athletic Media Relations 
staff. He served as an intern prior to the 
promotion.
 Lawson is the primary media relations 
contact for Razorback soccer and softball, 
in addition to assisting with all 19 of the 
university’s other sports programs. As an 
intern at Arkansas, he worked with the 
Razorback men’s golf and men’s tennis 
teams.
 He served as the media coordinator 
for the 2008 Southeastern Conference 
Men’s Tennis Championship and is the as-
sistant editor of the Razorback basketball 
game day programs. Prior to joining the 
Arkansas staff, Lawson worked as an in-
tern at the National Collegiate Athletic As-
sociation from June 2006-June 2007 as a 
member of the public and media relations 
group within Brandings and Communica-
tions.
 Lawson, a Carrollton, Texas, native, 
graduated from Texas Tech University in 




 Tonya Lesczcak joined the Razor-
backs in 2006 as a graduate assistant in 
the marketing and promotions office. After 
graduating in May 2008, she joined the 
Razorback marketing staff in a full-time 
position.
 A 2005 graduate of Western Carolina 
University with a degree in sport manage-
ment, Lesczcak has a wide range of expe-
rience including marketing, ticketing and 
fundraising. 
      A former cross country and track and 
field athlete at Western Carolina, Lesczcak 
was a member of the student athletic ad-
visory committee and apprenticed with the 
university’s senior women’s administrator 
helping host the 2004 Southern Confer-
ence Volleyball Championship. 
      In addition, she completed an internship 
with the Asheville Lighting Junior Olympics 
team handling administrative duties while 
fundraising for the program. 
      Upon completion of her undergraduate 
degree, Lesczcak accepted a position as 
an intern serving as the ticket manager for 
North Carolina-Asheville, a post she held 
until coming to Arkansas.
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Razorbacks by Class
Class of 2010 Class of 2011
Class of 2012
Class of 2013
(From L to R) Kat Moffett, Kim Schleif, Kathleen Paulsen, Sophie Wentz (From L to R) Kelly O’Connor, Kelsey Allison, Erin Moskos, Laurel Pastor, 
Rachel Carlson, Britni Williams, Lauren Hallauer, Camille Flores, Sam Bolton, 
Ally Atkins, Beth McVean
(From L to R) Brittany Hudson, Chelsea Tidwell, Shelby Campbell, Kailey 
Anders, Anna Heintz, Daniella O’Shea, Kendal Winston
(From T to B) Allie Chandler, Kate Singleton, 
Valerie Powell, Sami Pesek, Tara Zika
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Kathleen Paulsen scored in the 81st minute against 
Oral Roberts to break a tie and send the Razorbacks 
to a 4-3 victory. (Aug. 31, 2008)
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Team ties program mark for wins in a season
With a 2-1 triumph over Vanderbilt (Oct. 19), the Razorback soc-
cer team equaled the program mark with 11 wins overall and four 
victories in SEC play. The 11 wins were the 
most by Arkansas since the 1996 season 
and the four-win tally is the program’s high-
est conference total since 1999. The win 
was also the team’s first against the Com-
modores since the 2004 season. Arkansas 
has now won 11 games in 1991, 1996 and 
2008, and tallied four SEC wins in 1996, 
1999 and 2008.
Good start in the SEC
For just the second time in program history (1995), Arkansas 
started conference play with a 2-0 record. The Razorbacks opened 
SEC action by snapping an 11-game skid against Ole Miss with a 
2-0 win on the road. Arkansas closed out the weekend with a 1-0 
triumph over Mississippi State in Starkville. With the pair of wins, 
Arkansas ran its program-best winning streak to eight matches. 
Coincidentally, the 1995 club also opened league play with wins 
over the Rebels and Bulldogs.
Razorbacks end skid against Kentucky
Arkansas defeated Kentucky, 3-1, at Razorback Field (Oct. 17) 
to snap the Wildcats’ 10-game unbeaten streak in the series 
between the two teams. It was the program’s first win against 
Kentucky since the 1994 season. Arkansas’ three goals were the 
highest total in conference play since a 5-0 victory over Alabama 
in 2006. Defender Lauren Hallauer scored her first career goal 
on a long ball into the box from just inside the midfield line in the 
77th minute.
Nothing getting by
The Razorbacks recorded seven consecutive shutouts, best-
ing the previous program mark set in 1987. The stretch began 
with a 4-0 victory over Jacksonville 
State, followed by shutout wins 
against Samford (1-0, 2OT), Austin 
Peay (1-0), Western Michigan (3-0), 
Nicholls State (7-0), Ole Miss (2-0) 
and Mississippi State (1-0).  The Ra-
zorbacks outscored their opponents 
19-0 during the seven-match streak. 
After a 4-3 win over Oral Roberts, the 
seven shutouts concluded Arkansas’ 
program-best eight-match winning 
streak.
Down to the last game
Entering the final game of the 2008 season, an Oct. 31 match-
up with LSU in Baton Rouge, the Razorbacks were one of three 
teams, with Alabama and Ole Miss, still eligible for the final two 
spots in the SEC Tournament. With the loss in its regular-season 
finale, Arkansas finished the season in ninth place in the SEC with 
a 4-7 conference mark.
Patterson recognized by NSCAA
Lindsay Patterson earned a spot on the 2008 National Soccer 
Coaches Association of America/adidas All-Central Region Team, 
one of four forwards named to the second team. It was the first 
all-region selection of an Arkan-
sas player by the NSCAA since 
1996. Patterson is the fifth Ra-
zorback soccer player honored by 
the NSCAA, joining Andie Hickman 
(1995-96), Alexis Hyrup (1995-
96), Honey Marsh (1993-94) and 
Ruthie Miller (1991).
All-SEC accolades for Patterson
For the second time during her career, Lindsay Patterson earned 
second-team All-SEC honors. She finished the season as Arkan-
sas’ leading scorer with 15 points and a team-high six goals. The 
Lewisville, Texas, native is the sixth player in Arkansas soccer 
history to claim two All-SEC honors, joining Denise Brown (1993-
94), Christina Burger (2005-06), Alexis Hyrup (1995-96), Honey 
Marsh (1993-94) and Erin Sampson (1999, 2002). Nineteen all-
conference selections have been distributed among 13 players in 
program history.
SEC Offensive Player of the Week No. 1
Kelly O’Connor earned SEC Offensive Player of the Week honors 
(Sept. 8), Arkansas’ first weekly offensive accolades from the 
conference since the 2004 season. O’Connor 
posted two goals and an assist in Arkansas’ 
victories at the 2008 adidas Gamecock Clas-
sic. She had the first two-goal effort of her 
career in a 4-0 win over Jacksonville State. 
Against Samford, O’Connor had the assist 
on the game-winning goal against Samford. 
SEC Offensive Player of the Week No. 2
Lindsay Patterson was named the SEC Offensive Player of the 
Week (Sept. 22) after a nine-point weekend in wins against West-
ern Michigan and Nicholls State. After missing the first five con-
tests of the season, Patterson tallied four goals and an assist 
in her first full weekend of action. She logged a career-high five 
points against Western Michigan and followed up with a pair of 
goals against Nicholls State, the fourth two-goal performance of 
her career. 
2008 Review Notes
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Patterson cracks goals scored top 10
During her final season in Cardinal and White, Lindsay Patterson 
moved into Arkansas’ all-time goals scored top 10. She cracked 
the list with a second-half goal against Ole Miss in the SEC opener 
and settled into her current spot with a header in the first half 
against Alabama. Patterson scored 17 goals during her Razorback 
career, and is tied for ninth with Honey Marsh (1991-94).
Wilburn moves up career assist list
With an assist on a goal against Vanderbilt 
(Oct. 19), Abbey Wilburn moved into a tie for 
third place on the program’s all-time assist list 
with 16 career helpers. She finished the season 
tied for the team lead with four assists. Wilburn 
is tied with four other players—Brittany Burns 
(1995-98), Kit Carson (1990-93), Honey Marsh 
(1991-94) and Ruthie Miller (1989-92)—on the 
all-time assist list.
Double-overtime triumph
Sophie Wentz knocked in a 12-yard shot at the 107:36 mark to 
seal the Razorbacks’ 1-0 victory over Samford in the champion-
ship contest of the 2008 adidas Gamecock Classic in Jackson-
ville, Ala. Goalkeeper Britni Williams made a diving stop in the 
first overtime period to keep the Bulldogs off the scoreboard and 
preserve the tied score. Arkansas outshot Samford, 16-11, in the 
match, which featured 38 fouls and eight corner kicks.
Bicycle lifts Arkansas to victory
With the scored tied in the Razorbacks’ match against Oral Rob-
erts, Kathleen Paulsen made one of the most spectacular plays, 
scoring the game-winning goal via bi-
cycle kick from eight yards out at the 
80:59 mark. The play put Arkansas 
ahead, 4-3, and the club held on for 
the win. The game’s second half fea-
tured two ties and two lead changes.
Anders scores first goal of career
Kailey Anders knocked in a 25-foot rocket against South Carolina 
(Oct. 26) to notch the first goal of her Razorback career. She 
closed out the season with another goal in the team’s season 
finale to finish the year with two goals. Anders tied for the club 
lead with four assists during the season.
Step right up, freshman
For the third consecutive season, a Razorback freshman scored 
the team’s first goal of the season. Nikki Crocco tucked the ball 
into the back of the net at the 71:43 mark of Arkansas’ season 
opener at Missouri State. It was the Razorbacks’ lone goal in a 
1-0 victory. In 2007, Kelly O’Connor scored the season’s first 
goal, while Kathleen Paulsen, in 2006, tallied Arkansas’ first 
score during her freshman campaign.
Academic recognition from SEC
Sixteen Razorbacks were named to the 2008 SEC Fall Academic 
Honor Roll, the most of any soccer program in the conference. The 
honorees included Dani Alexander, Whitney Allison, Sam Bolton, 
Jackie Booker, Megan Fawley, Sarah Gwisdala, Beth McVean, 
Kat Moffett, Erin Moskos, Kelly O’Connor, Lindsay Patterson, 
Kathleen Paulsen, Kim Schleif, Rachel Smith, Sophie Wentz and 
Abbey Wilburn.
Moffett honored for work in classroom
Kat Moffett was selected to the 2008 ESPN the Magazine Aca-
demic All-District third team. As a journalism major, Moffett 
carried a 3.63 cumulative grade point average. She is the fifth 
Razorback—Holly Collins (2001), Lindsay Haywood (2001), Julie 
Williford (2003) and Allison Harris (2004-07)—recognized by Co-
SIDA for outstanding achievement in the classroom.
Booker awarded for service to NW Arkansas
Jackie Booker was recognized for her dedication to the North-
west Arkansas community and named to the 2008 Community 
Service Team, the sixth annual 
women’s soccer list put together 
by the SEC. She was one of 11 
soccer student-athletes around 
the league honored for service to 
their respective communities.
2008 Review Notes
Soccer team members, including Britni Williams, Brittany Hudson, Rachel Carlson and Lauren 
Hallauer (l to r) participate in an offseason workout at the Willard and Pat Walker Pavillion.
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Overall: 11-8-0  Conf: 4-7-0  Home: 5-4-0  Away: 5-4-0  Neut: 1-0-0
## Name GP-GS Min G A Pts Sh Shot% SOG SOG% YC-RC GW PK-ATT FG OT HAT GTG
17 Lindsay Patterson 14-10 889 6 3 15 23 .261 17 .739 0-0 1 0-0 2 0 0 0
10 Kelly O’Connor 18-17 1034 5 2 12 31 .161 14 .452 4-0 2 0-0 2 0 0 0
15 Kathleen Paulsen 19-19 1495 4 1 9 21 .190 12 .571 1-0 2 0-0 2 0 0 0
13 Sophie Wentz 19-12 1036 3 2 8 26 .115 11 .423 1-0 1 0-0 3 1 0 0
8 Abbey Wilburn 19-19 1548 2 4 8 20 .100 12 .600 0-0 0 0-0 1 0 0 0
27 Kailey Anders 18-2 659 2 4 8 10 .200 6 .600 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
18 Beth McVean 19-10 1091 3 1 7 19 .158 9 .474 0-0 1 0-0 1 0 0 1
21 Nikki Crocco 13-0 311 3 0 6 4 .750 3 .750 0-0 1 0-0 1 0 0 0
7 Kim Schleif 18-10 724 2 2 6 19 .105 11 .579 0-0 1 0-0 1 0 0 0
20 Kat Moffett 16-12 632 2 1 5 9 .222 7 .778 1-0 1 0-0 1 0 0 0
23 Lauren Hallauer 19-19 1618 1 2 4 10 .100 6 .600 0-0 1 0-0 0 0 0 0
2 Rachel Smith 19-19 1653 0 3 3 15 .000 8 .533 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
24 Brittany Allen 8-0 178 1 0 2 6 .167 4 .667 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
5 Rachel Carlson 5-0 91 0 2 2 0 .000 0 .000 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
14 Whitney Allison 7-1 245 0 1 1 1 .000 1 1.000 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
3 Claire Hakim 14-12 830 0 1 1 1 .000 1 1.000 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
19 Megan Fawley 19-19 1649 0 1 1 0 .000 0 .000 1-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
9 Camille Flores 17-2 694 0 0 0 6 .000 3 .500 1-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
12 Dani Alexander 2-0 30 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
11 Ally Atkins 3-0 64 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
6 Sam Bolton 11-1 452 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 1-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
4 Sarah Gwisdala 6-6 467 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 1-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
1 Britni Williams 19-19 1694 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 1-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0  
 Total 19 19129 34 30 98 221 .154 125 .566 14-1 11 0-0 14 1 0 1
 Opponents 19 -  24 16 64 186 .129 93 .500 9-0 8 2-3 5 1 0 6
## Name GP-GS Minutes GA Avg Saves Pct W L T Sho Faced
26 Kendal Winston 1-0 45:00 0 0.00 2 1.000 0 0 0 0 2
1 Britni Williams 19-19 1693:30 24 1.28 66 .733 11 8 0 7 180
TM TEAM  0:00 0 0.00 1 1.000 0 0 0 1 0   
 Total 19 1738:30 24 1.24 69 .742 11 8 0 8 182
 Opponents 19 1738:30 34 1.76 91 .728 8 11 0 3 218
Team saves: 1
GOALS BY PERIOD 1st 2nd OT OT2 Total
Arkansas 15 18 0 1 34
Opponents 5 18 0 1 24
SHOTS BY PERIOD 1st 2nd OT OT2 Total
Arkansas 100 117 1 3 221
Opponents 73 108 3 2 186
SAVES BY PERIOD 1st 2nd OT OT2 Total
Arkansas 25 43 1 0 69
Opponents 45 44 1 1 91
CORNER KICKS BY PRD 1st 2nd OT OT2 Total
Arkansas 28 45 0 0 73
Opponents 24 30 4 0 58
FOULS BY PERIOD 1st 2nd OT OT2 Total
Arkansas 82 92 2 1 177
Opponents 80 89 6 4 179
ATTENDANCE ARK OPP
Total 5199 6044
Dates/Avg Per Date 9/578 9/672
2008 Final Statistics
Lindsay Patterson, the team’s lead-
ing scorer in 2008, scored four of 
her team-high six goals in the first 
half...
...while Kailey Anders’ goals during 
the season, both in SEC play, were 
scored in the second half.
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Date Opponent W/L Score Overall Conf Attend Goals scored
Aug 22, 2008 at Missouri St W 1-0  1-0-0 0-0-0 621 Nikki Crocco (Megan Fawley) 
Aug 29, 2008 TULSA L 0-1  1-1-0 0-0-0 802 - 
Aug 31, 2008 ORAL ROBERTS W 4-3  2-1-0 0-0-0 538 Kim Schleif (Sophie Wentz) 
         Beth McVean (Abbey Wilburn)
         Kelly O’Connor (Kim Schleif)
         Kathleen Paulsen (unassisted)
Sep 05, 2008 at Jacksonville St W 4-0  3-1-0 0-0-0 224 Kelly O’Connor (Sophie Wentz) 
         Kelly O’Connor (Kailey Anders)
         Kathleen Paulsen (Rachel Smith)
         Beth McVean (Claire Hakim)
Sep 07, 2008 vs Samford W (2OT) 1-0  4-1-0 0-0-0 165 Sophie Wentz (Kelly O’Connor) 
Sep 12, 2008 at Austin Peay W 1-0  5-1-0 0-0-0 314 Kelly O’Connor (Abbey Wilburn) 
Sep 19, 2008 WESTERN MICHIGAN W 3-0  6-1-0 0-0-0 669 Lindsay Patterson (Kailey Anders) 
         Lindsay Patterson (Kailey Anders;Lauren Hallauer)
         Kelly O’Connor (Lindsay Patterson)
Sep 21, 2008 NICHOLLS STATE W 7-0  7-1-0 0-0-0 427 Kat Moffett (Kathleen Paulsen) 
         Kat Moffett (Kim Schleif;Beth McVean)
         Lindsay Patterson (Rachel Carlson)
         Brittany Allen (Kailey Anders)
         Lindsay Patterson (unassisted)
         Nikki Crocco (Whitney Allison)
         Nikki Crocco (Rachel Carlson)
Sep 26, 2008 at Ole Miss* W 2-0  8-1-0 1-0-0 197 Kathleen Paulsen (unassisted) 
         Lindsay Patterson (Kelly O’Connor)
Sep 28, 2008 at Mississippi St* W 1-0  9-1-0 2-0-0 127 Beth McVean (Kat Moffett) 
Oct 03, 2008 at Georgia* L (2OT) 1-2  9-2-0 2-1-0 1255 Sophie Wentz (Abbey Wilburn) 
Oct 05, 2008 at Tennessee* L 0-2  9-3-0 2-2-0 815 - 
Oct 10, 2008 ALABAMA* L 1-3  9-4-0 2-3-0 626 Lindsay Patterson (Lauren Hallauer) 
Oct 12, 2008 AUBURN* L 1-2  9-5-0 2-4-0 375 Abbey Wilburn (unassisted) 
Oct 17, 2008 KENTUCKY* W 3-1  10-5-0 3-4-0 483 Kathleen Paulsen (Rachel Smith) 
         Lauren Hallauer (unassisted)
         Abbey Wilburn (Lindsay Patterson)
Oct 19, 2008 VANDERBILT* W 2-1  11-5-0 4-4-0 367 Sophie Wentz (Abbey Wilburn) 
         Kim Schleif (Lindsay Patterson)
Oct 23, 2008 at #7 Florida* L 0-3  11-6-0 4-5-0 1893 -  
Oct 26, 2008 SOUTH CAROLINA* L 1-3  11-7-0 4-6-0 912 Kailey Anders (unassisted) 
Oct 31, 2008 at #14 LSU* L 1-3  11-8-0 4-7-0 598 Kailey Anders (Rachel Smith)
* - Southeastern Conference match 
2008 Final Results
The Razorbacks were shut out just three times in 
2008, the lowest total for Arkansas soccer since 
the 2002 season.
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Game 1
at Missouri State • Aug. 22, 2008  
Attendance: 621
 1 2 F
Arkansas ............................................. 0 1 1
Missouri St.......................................... 0 0 0 
SCORING
71:43 - ARK - Nikki Crocco, 1 (Megan Fawley)   
Shots: Arkansas 13, Missouri St 4  Saves: Arkansas 3, Missouri St 4
Corner Kicks: Arkansas 6, Missouri St 2 Fouls: Arkansas 5, Missouri St 9
Game 2
Tulsa • Aug 29, 2008
Attendance: 802
 
 1 2 F
Tulsa ................................................... 1 0 1
Arkansas ............................................. 0 0 0
SCORING
46:29 - TUL - Kayla Chambers (unassisted)
Shots: Tulsa 10, Arkansas 9  Saves: Tulsa 3, Arkansas 4
Corner Kicks: Tulsa 4, Arkansas 6  Fouls: Tulsa 4, Arkansas 6
Game 3
Oral Roberts • Aug 31, 2008
Attendance: 538
 1 2 F
Oral Roberts ........................................ 1 2 3
Arkansas ............................................. 1 3 4
SCORING
7:44 - ARK - Kim Schleif, 1 (Sophie Wentz)
33:28 - ORU - Kaycie Porter (unassisted)
56:24 - ORU - Maria Grados (unassisted)
63:56 - ARK - Beth McVean, 1 (Abbey Wilburn)
65:38 - ARK - Kelly O’Connor, 1 (Kim Schleif)
72:36 - ORU - Tara Lomas (unassisted) 
80:59 - ARK - Kathleen Paulsen, 1 (unassisted) 
Shots: Oral Roberts 5, Arkansas 19  Saves: Oral Roberts 8, Arkansas 0
Corner Kicks: Oral Roberts 0, Arkansas 5 Fouls: Oral Roberts 8, Arkansas 14
Game 4
at Jacksonville State • Sept 5, 2008
Attendance: 224
 1 2 F                       
Arkansas ............................................. 2 2 4
Jacksonville St .................................... 0 0 0
 
SCORING
5:08 - ARK - Kelly O’Connor, 2 (Sophie Wentz)
27:02 - ARK - Kelly O’Connor, 3 (Kailey Anders)
62:45 - ARK - Kathleen Paulsen, 2 (Rachel Smith)
88:12 - ARK - Beth McVean, 2 (Claire Hakim)
Shots: Arkansas 13, Jacksonville St 3  Saves: Arkansas 2, Jacksonville St 4
Corner Kicks: Arkansas 3, Jacksonville St 0 Fouls: Arkansas 11, Jacksonville St 8
Game 5 
Samford • Sept 7, 2008
Attendance: 165
 1 2 OT OT2 F
Samford ..........................0 0 0 0 0
Arkansas .........................0 0 0 1 0
 
SCORING
107:36 - ARK - Sophie Wentz, 1 (Kelly O’Connor)
Shots: Samford 11, Arkansas 16  Saves: Samford 7, Arkansas 3
Corner Kicks: Samford 4, Arkansas 4  Fouls: Samford 23, Arkansas 15
Game 6
at Austin Peay • Sept 12, 2008
Attendance: 314
 1 2 F
Arkansas ............................................. 1 0 1
Austin Peay ......................................... 0 0 0
 
SCORING
19:44 - ARK - Kelly O’Connor, 4 (Abbey Wilburn)
Shots: Arkansas 10, Austin Peay 4  Saves: Arkansas 2, Austin Peay 2
Corner Kicks: Arkansas 7, Austin Peay 1 Fouls: Arkansas 11, Austin Peay 12
Game 7
Western Michigan • Sept 19, 2008
Attendance: 669
 1 2 F
Western Michigan................................ 0 0 0
Arkansas ............................................. 2 1 3
 
SCORING
26:31 - ARK - Lindsay Patterson, 1 (Kailey Anders)
44:07 - ARK - Lindsay Patterson, 2 (Kailey Anders; Lauren Hallauer)
49:40 - ARK - Kelly O’Connor, 5 (Lindsay Patterson)
Shots: Western Michigan 14, Arkansas 13 Saves: Western Michigan 8, Arkansas 9
Corner Kicks: Western Michigan 2, Arkansas 3 Fouls: Western Michigan 5, Arkansas 9
2008 Box Scores
For the third consecutive season, a freshman scored the first goal of the season when Nikki 
Crocco scored the first, and only, goal of Arkansas’ 1-0 win in the season opener.
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Game 8
Nicholls State • Sept 21, 2008
Attendance: 427
 1 2 F
Nicholls St........................................... 0 0 0
Arkansas ............................................. 3 4 7
 
SCORING
13:26 - ARK - Kat Moffett, 1 (Kathleen Paulsen)
34:01 - ARK - Kat Moffett, 2 (Kim Schleif; Beth McVean)
39:27 - ARK - Lindsay Patterson, 3 (Rachel Carlson)
50:03 - ARK - Brittany Allen, 1 (Kailey Anders)
56:23 - ARK - Lindsay Patterson, 4 (unassisted)
88:06 - ARK - Nikki Crocco, 2 (Whitney Allison)
88:59 - ARK - Nikki Crocco, 3 (Rachel Carlson)
Shots: Nicholls State 2, Arkansas 24  Saves: Nicholls State 5, Arkansas 2
Corner Kicks: Nicholls State 0, Arkansas 10 Fouls: Nicholls State 12, Arkansas 10
Game 9
at Ole Miss • Sept 26, 2008
Attendance: 197
 1 2 F
Arkansas ............................................. 1 1 2
Ole Miss .............................................. 0 0 0
 
SCORING
23:21 - ARK - Kathleen Paulsen, 3 (unassisted) 
72:26 - ARK - Lindsay Patterson, 5  (Kelly O’Connor) 
Shots: Arkansas 11, Ole Miss 9  Saves: Arkansas 3, Ole Miss 4
Corner Kicks: Arkansas 2, Ole Miss 3  Fouls: Arkansas 11, Ole Miss 11
Game 10
at Mississippi St • Sept 28, 2008
Attendance: 127
 1 2 F
Arkansas ............................................. 1 0 1
Mississippi St ...................................... 0 0 0                     
 
SCORING
15:47 - ARK - Beth McVean, 3 (Kat Moffett)
Shots: Arkansas 14, Mississippi St 10  Saves: Arkansas 3, Mississippi St 7
Corner Kicks: Arkansas 3, Mississippi St 3 Fouls: Arkansas 13, Mississippi St 11
Game 11
at Georgia • Oct 3, 2008
Attendance: 1255
 1 2 OT OT2 F
Arkansas .........................0 1 0 0 1
Georgia ...........................0 1 0 1 2
 
SCORING
57:49 - ARK - Sophie Wentz, 2 (Abbey Wilburn)
58:59 - UGA - Carrie Patterson (Ashley Miller)
100:54 - UGA - Ashley Miller (Bailey Powell)
Shots: Arkansas 5, Georgia 18  Saves: Arkansas 8, Georgia 2
Corner Kicks: Arkansas 2, Georgia 11  Fouls: Arkansas 7, Georgia 9
Game 12
at Tennessee • Oct 5, 2008
Attendance: 815
 1 2 F
Arkansas ............................................. 0 0 0
Tennessee ........................................... 0 2 0
 
SCORING
48:08 - UT - Devon Swaim (Kylee Rossi)
61:30 - UT - Kylee Rossi (Mick Imgram) 
Shots: Arkansas 6, Tennessee 20  Saves: Arkansas 5, Tennessee 4
Corner Kicks: Arkansas 3, Tennessee 5  Fouls: Arkansas 8, Tennessee 8
Game 13                      
Alabama • Oct 10, 2008
Attendance: 626
 1 2 F
Alabama .............................................. 0 3 3
Arkansas ............................................. 1 0 1
 
SCORING
4:19 - ARK - Lindsay Patterson, 6 (Lauren Hallauer)
52:29 - ALA - Rosaly Petriello (penalty kick)
60:23 - ALA - Kailey Corken (Brooke Rogers)
61:44 - ALA - Brooke Rogers (Victoria Frederick)
Shots: Alabama 11, Arkansas 15  Saves: Alabama 9, Arkansas 3
Corner Kicks: Alabama 3, Arkansas 4  Fouls: Alabama 6, Arkansas 11
Game 14
Auburn • Oct 12, 2008
Attendance: 375
 1   2     F
Auburn ................................................ 0   2    2
Arkansas ............................................. 0   1    1
 
SCORING
49:29 - ARK - Abbey Wilburn, 1 (unassisted)
79:32 - AU - Katy Frierson (Rebecca Howell)
82:19 - AU - Katy Frierson (Jenni Prescott; Heather Havron)
Shots: Auburn 15, Arkansas 9  Saves: Auburn 3, Arkansas 4
Corner Kicks: Auburn 4, Arkansas 4  Fouls: Auburn 9, Arkansas 7
2008 Box Scores
Abbey Wilburn found the back of the net in back-to-back SEC matches with a second-half 
goal against Auburn and a late goal to seal Arkansas’ win over Kentucky.
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Game 15
Kentucky • Oct 17, 2008
Attendance: 483
 1   2     F
Kentucky ............................................. 0   1    1
Arkansas ............................................. 1   2    3
 
SCORING
18:36 - ARK - Kathleen Paulsen, 4 (Rachel Smith)
58:09 - UK - Laura Novikoff (penalty kick)
76:56 - ARK - Lauren Hallauer, 1 (unassisted)
81:39 - ARK - Abbey Wilburn, 2 (Lindsay Patterson)
Shots: Kentucky 4, Arkansas 11  Saves: Kentucky 4, Arkansas 1
Corner Kicks: Kentucky 3, Arkansas 3  Fouls: Kentucky 11, Arkansas 10
Game 16
Vanderbilt • Oct 19, 2008
Attendance: 367
 1   2     F
Vanderbilt ............................................ 0   1    1
Arkansas ............................................. 2   0    2
 
SCORING
7:47 - ARK - Sophie Wentz, 3 (Abbey Wilburn)
23:01 - ARK - Kim Schleif, 2 (Lindsay Patterson)
65:41 - VU - Lyndsey Wilcox (Megan Kinsella)
Shots: Vanderbilt 9, Arkansas 7  Saves: Vanderbilt 4, Arkansas 4
Corner Kicks: Vanderbilt 1, Arkansas 4  Fouls: Vanderbilt 8, Arkansas 11
Game 17
at Florida • Oct 23, 2008
Attendance: 1893
 1   2     F
Arkansas ............................................. 0   0  0
Florida ................................................. 1   2    3
 
SCORING
41:21 - UF - Megan Kerns (unassisted)
66:01 - UF - Tahnai Annis (Ameera ABDULLAH)
69:05 - UF - Tahnai Annis (Megan KERNS)
Shots: Arkansas 8, Florida 12  Saves: Arkansas 7, Florida 4
Corner Kicks: Arkansas 2, Florida 4  Fouls: Arkansas 5, Florida 7
Game 18
South Carolina • Oct 26, 2008
Attendance: 912
 1   2     F
South Carolina..................................... 2   1    3
Arkansas ............................................. 0   1    1
 
SCORING
14:54 - SC - Kim Miller (unassisted)
36:35 - SC - Kim Miller (unassisted)
55:52 - ARK - Kailey Anders, 1 (unassisted)
76:44 - SC - Brooke Jacobs (Shannon Bigbie)
Shots: South Carolina 11, Arkansas 8  Saves: South Carolina 3, Arkansas 4
Corner Kicks: South Carolina 5, Arkansas 0 Fouls: South Carolina 12, Arkansas 5
Game 19
at LSU • Oct 31, 2008
Attendance: 598
 1   2     F
Arkansas ............................................. 0   1    1
LSU ..................................................... 1   2    3
 
SCORING
1:31 - LSU - Roslyn Jones (unassisted)
58:39 - LSU - Melissa Clarke (Malorie Rutledge)
59:17 - LSU - Mellissa Clarke (Malorie Rutledge; Roslyn Jones)
85:15 - ARK - Kailey Anders, 2 (Rachel Smith)
Shots: Arkansas 10, LSU 14  Saves: Arkansas 2, LSU 6
Corner Kicks: Arkansas 2, LSU 3  Fouls: Arkansas 8, LSU 6
2008 Box Scores
Lauren Hallauer’s long-distance goal against Kentucky proved to be the game winner. It was 
the Razorbacks’ only goal during the season by a defender.
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41RECORDS & HISTORY
Kim Schleif scored in the 24th minute against Vanderbilt 
in Arkansas' 2-1 victory, the Razorbacks’ 11th of the 
season which tied the program mark for a single season. 
(Oct. 19, 2008)





9/14 Texas Christian L 0-10
9/17 Missouri Valley L 0-8
9/18 Missouri Valley L 0-8
9/21 @ Texas A&M W 1-0*
9/27 Baylor L 2-5
9/28 Rockhurst W 1-0*
10/11 @ Texas Christian  L 1-4
10/12 @ Baylor L 1-5
10/18 SW Missouri St. W 4-0
10/25 @ SMU L 0-7
10/26 @ North Texas L 1-7




9/12 @ Rockhurst W 5-2
9/19 @ SW Missouri St.  W 7-1
9/20 @ Maryville Col.  L 0-3
9/26 Houston Baptist W 4-0
9/27 Houston Baptist W 2-0
9/29 Texas Christian L 0-2
10/3 Rhodes College W 3-0
10/3 Trinity W 4-0
10/4 Trinity W 5-0
10/10 Rockhurst W 3-0
10/11 SMU L 0-4
10/17 Tulsa L 0-2
10/24 @ Houston Baptist W 7-1
10/25 @ Houston Baptist  W 3-2
10/29 @ Barry University  L 1-6
10/30 @ Boca Raton L 1-7
11/1 Columbia* L 2-5




9/10 @ Missouri-Rolla  T 2-2
9/11 Texas A&M L 0-3
9/14 @ Tulsa L 0-8
9/23 @ Alabama L 0-3
9/24 @ Huntington W 3-1
9/25 Boca Raton* L 0-4
9/30 @ NE Missouri St.  L 0-4
10/2 @ Missouri Valley  L 0-2
10/8 Missouri Baptist T 2-2
10/12 Tulsa L 0-2
10/15 Vanderbilt L 1-4
10/18 Oral Roberts W 4-0
10/22 @ Southern Illinois  W 2-1
10/29 @ SMU L 0-6




9/8 Regis* W 2-1
9/10 @ NE Missouri St.  L 0-2
9/11 Quincy* L 0-2
9/13 @ Tulsa L 2-5 OT
9/16 @ Creighton W 2-1
9/17 Neb. Wesleyan! W 1-0
9/24 Southern Illinois L 1-2 OT
10/7 @ Louisville W 4-1
10/8 @ Vanderbilt L 0-1 OT
10/15 Missouri-Rolla W 2-0
10/18 Tulsa W 1-0
10/23 Missouri Valley T 1-1 OT
10/27 @ SW Texas L 1-2
10/28 @ Texas A&M T 0-0 OT
11/4 Texas Christian L 0-2
11/5 Creighton W 4-0
* at Kirksville, MO ! at Omaha, NE
1990
(7-7-1)
9/8 Vanderbilt W 2-1
9/12 @ Tulsa L 2-3 OT
9/15 Denver! L 2-3
9/16 Wright State W 3-2
9/22 Regis$ W 4-1
9/23 @ Colo. College L 1-6
9/28 SMU# L 0-4
9/30 @ Texas Christian  T 1-1 OT
10/13 @ Missouri Valley  L 2-3 OT
10/14 @ Missouri-Rolla  W 9-0
10/21 Texas A&M W 3-1 OT
10/24 Tulsa L 0-1
10/27 Southern Illinois%  W 2-1
10/28 @ Missouri-SL%  W  2-0
11/4 Creighton L 0-1
! at Omaha, NE % UMSL Tournament
$ at Boulder, CO # at Forth Worth, TX
1991
(11-8)
9/8 SIU-Edwardsville  W 2-0
9/12 @ Tulsa L 0-2
9/14 Missouri-St. Louis  W 2-0
9/15 Missouri-Rolla W 8-0
9/21 SMU L 0-2
9/22 Louisville W 3-0
9/28 @ Colo. College  L 0-2
9/29 Wash. State*  W 3-2
10/6 @ NC-Greensboro  W 1-0
10/7 Davidson# W 2-1
10/8 @ Virginia L 0-1 OT
10/12 Missouri Valley W 1-0
10/13 William Woods W 5-0
10/16 Tulsa W 2-0
10/20 @ Vanderbilt W 2-1
10/25 @ Creighton L 0-1
10/26 Metro State! L 2-3
11/2 @ Xavier L 1-3
11/3 @ Dayton L 1-2
# at Greensboro, NC ! at Omaha, NE
* at Colorado Springs, CO
1992
(8-8-1)
9/7 Texas A&M* W 4-0
9/12 Kentucky# W 2-0
9/13 @ SIU-Edwardsville T 0-0 OT
9/19 William Woods W 8-0
9/20 Virginia L 1-3
9/26 Vanderbilt W 1-0
9/30 @ SMU L 1-3
10/5 @ Tulsa L 0-3
10/10 Central Florida$ L 0-1 OT
10/11 @ FIU  L 0-1 OT
10/14 Tulsa L 0-1
10/17 Missouri Valley W 2-0
10/19 UNC-Greensboro W 3-2 OT
10/23 @ North Carolina  L 1-7
10/25 @ NC State L 0-1
10/30 Creighton W 6-0
11/1 Centenary W 3-1 OT
* at Plano, TX # at SIU-Edwardsville
$ at Fla. International





9/4 Washington State*  L 3-2 OT
9/6 Texas A&M* W 2-1 OT
9/11 Missouri Valley W 4-0
9/15 @ Tulsa W 1-0
9/19 SMU W 2-0
9/25 Stanford L 0-3
9/26 Evansville W 6-0
10/1 Washington$ W 3-2 OT
10/3 Cal-Berkeley$ L 1-2
10/6 Tulsa L 3-4
10/9 @ NC-Greensboro  L 1-3
10/11 @ Maryland L 2-3
10/16 Oral Roberts W 9-0
10/17 Oregon State W 4-3 OT
10/22 @ Mercer L 0-2
10/23 NC State# W 4-2
10/30 Creighton L 3-2
10/31 FIU L 1-2 OT
11/5 Auburn% W 8-0
11/6 Vanderbilt% L 2-3 OT
* at Plano, TX $ at Washington St.
# at Mercer
% SEC Championship (Nashville, Tenn.)
1994
(7-11-2/0-3-1 SEC)
9/3 New Mexico* W 3-1
9/4 Centenary* L 0-1
9/9 Mercer W 1-0
9/17 Duke! L 1-3
9/18 @ North Carolina  L 0-9
9/21 @ Tulsa L 0-1
9/24 Auburn T 2-2
9/25 Alabama L 0-2
9/30 Texas T 1-1 OT
10/2 Colorado College W 2-1
10/7 FIUl#  W 4-1
10/9 @ Central Florida L 1-2 OT
10/18 @ Oral Roberts W 4-0
10/21 @ Vanderbilt L 2-3
10/23 @ Kentucky L 1-2
10/26 Tulsa W 2-0
10/28 @ SMU L 0-2
10/30 @Texas A&M L 1-3
11/5 Kentucky% W 4-2
11/6 Vanderbilt% L 0-3
* at Plano, TX ! at Chapel Hill, NC
# at Orlando, FL
% SEC Championship (Fayetteville, Ark.)
1995
(5-13-1/3-5 SEC)
9/2 @ Texas L 0-3
9/4 Texas A&M! L 3-8
9/8 Mississippi St. W 2-1 OT
9/10 Ole Miss W 2-1
9/16 Wyoming# W 2-0
9/17 Central Florida#$  T 1-1
9/22 Florida L 0-2
9/24 South Carolina W 5-0
9/26 @ Tulsa L 0-1
9/30 Memphis W 2-0
10/1 Nebraska L 0-3
10/7 Stanford* L 0-6
10/9 Oregon State* L 0-2
10/14 @ Alabama L 1-4
10/15 @ Auburn L 1-4
10/20 @ LSU L 1-2
10/22 @ Kentucky L 0-2
10/24 Oral Roberts L 1-2
10/28 SMU L 0-4
! at Plano, TX #Ark. Adidas Classic
$ UCF won on PKs, 5-4 * at Corvalis, OR
1996
(11-7-3/4-3-1 SEC)
9/2 @ SMU L 1-3
9/6 @ Wyoming W 1-0
9/8 @ Colo. College L 1-2
9/13 Georgia L 2-4 OT
9/15 @ Tennessee W 1-0
9/17 Texas-El Paso W 3-0
9/20 Kansas W 4-0
9/22 Missouri L 1-2 OT
9/27 @ Miss. State L 0-1 OT
9/29 @ Ole Miss W 3-2
10/6 Stephen F. Austin W 9-0
10/12 @ Memphis W 3-2
10/15 @ Oral Roberts W 1-0
10/18 Alabama T 3-3 OT
10/20 Auburn W 4-1
10/27 Vanderbilt L 1-5
10/29 @ LSU W 2-0
11/3 Tulsa T 3-3 OT
11/7 Vanderbilt# T 0-0
11/9 Georgia# W 3-1
11/10 Florida^ L 2-3 OT
# SEC Championship (Lexington, Ky.)
^ SEC Championship Game
1997
(6-12-1/2-6 SEC)
8/30 Arizona L 0-3
9/5 @ Texas Christian W 2-1
9/7 @ North Texas L 1-5
9/12 Ole Miss L 1-2
9/14 Miss. State W 4-0
9/19 @ Creighton L 2-3
9/21 @ Nebraska L 0-8
9/26 South Carolina L 1-2
9/28 Florida L 1-7
10/5 @ Oklahoma St. L 2-3
10/10 @ Kansas T 2-2 OT
10/12 @ Missouri W 3-1
10/17 @ Auburn L 1-2
10/19 @ Alabama L 3-5
10/24 @ Kentucky L 0-3
10/26 LSU W 9-3
10/31 Memphis W 4-2
11/2 SW Missouri W 5-1
11/6 Vanderbilt# L 3-8
# SEC Championship (Gainesville, Fla.)
1998
(6-11-0/2-6 SEC)
9/1 @ Drury W 3-0
9/4 Oklahoma L 1-2
9/6 Oklahoma State L 1-2
9/11 @ Miss. State W 1-0 OT
9/13 @ Mississippi L 1-2
9/18 Mercer W 5-4 OT
9/25 @ Tennessee L 0-5
9/27 @ Georgia L 0-5
10/4 Purdue W 5-1
10/9 @ UMBC L 1-2
10/11 @ Navy L 1-3
10/16 Auburn W 3-1
10/18 Alabama L 1-2
10/23 Vanderbilt L 1-4
10/25 @ LSU L 0-4
10/28 Oral Roberts W 4-1
10/31 @ Ohio State L 1-5





8/29 @ Tulsa L 1-4
9/3 @ Texas L 0-1
9/5 @ Texas Tech W 2-0
9/10 Ole Miss L 1-2
9/12 Miss. State W 8-0
9/17 @ San Francisco L 0-3
9/19 @ California L 0-2
9/24 @ South Carolina L 0-1
9/26 @ #3 Florida L 0-5
10/1 Wisc.-Green Bay W 6-3
10/2 Colorado College W 3-0
10/8 @ SW Missouri L 1-2 OT
10/10 LSU W 3-0
10/15 @ Auburn W 3-0
10/17 @ Alabama W 3-2 OT
10/22 Kentucky L 1-4
10/24 Vanderbilt L 0-1
10/31 Oklahoma L 0-3
11/3 #2 Florida # L 3-4
# SEC Championship (Nashville, Tenn.)
2000
(7-11-3/3-5-1 SEC)
8/27 @ Colo. College L 1-4
9/1 @ Baylor T 1-1 OT
9/3 #15 SMU ! L 0-4
9/7 Texas L 2-3 OT
9/9 TCU T 0-0 OT
9/15 @ Hawai’i W 1-0
9/16 Loyola Mary. * L 2-3 OT
9/20 SW Missouri W 3-2
9/24 @ LSU L 0-1
9/27 Tulsa L 2-3
9/29 @ Miss. State W 1-0
10/1 @ Ole Miss L 2-4
10/6 Tennessee L 1-3
10/8 Georgia T 2-2 OT
10/10 Drury W 3-1
10/13 Auburn W 3-2
10/15 Alabama W 5-2
10/20 @ Vanderbilt L 0-4
10/22 @ Kentucky L 1-2
10/27 Mercer W 6-0
11/2 #12 Florida # L 1-4
! Waco, Texas * Honolulu, Hawai’i
# SEC Championship (Athens, Ga.)
2001
(6-14-0/2-7-0 SEC)
9/2 Texas Tech W 6-1
9/7 @ San Diego L 0-2
9/9 @ Pepperdine L 1-4
9/18 @ Tulsa L 0-1
9/21 @ #19 William & Mary! L 0-2
9/23 George Mason ! L 0-4
9/25 Drury W 3-1
9/28 @ Wisc.-Green Bay W 4-3
9/30 @ Wisc.-Milwaukee L 0-5
10/5 Mississippi State W 4-1
10/7 Ole Miss L 1-2 2OT
10/12 South Carolina L 0-2
10/14 Florida L 1-4
10/19 @ Auburn L 0-2
10/21 @ Alabama L 2-3
10/24 SW Missouri W 4-0
10/26 @ #17 Tennessee L 1-3
10/28 @ Georgia L 1-6
11/2 LSU W 6-5 OT
11/4 @ Oklahoma L 1-3
! Tribe Invitational (Williamsburg, Va.)
2002
(7-12-1/3-5-1 SEC)
8/30 @ #22 Washington L 1-4
9/1 @ Portland State L 2-3
9/4 Tulsa L 1-2
9/6 SE Missouri W 2-1
9/8 Oklahoma L 0-3
9/13 Kansas L 2-3
9/15 Oklahoma State L 1-2
9/20 @ Old Dominion W 5-2
9/22 @ Navy L 0-3
9/25 @ Drury W 3-0
10/2 Louisiana-Monroe W 6-0
10/4 @ Miss. State L 0-3
10/6 @ Ole Miss L 1-2
10/11 @ South Carolina W 2-1 2OT
10/13 @ Florida L 1-2
10/18 Auburn L 1-2 2OT
10/20 Alabama W 2-0
10/25 Kentucky L 1-3
10/27 Vanderbilt W 4-3
11/3 @ LSU T 1-1 2OT
2003
(7-10-2/3-6-0 SEC)
8/29 @ Oklahoma L 1-3
8/31 @ Tulsa L 1-2
9/3 Oral Roberts W 3-1
9/5 vs. Arizona $ W 3-2
9/7 vs. Purdue $ L 0-4
9/12 William & Mary % T 1-1 2OT
9/14 Old Dominion % T 1-1 2OT
9/21 @ George Mason W 3-0
9/30 Drury W 2-0
10/3 @ Vanderbilt W 2-0
10/5 @ Kentucky L 2-3 OT
10/10 Mississippi State W 4-2
10/12 Ole Miss L 1-4
10/17 Tennessee L 0-4
10/19 Georgia L 2-7
10/24 @ #23 Auburn L 0-2
10/26 @ Alabama L 1-3
10/31 LSU W 3-2
11/2 Oklahoma State L 0-1
$ Nike Missouri Tournament
% Fayetteville Athletic Club Classic
2004
(6-11-2/2-7-2 SEC)
8/27 @ SE Missouri L 2-3
8/29 Tulsa W 1-0
9/3 SW Missouri W 1-0
9/5 Oklahoma L 1-2
9/7 @ Oral Roberts L 0-1
9/10 vs. Grambling % W 4-0
9/12 vs. Southern % W 11-0
9/19 @Old Dominion L 1-3
9/24 Vanderbilt W 2-1
9/26 Kentucky T 1-1 2OT
10/1 @ Mississippi St. W 2-1 OT
10/3 @ Ole Miss L 0-3
10/8 @ #13 Tennessee L 1-3
10/10 @ Georgia T 0-0 2OT
10/15 #19 Auburn L 0-1
10/17 Alabama L 1-3
10/22 South Carolina L 0-1
10/24 @ #25 Florida L 1-2
10/29 @ LSU L 0-3
% Bulldog Classic (Huntsville, Ala.)





8/26 @ Tulsa W 5-1
8/28 @ Oklahoma L 0-3
9/2 @ #23 Kansas L 0-1
9/4 Oral Roberts W 3-0
9/11 George Mason L 0-1
9/16 @ Liberty L 1-2
9/18 S.E. Louisiana W 2-0
9/23 @ Vanderbilt L 0-5
9/35 @ Kentucky L 1-2
9/30 Miss. St. W 1-0
10/2 Mississippi L 0-1
10/7 #14 Tennessee L 1-2 OT
10/9 Georgia L 0-1
10/14 @ Auburn L 1-2 2OT
10/16 @ Alabama W 2-1
10/21 @ South Carolina W 2-1
10/23 #19 Florida L 0-1
10/28 LSU L 3-4
2006
(10-7-2/3-6-2 SEC)
8/25 @ Missouri St. L 2-3 2OT
8/27 @ S.E. Louisiana W 4-1
9/1 Northeastern St. W 4-0
9/3 Liberty W 3-1
9/8 Louisiana Tech W 2-1 OT
9/10 Alabama A&M W 1-0
9/15 @ Tulsa W 2-0
9/17 @ Memphis W 1-0
9/24 Vanderbilt L 1-2 2OT
9/29 @ Mississippi L 0-2
10/1 @ Miss. St. W 3-0
10/6 @ Georgia W 2-1
10/8 @ Tennessee L 0-3
10/13 Alabama W 5-0
10/15 Auburn T 0-0 2OT
10/20 @ #15 Florida L 0-1 2OT
10/22 South Carolina T 1-1 2OT
10/27 @ LSU L 0-1
10/29 Kentucky L 0-1
2007
(8-11-1/1-9-1 SEC)
8/31 Tulsa W 2-0
9/2 Memphis L 1-2 2OT
9/5 @ Oral Roberts W 3-0
9/7 Austin Peay W 2-0
9/9 @ Western Michigan L 0-1
9/14 @ Louisiana Tech W 6-0
9/16 @ Centenary W 1-0 OT
9/21 Missouri State W 1-0 2OT
9/23 Jacksonville State W 5-0
9/28 Mississippi L 1-2 OT
9/30 Mississippi State W 2-0
10/5 #21 Georgia L 0-1
10/7 #6 Tennessee T 1-1 2OT
10/12 @ Alabama L 0-2
10/14 @ Auburn L 0-2
10/19 @ Kentucky L 1-2
10/21 @ Vanderbilt L 0-2
10/25 #23 Florida L 0-1
10/28 @ South Carolina L 0-1
11/2 LSU L 0-1 OT
2008
(11-8/4-7 SEC)
8/22 @ Missouri State W 1-0
8/29 Tulsa L 0-1 
8/31 Oral Roberts W 4-3
9/5 @ Jacksonville State W 4-0
9/7 vs Samford W 1-0 2OT
9/12 @ Austin Peay W 1-0
9/19 Western Michigan W 3-0
9/21 Nicholls State W 7-0
9/26 @ Mississippi W 2-0
9/28 @ Mississippi State W 1-0
10/3 @ Georgia L 1-2 2OT
10/5 @ Tennessee L 0-2
10/10 Alabama L 1-3
10/12 Auburn L 1-2
10/17 Kentucky W 3-1
10/19 Vanderbilt W 2-1
10/23 @ #7 Florida L 0-3
10/26 South Carolina L 1-3
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Career Records - Offense
Points
1. 103 .........................Julie Williford (2000-03)
2. 92 ............................Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
3. 81 .......................... Mary Howard (1987-90)
4. 69 .......................Christina Burger (2003-06)
5. 66 .........................Brittany Burns (1995-98)
6. 55 ............................ Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
7. 54 ........................... Honey Marsh (1991-94)
  ...............................Heather Cato (1996-99)
9. 50 .............................Holly Collins (1997-01)
10. 49 ......................... Jessica Fraser (1997-98)
Goals
1. 44 ...........................Julie Williford (2000-03)
2. 38 ............................Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
3. 35 .......................... Mary Howard (1987-90)
4. 29 .......................Christina Burger (2003-06)
5. 25 .........................Brittany Burns (1995-98)
6. 24 ...........................Heather Cato (1996-99)
7. 20 ......................... Jessica Fraser (1997-98)
8. 19 ............................ Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
9. 17 ........................... Honey Marsh (1991-94)
  ........................Lindsay Patterson (2005-08)
Assists
1. 26 .............................Holly Collins (1997-01)
2. 17 ............................ Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
3. 16 .........................Brittany Burns (1995-98)
4. 16 ............................Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
  ................................... Kit Carson (1990-93) 
  ............................... Honey Marsh (1991-94) 
  ............................ Abbey Willburn (2005-08)
7. 15 ...........................Julie Williford (2000-03)
8. 14 .........................Andie Hickman (1993-96)
9. 13 .......................... Nicole Bynum (1996-99)
10. 12 ........................... Amy Van Laecke (1993)
  ............................ Lindsey Waxler (1995-98)
  ............................ Megan McCool (2002-05)
Shots on Goal
1. 232 ..........................Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
2. 147 .........................Julie Williford (2000-03)
3. 133 ......................... Honey Marsh (1991-94)
4. 131 .......................Brittany Burns (1995-98)
5. 124 .......................... Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
6. 122 ............................. Kit Carson (1990-93)
7. 110 .................... Betsy Coverdale (1991-94)
8 106 .....................Heather Cato (1996-1999)
9. 100 ...........................Holly Collins (1997-01)
10. 97 ...........................Mary Howard (1987-90) 
Game-Winning Goals
1. 12 ...........................Julie Williford (2000-03)
2. 9 ............................ Mary Howard (1987-90)
3. 8 ..............................Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
4. 7 .........................Christina Burger (2002-06)
5.  6 ......................Lindsay Patterson (2005-08)
5. 5 ........................ Betsy Coverdale (1991-94)
  .............................. Denise Brown (1992-94)
8. 4 ..............................Angie Rigsby (1995-97)
  ............................. Brittany Burns (1995-98)
  ............................. Jessica Fraser (1997-98)
 
Game-Tying Goals
1. 7 ..............................Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
2. 5 ........................... Brittany Burns (1995-98)
  ...............................Julie Williford (2000-03)
4. 4 ............................. Honey Marsh (1991-94)
  ............................. Jessica Fraser (1997-98)
6. 3 ............................. Amy Van Laecke (1993) 
  ...............................Heather Cato (1996-99)
  .................................Holly Collins (1997-01) 
  ................................ Crystal Test (2000-02) 
  ............................ Megan McCool (2002-05)
  ...........................Christina Burger (2004-06)
 
Games Played
1. 80 ...........................Kellie Bedient (2000-03)
  ...............................Julie Williford (2000-03)
3. 79 .............................Holly Collins (1997-01)
  ............................ Mary Langston (1999-02)
5. 78 ............................ Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
  ...............................Allison Harris (2003-07)
7. 77 ........................Jenni Brash ear (2001-04)
8. 76 ........................... Honey Marsh (1991-94)
  ............................ Clare McKenna (1994-97)
  .................................Pam Pesnell (1999-03)
  .................................Katie Taylor (2002-05)
  ............................. Abbey Wilburn (2005-08)
Games Started*
1. 79 .............................Holly Collins (1997-01)
2. 78 ...........................Allison Harris (2003-07)
3. 76 ........................... Honey Marsh (1991-94)
  ............................. Abbey Wilburn (2005-08)
4. 75 ...........................Kellie Bedient (2000-03)
5. 74 ...........................Devon Burger (2003-06)
6. 73 ........................ Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
7. 72 ........................ Mary Langston (1999-02)
  ............................ Megan McCool (2002-05)
  ...........................Christina Burger (2003-06)
10. 71 ............................ Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
  ............................ Clare McKenna (1994-97)
* stat not kept for 1986-88 seasons
A first-team All-SEC selection in 2003, Julie Williford still holds the school record with 44 goals and 103 points dur-
ing her career at Arkansas with the help of a 30-point season as a senior and a 31-point tally in 2001.
Always in attack mode, Ruthie Miller fired 85 more 
shots on goal than anyone in Arkansas soccer history.
With more starts than any other player in program histo-
ry, Holly Collins holds the career mark with 26 assists.
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Career Records - Goalkeeping
Wins
1. 28 ........................ Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
2. 24 ............................ Molly Myers (1989-92)
  .................................. Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
4. 19 ......................Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
5. 17 ..............................Holly Smith (1993-86)
6. 16 .................... Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
7. 12 ............................ Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
  ................................. Megan Bals (1998-02)
9. 6 ............................Jennifer Traw (1999-99)
10. 5 .............................Jessica Shoffner (1997)
Saves
1. 403 .......................... Molly Myers (1989-92)
2. 360 ............................ Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
3. 339 ...................... Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
3. 302 ............................Holly Smith (1993-96)
4. 256 .................. Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
6. 191 ........................... Megan Bals (1998-02)
7. 160 ....................Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
8. 90 ...........................Jessica Shoffner (1997)
9. 78 ..........................Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
10. 58* .......................... Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
Goals Against Average
1. 1.09 ...................Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
2. 1.33 ......................... Molly Myers (1989-92)
3. 1.43 ..................... Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
4. 1.68 ...........................Holly Smith (1993-96)
5. 1.76 ........................... Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
6. 2.13 ................. Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
7. 2.21 .......................... Megan Bals (1998-02)
8. 2.39 ......................... Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
9. 2.58 .......................Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
10. 3.43 ........................Jessica Shoffner (1997)
Shutouts
1. 17.5 ......................... Molly Myers (1989-92)
2. 17 ........................ Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
3. 13 ......................Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
4. 12 ..............................Holly Smith (1993-96)
5. 9 ................................ Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
6. 7 ...................... Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
7. 6 .............................. Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
8. 5.5 ............................ Megan Bals (1998-02)
9. 2.5 .........................Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
10. 1 .............................Jessica Shoffner (1997)
  ...................................... Sarah Webb (1996)
Minutes
1. 6731 .................... Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
2. 5334 ........................ Molly Myers (1989-92)
3. 4317 ................ Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
4. 4139 ..........................Holly Smith (1993-96)
5. 3615 .......................... Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
6. 3471 ..................Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
7. 3096 ......................... Megan Bals (1998-02)
8. 1501 ......................Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
9. 1235 .......................Jessica Shoffner (1997)
10. 567* ........................ Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
Shots Faced
1. 893 ...................... Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
2. 798 .......................... Molly Myers (1989-92)
3. 651 ............................ Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
4. 619 .................. Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
5. 556 ............................Holly Smith (1993-96)
6. 465 ........................... Megan Bals (1998-02)
7. 422 ....................Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
8. 236 ........................Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
9. 198 .........................Jessica Shoffner (1997)
10. 128* ........................ Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
Games Played
1. 73 ........................ Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
2. 63 ............................ Molly Myers (1989-92)
3. 49 .................... Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
4. 47 .............................. Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
  ..................................Holly Smith (1993-96)
6. 41 ............................ Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
7. 39 ......................Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
8. 38 ............................. Megan Bals (1998-02)
9. 20 ..........................Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
10. 17 ...........................Jessica Shoffner (1997)
Games Started
1. 73 ........................ Carris Dillsaver (2003-06)
2. 61 ............................ Molly Myers (1989-92)
3. 45 .................... Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
4. 42 ..............................Holly Smith (1993-96)
5. 39 ......................Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
6. 36 ............................ Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
  .................................. Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
8. 35 ............................. Megan Bals (1998-02)
9. 18 ..........................Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
10. 15 ...........................Jessica Shoffner (1997)
* Stat not kept between 1986-88
A holder of five career records at Arkansas, Carrie Dillsaver served more time between posts as the backstop of the 
defense than any other goalkeeper in program history.
During her career in goal, Molly Myers made the most 
saves and amassed the most shutouts.
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Career Records - SEC
Points
1. 40 ...........................Julie Williford (2000-03)
2. 30 .......................Christina Burger (2003-06)
3. 28 ...........................Heather Cato (1996-99)
4. 26 .............................Holly Collins (1997-01)
5. 20 .........................Brittany Burns (1995-98)
  ............................ Megan McCool (2002-05)
  ........................Lindsay Patterson (2005-08)
Goals
1. 17 ...........................Julie Williford (2000-03)
2. 14 .......................Christina Burger (2003-06)
3. 13 ...........................Heather Cato (1996-99)
4. 8 ........................... Jessica Fraser (1997-98)
  ............................ Megan McCool (2002-05)
Assists
1. 14 .............................Holly Collins (1997-01)
2.  8 ........................... Abbey Wilburn (2005-08)
3. 6 ........................... Brittany Burns (1995-98)
  .............................Andie Hickman (1994-96)
  ...............................Julie Williford (2000-03)
Game-Winning Goals
1. 3 .......................... Lindsay Waxler (1995-98) 
  ............................. Jessica Fraser (1997-98) 
  ...............................Julie Williford (2000-03)
  ...........................Christina Burger (2003-06)
  ........................Lindsay Patterson (2005-08)
 
Game-Tying Goals
1. 3 ........................... Brittany Burns (1995-98) 
  ...............................Julie Williford (2000-03)
  ............................ Megan McCool (2002-05)
4. 2 .............................. Crystal Test (2000-02)
  ...........................Christina Burger (2003-06)
 
Games Played
1. 44 ......................... Abbey Wilburn (2005-08)
2, 42 .......................Christina Burger (2003-06)
  ...............................Devon Burger (2003-06)
3. 41 ...........................Allison Harris (2004-07)
4. 40 ........................ Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
  ............................ Megan McCool (2002-05)
  .................................Katie Taylor (2002-05)
Games Started
1. 44 ......................... Abbey Wilburn (2005-08)
2. 42 .......................Christina Burger (2003-06)
  ...............................Devon Burger (2003-06)
3. 41 ...........................Allison Harris (2004-07)
4. 40 ........................ Megan McCool (2002-05) 
  ............................ Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
  ........................Lindsay Patterson (2005-08)
GOALKEEPING
Wins
1. 10 ........................ Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
2. 7 ................................Holly Smith (1995-96)
  ........................ Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
4. 6 ............................... Megan Bals (1999-02)
5.  5 ........................Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
Saves
1. 204 ...................... Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
2. 167 .................. Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
3. 106 ....................Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
4. 91 ..............................Holly Smith (1995-96)
5. 54 ............................. Megan Bals (1999-02)
Goals Against Average
1. 1.59 ...................Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
2. 1.68 ..................... Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
3. 1.79 .......................... Megan Bals (1999-02)
4. 1.80 ...........................Holly Smith (1995-96)
5. 2.08 ................................ Kerri Reifel (1994)
Shutouts
1. 5 .......................... Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
2. 3 ............................... Megan Bals (1999-02)
 3 ........................Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
3. 2 ................................Holly Smith (1995-96)
4. 1 .............................Jessica Shoffner (1997)
  .....................................Jen Traw (1998-99)
  ........................ Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
Minutes
1. 3,707 ................... Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
2. 2,504 ............... Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
3. 1,978 .................Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
4. 1,548 .........................Holly Smith (1995-96)
5. 905 ........................... Megan Bals (1999-02)
Shots Faced
1. 569 ...................... Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
2. 396 .................. Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
3. 290 ....................Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
4. 201 ............................Holly Smith (1995-96)
5. 144 ...............................Jen Traw (1998-99)
Games Played
1. 40 ........................ Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
2. 28 .................... Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
3. 22 ......................Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
4. 16 ..............................Holly Smith (1995-96)
5. 12 ............................. Megan Bals (1999-02)
Games Started
1. 40 ........................ Carrie Dillsaver (2003-06)
2. 26 .................... Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
3. 22 ......................Britni Williams (2007-pres.)
4. 16 ..............................Holly Smith (1995-96)
5. 11 ............................. Megan Bals (1999-02)
Behind 30 career points against 
SEC opponents, Christina 
Burger was the sixth player in 
program history to earn two All-
SEC honors.
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Season Records - Offense
Points
1. 39 ................................Mary Howard (1987)
2. 36 ........................... Amy Van Laecke (1993)
3. 32 ................................. Ruthie Miller (1991) 
  .................................. Brittany Burns (1996)
5. 31 ................................Julie Williford (2001)
6. 30 ................................Julie Williford (2003)
7. 29 ................................ Honey Marsh (1993)
  ....................................Julie Williford (2002)
9. 28 ...............................Jessica Fraser (1997)
10. 26 .................................Angie Rigsby (1996)
Goals
1. 17 ................................Mary Howard (1987)
2. 15 ................................Julie Williford (2001)
3. 14 ................................ Ruthie  Miller (1991)
4. 13 ................................ Honey Marsh (1993)
  ....................................Julie Williford (2003)
6. 12 ........................... Amy Van Laecke (1993) 
  .................................. Brittany Burns (1996)
  ...................................Jessica Fraser (1997)
  ....................................Julie Williford (2002)
10. 10 .................................Angie Rigsby (1996)
Assists
1. 12 ........................... Amy Van Laecke (1993) 
  ..................................Andie Hickman (1996)
3. 9 ....................................Holly Collins (1999)
  ......................................Holly Collins (2000)
5. 8 .................................. Honey Marsh (1994)
  .................................. Brittany Burns (1996)
7. 7 ................................... Alexis Hyrup (1992)
  ..................................... Ruthie Miller (1992)
  ..................................... Kathy Krupa (1995)
  ..................................Lindsey Waxler (1996)
  .....................................Holly Collins  (2001)
  ................................... Mandy Komar (2001)
Shots on Goal
1. 78 ........................... Amy Van Laecke (1993)
2. 72 ................................. Ruthie Miller (1989)
3. 64 ................................ Honey Marsh (1994)
4. 62 ................................. Ruthie Miller (1992)
5. 54 ................................. Ruthie Miller (1991) 
  ....................................Mary Howard (1989)
7. 52 ................................Kelly Mackey (1989)
8. 51 ................................ Heather Cato (1997)
9. 48 ...............................Jessica Fraser (1997)
10. 47 ................................ Honey Marsh (1993)
Game-Winning Goals
1. 5 ..................................Mary Howard (1987)
2. 4 ................................... Ruthie Miller (1991)
  ....................................Julie Williford (2002)
  ....................................Julie Williford (2003)
  ................................Christina Burger (2005)
6. 3 ................................... Kim Stewart (1990) 
  ................................Betsy Coverdale (1992)
  ........................................Anne Marx (1993) 
  ................................... Denise Brown (1994)
  .....................................Angie Rigsby (1996)
  ................................. Lindsay Waxler (1996)
  ................................Christina Burger (2006)
  ............................. Lindsay Patterson (2007)
 
Game-Tying Goals
1. 4 .................................Jessica Fraser (1997)
2. 3 ................................... Ruthie Miller (1991)
  .................................... Honey Marsh (1993)
  ............................... Amy Van Laecke (1993) 
  ......................................Crystal Test (2001)
6. 2 ....................................... 10 tied, 10 times
Games Started
1. 21 .............................. Brittany Burns (1996)
  ........................................Anne Marx (1996)
  ................................. Clare McKenna (1996)
  .......................................Holly Smith (1996)
  ......................................Holly Collins (2000) 
  ....................................Erin Sampson (2000)
 
With a knack of finding the back of the net, Mary Howard (left) scored a program-best 17 goals during the 1987 
season on her way to scoring 39 points, also a program high...
...while Amy Van Laecke set the Arkansas benchmark 
with 12 assists in 1993 on her way to 36 points, the No. 
2 single-season total in school history.
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Season Records - Goalkeeping
Wins
1. 11 ..................................Molly Myers (1991)
  .......................................Holly Smith (1996)
  ...................................Britni Williams (2008)
4. 10 ................................... Kerri Reifel (1993)
  ................................. Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
6. 8 ................................... Adrin Pedigo (1987)
  ....................................... Kerri Refiel (1992)
  ...................................Britni Williams (2007)
9. 7 ....................................Molly Myers (1990) 
  .......................................Megan Bals (1999)
Saves
1. 172 ................................. Kerri Reifel (1994)
2. 170 .................................Holly Smith (1996)
3. 159 ................................. Kerri Reifel (1993)
4. 114 ................................Molly Myers (1991)
5. 112 .................................Holly Smith (1995)
6. 110 ................................Molly Myers (1990)
7. 106 .................................Megan Bals (1999)
8. 104 ........................... Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
9. 102 ................................Molly Myers (1992)
10. 96 ..........................Lindsay Haywood (2000)
Goals Against Average ^
1. 0.91 .......................... Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
  ...................................Brtini Williams (2007)
3. 1.00 ...............................Molly Myers (1989)
4. 1.05 ...............................Molly Myers (1991)
5. 1.14 .............................. Adrin Pedigo (1989)
6. 1.23 ...............................Molly Myers (1992)
7. 1.28 ............................Britni Williams (2008)
8. 1.33 ................................Holly Smith (1996)
9. 1.44 ................................ Kerri Reifel (1992)
  ................................. Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
Goals Against ^
1. 12 ..................................Molly Myers (1989)
2. 18 ............................. Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
  ...................................Britni Williams (2007)
4. 20 ..................................Molly Myers (1991)
  ......................................Molly Myers (1992)
  ..............................Lindsay Haywood (2002)
7. 24 ...............................Britni Williams (2008)
8. 27 ..................................Molly Myers (1990)
9. 28 ............................. Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
  ................................. Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
Shutouts
1. 7 .....................................Holly Smith (1996)
  ...................................Britni Williams (2008)
3. 6.5 .................................Molly Myers (1991)
4. 6 ............................... Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
  ...................................Britni Williams (2007)
6. 5 ....................................Molly Myers (1992)
  ................................. Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
8. 4.5 .................................Molly Myers (1989)
  .......................................Megan Bals (1999)
10. 4 ................................... Adrin Pedigo (1987)
  ....................................... Kerri Reifel (1993)
Minutes
1. 2094 ...............................Holly Smith (1996)
2. 1788 ......................... Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
3. 1777 ...........................Britni Williams (2007)
4. 1761 ...............................Holly Smith (1995)
5. 1753 ......................... Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
6. 1707 ............................... Kerri Reifel (1993)
7. 1694 ...........................Britni Williams (2008)
8. 1641 ......................... Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
9. 1589 ............................... Kerri Reifel (1994)
10. 1549 ......................... Carrie Dillsaver (2003)
Shots Faced
1. 317 ................................. Kerri Reifel (1994)
2. 291 ................................. Kerri Reifel (1993)
3. 288 .................................Holly Smith (1995)
4. 249 ........................... Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
5. 242 .............................Britni Williams (2007)
5. 235 .................................Megan Bals (1999)
6. 234 ........................... Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
7. 228 ................................Molly Myers (1990) 
  ..............................Lindsay Haywood (2000)
9. 220 ........................... Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
10. 219 .............................Jennifer Traw (1998)
Games Played
1. 21 ...................................Holly Smith (1996)
2. 20 ...............................Britni Williams (2007)
3. 19 ..................................Molly Myers (1991)
  .......................................Holly Smith (1995) 
  .......................................Megan Bals (1999)
  ................................. Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
  ................................. Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
  ...................................Britni Williams (2008)
9. 18 ................................... Kerri Reifel (1993) 
  ....................................... Kerri Reifel (1994) 
  ..............................Lindsay Haywood (2000) 
  ................................. Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
Games Started
1. 21 ...................................Holly Smith (1996)
2. 20 ...............................Britni Williams (2007)
3. 19 ..................................Molly Myers (1991)
  .......................................Holly Smith (1995)
  ................................. Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
  ................................. Carrie Dillsaver (2006) 
  ...................................Britni Williams (2008)
8. 18 ................................... Kerri Reifel (1993)
  ....................................... Kerri Reifel (1994) 
  .......................................Megan Bals (1999)
  ................................. Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
^ Minimum of 50% of minutes played
Holly Smith made 170 saves in 1996 to help lead 
Arkansas to the SEC Western Division title and 
championship game of the SEC Tournament.
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Season Records - SEC
Points
1. 14 ................................Julie Williford (2003)
2. 13 ............................Christina Burger (2005)
3. 12 ...............................Jessica Fraser (1997)
  ....................................Julie Williford (2001)
5. 10 ................................ Heather Cato (1999)
Goals
1. 6 ..................................Julie Williford (2001)
  ....................................Julie Williford (2003)
  ................................Christina Burger (2005)
4. 5 .................................Jessica Fraser (1997) 
  .................................... Heather Cato (1999)
Assists
1. 5 ................................... Kathy Krupa (1995)
  ..................................Andie Hickman (1996) 
  ......................................Holly Collins (1999)
  ......................................Holly Collins (2000)
5. 4 ................................ Abbey Wilburn (2005)
Game Winning Goals
1. 3 ............................... Lindsay Waxler (1996)
2. 2 .................................Jessica Fraser (1997)
  ............................. Jennifer Brashear (2001)
  ................................Christina Burger (2005)
  ............................. Lindsay Patterson (2006)
Game Tying Goals
1. 2 ................................ Brittany Burns (1996)
  ......................................Crystal Test (2001)
  ....................................Julie Williford (2001)
  ..................................Megan McCool (2002)
5. 1 .......................................................17 tied
GOALKEEPING
Wins
1. 4 .....................................Holly Smith (1996) 
  .......................................Megan Bals (1999)
  ...................................Britni Williams (2008)
3. 3 .....................................Holly Smith (1995) 
  ................................. Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
  ................................. Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
Saves
1. 73 ............................. Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
2. 62 ...............................Britni Williams (2007)
3. 60 ............................. Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
4. 56 ..........................Lindsay Haywood (2002)
5. 55 ...................................Holly Smith (1996)
Goals Against Average
1. 1.03 .......................... Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
2. 1.38 ............................Britni Williams (2007)
3. 1.59 ................................Megan Bals (1999)
4. 1.65 .......................Lindsay Haywood (2002)
5. 1.66 .......................... Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
Goals Against
1. 9 ................................... Kerri Reifel (1994)*
2. 12 ...................................Megan Bals (1999)
  ................................. Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
4. 14 ..........................Lindsay Haywood (2002)
5. 15 ...................................Holly Smith (1996)
  ...................................Britni Williams (2007)
* - Only played four conference games in 1994
Shutouts
1. 2 .....................................Holly Smith (1996) 
  .......................................Megan Bals (1999)
  ................................. Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
  ...................................Britni Williams (2008)
4. 1 ....................................................eight tied
Minutes
1. 1053 ......................... Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
2. 1033 ......................... Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
3. 1013 ......................... Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
4. 1001 ...........................Britni Williams (2008)
5. 977 .............................Britni Williams (2007)
Shots Faced
1. 171 ........................... Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
2. 167 ........................... Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
3. 159 .............................Britni Williams (2007)
4. 156 ........................... Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
5. 134 ........................Lindsay Haywood (2001)
Minutes Played
1. 1053 ......................... Carrie Dillsaver (2006)
2. 1033 ......................... Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
3. 1012 ......................... Carrie Dillsaver (2005)
4. 1001 ...........................Britni Williams (2008)
5. 977 .............................Britni Williams (2007)
Lindsay Waxler netted three game-winning goals 
against SEC teams during Arkansas’ run to the 1996 
division crown.
Megan Bals is one of three 
Arkansas goalkeepers with four 
wins against SEC teams in a 
single season, allowing just 12 
goals during the 1999 confer-
ence season.




9 Julie Williford vs Texas Tech, 9/2/01
8 Mary Howard vs Houston Baptist, 10/24/87
 Julie Williford vs LSU, 11/2/01
7 Ruthie Miller vs Creighton, 10/30/92
Amy Van Laecke vs Evansville, 9/26/93
Angie Rigsby vs Stephen F. Austin, 10/6/96
Jessica Fraser vs LSU, 10/26/97
 Danielle Brajkovich vs Miss. State, 9/12/99 
6 Denise Brown vs Oral Roberts, 10/18/94
 Brittany Burns vs UTEP, 9/1796
 Jessica Fraser vs Oral Roberts, 10/28/98
 Michal-Lynn O’Kelley vs Auburn, 10/13/00
 Julie Williford vs SW Missouri State, 10/24/01
5 Amy Van Laecke vs Oral Roberts, 10/16/93
 Honey Marsh vs Oral Roberts, 10/18/94
 Brittany Burns vs Stephen F. Austin, 10/6/96
 Julie Williford vs George Mason, 9/21/03
 Katie Hamilton vs Southern, 9/12/04
 Ali Harter vs Tulsa, 8/26/05
Most goals
4 Mary Howard vs Houston Baptist, 10/24/87
Julie Williford vs Texas Tech, 9/201 
 Julie Williford vs LSU, 11/2/01
3 Amy Treace vs Rockhurst, 9/12/87
 Mary Howard vs SW Missouri State, 9/19/87
 Mary Howard vs Missouri-Rolla,  10/14/90
Ruthie Miller vs Missouri-Rolla, 9/15/91
Denise Brown vs Oral Roberts, 10/18/94
Brittany Burns vs UTEP, 9/17/96 
Angie Rigsby vs Stephen F. Austin, 10/6/96
Jessica Fraser vs LSU, 10/26/97
 Danielle Brajkovich vs Mississippi State, 9/12/99
 Michal-Lynn O’Kelley vs Auburn, 10/13/00 
 Julie Williford vs SW Missouri State, 10/24/01
2 60 times
(Last: Nikki Crocco, Kat Moffett, Lindsay Patterson 
vs Nicholls State, 9/21/08)
Most assists
3 Ruthie Miller vs Creighton, 10/30/92 
Amy Van Laecke vs Evansville, 9/26/93
Honey Marsh vs Oral Roberts, 10/18/94 
Kathy Krupa vs South Carolina, 9/24/95
Lindsay Waxler vs Stephen F. Austin, 10/6/96
Nicole Bynum vs Wisc.-Green Bay, 10/1/99
Katie Hamilton vs Southern, 9/12/04
2 37 times
(Last: Rachel Carlson vs Nicholls State, 9/21/08)
Most shots
13 Ruthie Miller vs Centenary, 11/1/92
11 Katy Schneidervs Alabama, 9/25/94
10 Betsy Coverdale vs Missouri Valley, 9/11/93
 Honey Marsh vs Alabama, 9/25/94
 Heather Cato vs LSU, 10/26/97
 Julie Williford vs Drury, 9/25/01
Julie Williford vs Auburn, 10/18/02 
9  Amy Van Laecke vs SMU, 9/19/93 
Betsy Coverdale vs Alabama, 9/25/94
 Heather Cato vs Mississippi State, 9/12/99
 Julie Williford vs Tulsa, 9/4/02
 Julie Williford vs George Mason, 9/21/03
Jenni Brashear vs Southern, 9/12/04
8 Amy Van Laecke vs Oral Roberts, 10/16/93 
Alexis Hyrup vs Ole Miss, 9/10/95
 Brittany Burns vs Kansas, 9/20/96
 Brittany Burns vs Mississippi State, 9/27/96
 Jennifer Brashear vs Drury, 9/25/01 
 Julie Williford vs Drury, 9/30/03
Most saves
23 Holly Smith vs Florida, 11/10/96
20 Kerri Reifel vs Vanderbilt, 11/6/94
19 Kerri Reifel vs Texas A&M, 9/6/93
18 Kerri Reifel vs North Carolina, 9/18/94
 Kerri Reifel vsColorado College, 10/2/94 
 Megan Bals vs Florida, 11/4/99
16 Kerri Reifel vs Washington, 10/1/93
 Kerri Reifel vs Texas, 9/30/94
Holly Smith vs Missouri, 9/22/96 
15 Kerri Reifel vs Oregon St., 10/17/93
 Holly Smith vs Texas A&M, 9/4/95
 Holly Smith vs Vanderbilt, 10/27/96 
14 Kerri Reifel vs Washington St., 9/4/93
 Kerri Reifel vs Vanderbilt, 11/7/93
13 Lindsay Haywood vs Auburn, 10/18/02
SEC Games
Most Points
8 Julie Williford vs LSU, 11/2/01
7 Jessica Fraser vs LSU, 10/26/97
 Danielle Brajkovich vs Mississippi State, 9/12/99
6 Michal-Lynn O’Kelley vs Auburn, 10/13/00
4 20 times
 (Last:  Christina Burger vs Alabama, 10/13/06)
Most Goals
4 Julie Williford vs LSU, 11/2/01
3 Jessica Fraser vs LSU, 10/26/97
 Danielle Brajkovich vs Mississippi State, 9/12/99
 Michal-Lynn O’Kelley vs Auburn, 10/13/00
2 20 times
 (Last: Christina Burger vs Alabama, 10/13/06)
Most shots
11 Katy Schneider vs Alabama, 9/25/94
10 Honey Marsh vs Alabama, 9/25/94
Heather Cato vs LSU, 10/26/97
Julie Williford vs Auburn, 10/18/02
9 Betsy Coverdale vs Alabama, 9/25/94
Heather Cato vs Mississippi State, 9/12/99
8 Alexis Hyrup vs Ole Miss, 9/10/95
Brittany Burns vs Mississippi State, 9/27/96
7 Katy Schneider vs Auburn, 9/24/94
Brittany Burns vs Mississippi State, 9/8/95
Brittany Burns vs Ole Miss, 9/29/96
Nicole Bynum vs Auburn, 10/16/98
Danielle Brajkovich vs Mississippi State, 9/12/99
Julie Williford vs Mississippi State, 10/10/03
Most saves
15 Holly Smith vs Vanderbilt, 10/27/96
13 Lindsay Haywood vs Auburn, 10/18/02
12 Megan Bals vs South Carolina, 9/24/99
Carrie Dillsaver vs Vanderbilt, 9/23/05
Carrie Dillsaver vs Auburn, 10/14/05
11 Holly Smith vs Auburn, 10/15/95 
Lindsay Haywood vs Georgia, 10/8/00 
Carrie Dillsaver vs Ole Miss, 9/26/06
10 Kerri Reifel vs Auburn, 9/24/94 
Kerri Reifel vs Vanderbilt, 10/21/94
Lindsay Haywood vs Georgia, 10/28/01 
Lindsay Haywood vs South Carolina, 10/11/02
Carrie Dillsaver vs Florida, 10/24/04
Britni Williams vs Vanderbilt, 10/21/07
Streaks
Winning Streak .................................. 8
   (8/31/08-9/28/08)
Unbeaten Streak ............................... 8
   (8/31/08-9/28/08)
Losing Streak .................................. 10
   (10/1/95-9/6/96)
Non-Win Streak ............................... 10
   (10/1/95-9/6/96)
Home Wins ........................................ 7
   (10/10/00-10/7/01)
Home Unbeaten ................................. 8
   (10/8/00-10/7/01)
Away Wins ........................................ 5
   (8/22/08-9/28/08)
SEC Wins .......................................... 3
   (10/10/99-10/21/99)
SEC Unbeaten ................................... 3
   (9/29/96-10/27/96)
   (10/10/99-10/21/99)
   (10/8/00-10/20/00)
   (9/24/04-10/1/04)
SEC Losses ....................................... 7
   (10/7/01-11/2/01)
   (10/12/07-11/2/07)
SEC East Losses .............................. 19
   (9/15/96-10/11/02)
SEC West Losses............................... 4
   (10/14/95-9/27/96)
   (10/3/04-10/29/04)
Home SEC Wins ................................. 3
   (10/13/00-10/5/01)
Away SEC Wins ................................ 2
   (10/1/06 & 10/6/06)
   (9/26/08 & 9/28/08)
Shutouts By ...................................... 7
   (9/5/08-9/28/08)
Shutout Minutes.......................734:59
   (8/31/08-10/3/08)
Shutouts Against............................... 4
   (10/5/92-10/17/92)
   (9/17/99-10/1/99)
   (10/21/07-11/2/07)
Scoreless Minutes ......................... 501
   (9/30/92-10/17/92)
Games with a Goal .......................... 10
   (10/26/97-9/25/98)
   (10/21/01-9/8/02)
   (10/28/05-9/24/06)
Holly Smith holds both 
the SEC and Arkansas 
records for saves in a 
single game with 23 
stops in the 1996 SEC 
Tournament title game 
against Florida.




Points: ...............................................................36, Amy VanLaecke, 1993
.....................................................................16, Heather Cato, 1996
  ......................................................................15, Ruthie Miller, 1989 
  .................................................................. 15, Kelly O’Connor, 2007
Goals: ................................................................12, Amy VanLaecke, 1993
  ........................................................................7, Ruthie Miller, 1989
  .......................................................................7, Heather Cato, 1996
Assists: .............................................................12, Amy VanLaecke, 1993
  ........................................................................7, Alexis Hyrup, 1992
  ..................................................................... 6, Abbey Wilburn, 2005
Game-Winning Goals: ................................................3, Kim Stewart, 1990
Game-Tying Goals: ..............................................3, Amy Van Laecke, 1993
Goalkeeping
Minutes: .........................................................1,777, Britni Williams, 2007
Wins: ........................................................................8, Adrin Pedigo, 1987 
  ..................................................................... 8, Britni Williams, 2007
Shots Faced: ......................................................242, Britni Williams, 2007
Saves: ................................................................... 106, Megan Bals, 1999
Goals Allowed: ........................................................ 12, Molly Myers, 1989
Goals Against Average: .....................................0.91, Britni Williams, 2007
Shutouts: ............................................................ 6.0, Britni Williams, 2007
Games Started: .................................................... 20, Britni Williams, 2007
As a Sophomore...
Points: .................................................................32, Brittany Burns, 1996
............................................................................. 31, Julie Williford, 2001
.............................................................................. 26, Angie Rigsby, 1996
Goals: ................................................................... 15, Julie Williford, 2001
............................................................................12, Brittany Burns, 1996
.............................................................................. 10, Angie Rigsby, 1996
Assists: .................................................................... 9, Holly Collins, 1999
..............................................................................8, Brittany Burns, 1996
............................................................................. 7, Lindsay Waxler, 1996
...............................................................................7, Mandy Komar, 2001 
Game-Winning Goals: .................................................. 4, Anne Marx, 1993
Game-Tying Goals: ................................................3, Brittany Burns, 1996;
..................................................................................... Crystal Test, 2001
Goalkeeping
Minutes: ........................................................1,753, Carrie Dillsaver, 2004
Wins: ................................................................... 11, Britni Williams, 2008
Shots Faced: .....................................................234, Carrie Dillsaver, 2004
Saves: ..................................................................110, Molly Myers, 1990
Goals Allowed: ..................................................... 24, Britni Williams, 2008
Goals Against Average: .....................................1.28, Britni Williams, 2008
Shutouts: ............................................................ 7.0, Britni Williams, 2008
Games Started: ................................................... 19, Carrie Dillsaver, 2004
............................................................................. 19, Britni Williams, 2008
As a Junior...
Points: ....................................................................32, Ruthie Miller, 1991
  .....................................................................29, Honey Marsh, 1993
.................................................................... 29, Julie Williford, 2002
Goals: ................................................................... 15, Julie Williford, 2002
  ......................................................................14, Ruthie Miller, 1991
  .....................................................................13, Honey Marsh, 1993
Assists: .................................................................... 9, Holly Collins, 2000
  .....................................................................5, Brittany Burns, 1997
  ...................................................................... 5, Nicole Bynum, 1998
  ...................................................................... 5, Julie Williford, 2002
Game-Winning Goals: ................................................4, Ruthie Miller, 1991
  ...................................................................... 4, Julie Williford, 2002
  .................................................................. 4, Christina Burger, 2005
Game-Tying Goals: ................................................. 4, Jessica Fraser, 1997
Goalkeeping
Minutes: ............................................................. 1,761, Holly Smith, 1995
Wins: ...................................................................... 11, Molly Myers, 1991
Shots Faced: ...........................................................291, Kerri Reifel, 1993
Saves: ....................................................................159, Kerri Reifel, 1993
Goals Allowed: ........................................................ 20, Molly Myers, 1991
  .............................................................. 20, Lindsay Haywood, 2002
Goals Against Average: ........................................1.05, Molly Myers, 1991
Shutouts: ............................................................... 6.5, Molly Myers, 1991
Games Started: ....................................................... 19, Molly Myers, 1991 
  .........................................................................19, Holly Smith, 1995
As a Senior...
Points: .................................................................. 30, Julie Williford, 2003
  ......................................................................25, Ruthie Miller, 1992
  ................................................................... 21, Jessica Fraser, 1998 
  ................................................................ 21, Christina Burger, 2006
Goals: ................................................................... 13, Julie Williford, 2003
  .................................................................. 9, Christina Burger, 2006
  ........................................................................9, Ruthie Miller, 1992
Assists: .............................................................. 12, Andie Hickman, 1996
  .......................................................................8, Honey Marsh, 1994
  ........................................................................ 7, Ruthie Miller, 1992 
  ......................................................................... 7, Kathy Krupa, 1995 
  ......................................................................... 7, Holly Collins, 2001
Game-Winning Goals: .............................................. 4, Julie Williford, 2003
Game-Tying Goals: ....................................................3, Ruthie Miller, 1992
Goalkeeping
Minutes: ............................................................. 2,094, Holly Smith, 1996
Wins: ....................................................................... 11, Holly Smith, 1996
Shots Faced: ...........................................................317, Kerri Reifel, 1994
Saves: ....................................................................172, Kerri Reifel, 1994
Goals Allowed: ....................................................18, Carrie Dillsaver, 2006
Goals Against Average: ....................................0.91, Carrie Dillsaver, 2006
Shutouts: ................................................................ 7.0, Holly Smith, 1996
Games Started: ........................................................ 21, Holly Smith, 1996




1. 150 (57g 36a) ..............................1993
2. 149 (48g 53a) ..............................1996
3. 116 (44g 28a) ..............................1997
4. 105 (37g 31a) ..............................2000
5. 104 (36g 32a) ..............................2002
6. 100 (41g 18a) ..............................1987
7. 98 (34g, 30a) ...............................2008
8. 96 (35g 26a) ................................2001
9. 94 (35g 24a) ................................1999
10. 93 (31g 31a) ................................2006
 93 (33g 27a) ................................1990
12. 90 (32g 26a) ................................1992
 90 (35g 20a) ................................1991
14. 87 (30g 27a) ................................2003
15. 83 (29g 25a) ................................1994
16. 81 (29g 23a) ................................2004
17. 77 (28g 21a) ................................1998
18. 74 (26g 22a) ................................2007
19. 70 (22g 26a) ................................2005
20. 66 (21g 24a) ................................1995
21. 53 (21g 11a) ................................1989
















































1. 7.50 (20 games) ...........................1993
2. 7.10 (21 games) ...........................1996
3. 6.67 (15 games) ...........................1987
4. 6.20 (15 games) ...........................1990
5. 6.11 (19 games) ...........................1997
6. 5.29 (17 games) ...........................1992
7. 5.20 (20 games) ...........................2002
8. 5.16 (19 games) ...........................2008
9. 5.00 (21 games) ...........................2000
10. 4.95 (19 games) ...........................1999
11. 4.89 (19 games) ...........................2006
12. 4.80 (20 games) ...........................2001
13. 4.74 (19 games) ...........................1991
14. 4.58 (19 games) ...........................2003
15. 4.53 (17 games) ...........................1998
16. 4.26 (19 games) ...........................2004
17. 4.15 (20 games) ...........................1994
18. 3.89 (18 games) ...........................2005
19. 3.70 (20 games) ...........................2007
20. 3.47 (19 games) ...........................1995
21. 3.31 (16 games) ...........................1989
22. 2.53 (15 games) ...........................1988
Goals per game
1. 2.85 (20 games) ...........................1993
2. 2.73 (15 games) ...........................1987
3. 2.32 (19 games) ...........................1997
4. 2.29 (21 games) ...........................1996
5. 2.20 (15 games) ...........................1990
6. 1.88 (17 games) ...........................1992
7. 1.84 (19 games) ...........................1999
8. 1.84 (19 games) ...........................1991
9. 1.80 (20 games) ...........................2002
10. 1.79 (19 games) ...........................2008
11. 1.76 (21 games) ...........................2000
12. 1.75 (20 games) ...........................2001
13. 1.65 (17 games) ...........................1998
14. 1.63 (19 games) ...........................2006
15. 1.58 (19 games) ...........................2003
16. 1.53 (19 games) ...........................2004
17. 1.45 (20 games) ...........................1994
18. 1.31 (16 games) ...........................1989
19. 1.30 (20 games) ...........................2007
20. 1.22 (18 games) ...........................2005
21. 1.11 (19 games) ...........................1995
22. 1.00 (15 games) ...........................1988
Assists per game
1. 2.52 (21 games) ...........................1996
2. 1.80 (20 games) ...........................1993
 1.80 (15 games) ...........................1990
4. 1.63 (19 games) ...........................2006
5. 1.60 (20 games) ...........................2002
6. 1.58 (19 games) ...........................2008
7. 1.53 (17 games) ...........................1992
8. 1.48 (21 games) ...........................2000
9. 1.47 (19 games) ...........................1997
10. 1.44 (18 games) ...........................2005
11. 1.42 (19 games) ...........................2003
12. 1.30 (20 games) ...........................2001
13. 1.26 (19 games) ...........................1995
 1.26 (19 games) ...........................1999
15. 1.25 (20 games) ...........................1994
16. 1.24 (17 games) ...........................1998
17. 1.21 (19 games) ...........................2004
18. 1.20 (15 games) ...........................1987
19. 1.10 (20 games) ...........................2007
20. 1.05 (19 games) ...........................1991
21. 0.69 (16 games) ...........................1989
22. 0.53 (15 games) ...........................1988
Saves
1. 193 (39 GA) .................................1994
2. 177 (36 GA) .................................1993
3. 157 (32 GA) .................................1996
4. 130 (20 GA) .................................1989
5. 128 (20 GA) .................................1991
6. 126 (45 GA) .................................2000
7. 125 (61 GA) .................................1997
8. 121 (37 GA) .................................1999
9. 117 (23 GA) .................................1992
10. 115 (28 GA) .................................1990
11. 113 (46 GA) .................................1995
113 (54 GA) .................................2001
13. 108 (28 GA) .................................2004
14. 103 (40 GA) .................................2002
15. 102 (18 GA) .................................2007
16. 87 (18 GA) ...................................2006
17. 83 (43 GA) ...................................1998
18. 81 (28 GA) ...................................2005
19. 79 (42 GA) ...................................2003
20. 69 (24 GA) ...................................2008
Goals against avg
1. 0.87 (18 GA, 1866 min) ...............2007
2. 0.90 (18 GA, 1791 min) ...............2006
3. 1.05 (20 GA, 1670 min) ...............1991
4. 1.14 (20 GA, 1580 min) ...............1989
5. 1.24 (24 GA, 1739 min) ...............2008
6. 1.25 (23 GA, 1660 min) ...............1992
7. 1.36 (32 GA, 2115 min) ...............1996
8. 1.44 (28 GA, 1753 min) ...............2004
9. 1.53 (28 GA, 1643 min) ...............2005
10. 1.66 (36 GA, 1950 min) ...............1993
11. 1.92 (39 GA, 1830 min) ...............1994
 1.92 (37 GA, 1736 min) ...............1999
13. 1.94 (28 GA, 1300 min) ...............1990
14. 1.95 (40 GA, 1844 min) ...............2002
15. 2.03 (45 GA, 1998 min) ...............2000
16. 2.16 (42 GA, 1752 min) ...............2003
17. 2.30 (35 GA) ................................1987
18. 2.34 (46 GA, 1770 min) ...............1995
19. 2.50 (43 GA, 1550 min) ...............1998
20. 2.66 (54 GA, 1827 min) ...............2001
21. 2.90 (44 GA) ................................1988
22. 3.16 (61 GA, 1740 min) ...............1997
Saves per game
1. 9.65 (20 games) ...........................1994
2. 8.85 (20 games) ...........................1993
3. 8.13 (16 games) ...........................1989
4. 7.67 (15 games) ...........................1990
5. 7.48 (21 games) ...........................1996
6. 6.88 (17 games) ...........................1992
7. 6.58 (19 games) ...........................1997
8. 6.37 (19 games) ...........................1999
9. 6.00 (21 games) ...........................2000
10. 5.95 (19 games) ...........................1995
11. 5.74 (19 games) ...........................1991
12. 5.68 (19 games) ...........................2004
13. 5.65 (20 games) ...........................2001
14. 5.15 (20 games) ...........................2002
15. 5.10 (20 games) ...........................2007
16. 4.88 (17 games) ...........................1998
17. 4.72 (18 games) ...........................2005
18. 4.58 (19 games) ...........................2006
19. 4.16 (19 games) ...........................2003
20. 3,63 (19 games) ...........................2008
Most wins
1. 11 (11-8-0) ..................................1991
11 (11-7-3) ..................................1996
11 (11-8-0) ..................................2008
4. 10 (10-7-2) ..................................2006
10 (10-10-0) ................................1993
 10 (10-8-0) ..................................1987
7. 8 (8-11-1).....................................2007






 7 (7-7-1) .......................................1990








Honey Marsh (right) 
and the 1993 club, 
the most prolific in 
Arkansas soccer his-
tory, still hold the pro-
gram mark for points 
and goals scored in a 
single season.
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Arkansas at the SEC Tournament
All-Time Results
Nov. 6-7, 1993
Nashville, Tenn. (Purdy Field)
Semifinal (1) Arkansas def. (8)Auburn, 8-0
Final (2) Vanderbilt def. (1) Arkansas, 3-2 (OT)
Nov. 4-6, 1994
Fayetteville, Ark. (Lady’Back Field)
Quarterfinal (5) Arkansas def. (4) Kentucky, 4-2
Semifinal (1) Vanderbilt def. (5) Arkansas, 3-0
Nov. 7-8, 1996
Lexington, Ky. (UK Soccer Complex)
Quarterfinal (W1) Arkansas tied (WC) Vanderbilt, 0-0 
(Arkansas advances on PKs, 4-3)
Semifinal (W1) Arkansas def. (E2) Georgia, 3-1
Final (E1) Florida def. (W1) Arkansas, 3-2 (2OT)
Nov. 6-7, 1997
Gainesville, Fla. (Percy Beard Stadium)
Quarterfinal (E1) Vanderbilt def. (WC) Arkansas, 8-3
Nov. 4-6, 1999
Nashville, Tenn. (Vanderbilt Soccer Field)
Quarterfinal (1) Florida def. (8) Arkansas, 4-3
Nov. 2-3, 2000
Athens, Ga. (Georgia Soccer Stadium)
Quarterfinal (1) Florida def. (8) Arkansas, 4-1 
Arkansas Bests at SEC Tournament
Goals
1. 3 ................. Andie Hickman
Anne Marx
3. 2 ................. Brittany Burns
Honey Marsh
Michal-Lynn O’Kelley
6. 1 ................. 14 tied
Assists
1. 3 ................. Andie Hickman
2. 2 ................. Betsy Coverdale
  Allie Hyrup
  Amy Van Laecke
5. 1 ................. 13 tied
Points
1. 9 ................. Andie Hickman
2. 6 ................. Anne Marx
3. 5 ................. Honey Marsh





9. 3 ................. Five tied
GOALKEEPING
Saves
1. 45 ............... Kerri Reifel
2. 41 ............... Holly Smith
3. 18 ............... Megan Bals
4. 9 ................. Lindsay Haywood
5. 5 ................. Jessica Shoffner
Goals Against Average
1. 0.99 ............ Holly Smith
2. 1.95 ............ Kerri Reifel
3. 4.00 ............ Megan Bals
Lindsay Haywood
5. 6.00 ............ Katti Adams
Minutes
1. 370 ............. Kerri Reifel
2. 365 ............. Holly Smith
3. 90 ............... Megan Bals
Lindsay Haywood
In seven SEC Tournament games, Andie Hickman 








Amy Van Laecke (1993)
Chrysti Jordan (1994)
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Honors & Awards






























Amy Van Laecke (1993)
SEC Athlete of the Week
Brittany Burns (9/24/96)
Julie Williford (9/3/01)





SEC Def. Player of the Week
Carrie Dillsaver (9/18/06)
Carrie Dillsaver (10/16/06)


























Following the program’s first season in the SEC, the group of Denise Brown, Kit Carson, Honey Marsh and Amy Van Laecke 
became the first Arkansas soccer student-athletes to earn all-conference honors.
With Arkansas hosting, Chrysti Jordan joined teammate Honey 
Marsh on the 1994 SEC All-Tournament Team in front of the 
home crown in Fayetteville.
Largely unnoticed on Arkansas’ backline, Devon Burger re-
ceived her first collegiate athletic honor with a Soccer Buzz All-
Central Region third-team selection to cap her senior season.
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Honors & Awards
NSCAA Team Academic Award
2001, ‘02, ‘03, ‘04, ‘05, ‘06, ‘07, ‘08
NSCAA/adidas All-South Region Scholar Athlete
Third Team
Lindsay Haywood (2002)














SEC Scholar-Athlete of the Year
Allison Harris (2007)













#6 Central Region (1997)
#4 Central Region (1999)
#1 Central Region (2000)
#15 National (1999)
Top 20 National (2000)
Top 10 Central Region (2002)
Best Media Guide
#8 Central Region (1999)
#7 Central Region (2000)
#8 Central Region (2002)
#16 National (1999)
Publications Contest
#3 District VI (2000)
#8 National (2000)
Allison Harris, the first Razorback soccer player to go through 
eight semesters with a perfect 4.0 grade point average, became 
the first program’s first four-time ESPN the Magazine district 
honoree and SEC Scholar-Athlete of the Year.
In 2001, Holly Collins and Lindsay Haywood were the first 
Razorbacks to earn District VI first-team academic honors.
Academic Excellence
The University of Arkansas Athletic Department selects its honor roll each semester based on 
semester grades. Since the inception of the Athletic Department’s honor roll in the fall of 1999, 
the Razorback soccer team has placed 138 student-athletes on either the Academic Champion-
ships (4.0 GPA), Athletic’s Director (3.5-3.99) or Honor Roll (3.0-3.49) lists. Thirty-nine soccer 













































Kati Ann Adams  ......................1996-97
Dani Alexander ........................2007-08
Brittany Allen  .............................. 2008
Whitney Allison  .......................2005-08
Kailey Anders  .................. 2008-pres.
Nikki Armento  .........................1997-98
Angie Armstrong  .....................1989-93
Ally Atkins  ....................... 2007-pres.
B
Natalie Balash  ............................. 1995
Megan Bals  .........................1998-2002
Kellie Bedient  ..........................2000-03
Fleur Benatar  ..........................1994-95
Hannah Bjorklund  ....................1996-97
Mary-Catherine Black  .................. 1986
Heather Blanton  ......................1994-97
Kelley Bogan  ...........................1987-88
Sam Bolton  ...................... 2007-pres.
Jackie Booker  .........................2006-08
Danielle Brajkovich ..................1998-99
Liz Brandon  .............................1988-90
Jennifer Brashear  ...................2001-04
Denise Brown  .........................1992-94
Christina Burger  ......................2003-06
Devon Burger  ..........................2003-06
Megan Burke  ............................... 2000
Brittany Burns  ........................1995-98
Nicole Bynum  ..........................1996-99
Michelle Byrne  ........................1986-88
C
Bethany Campbell  ...............1999-2000
Rachel Carlson  ................ 2007-pres.
Adriana Carlton  ............................ 2002
Kit Carson  ..............................1990-93
Heather Cato  ..........................1996-99
Tarquenia Cherry  ......................... 1986
Shannon Clancy  ..................1998-2001
Holly Collins  ........................1997-2001
Leah Collison  ............................... 2005
Christy Comstock  ...................1991-92
Betsy Coverdale  ......................1991-94
Carrie Cox .................................... 1988
Kendall Cox .............................2001-03
Jennifer Creel  .............................. 1994
Nikki Crocco  ................................ 2008
D
Becca Davis  ............................2004-05
Carmen Davis  .............................. 2004
Keta Dickerson  ............................ 1987
Carrie Dillsaver  .......................2002-06
Jenny Doig ................................... 1999
Rachel Driver  ......................1999-2000
Dana Dudley  ...........................1988-90
Sheffield Duke  ............................. 2003
Melissa Dziubinski ...................2002-03
E
Michelle Edwards  ......................... 1986
F
Megan Fawley  ........................2005-08
Sarah Finn  ................................... 2006
Camille Flores  .................. 2007-pres.
Jessica Fraser .........................1997-98
G
Jenn Goaziou  ..........................1991-93
Charlotte Goodart  ........................ 1986
Katie Grigar  ........................1999-2002
Angie Gunter  ........................................
Sarah Gwisdala .......................2004-08
H
Claire Hakim  ...........................2007-08
Lynn Hallard ................................. 1986
Lauren Hallauer  ............... 2008-pres.
Katie Hamilton  ........................2003-06
Allison Harris  ..........................2003-07
Alison Harter  ..........................2004-07
Susan Hartley  .............................. 1995
Lindsay Haywood ....................2000-03
Allie Hennis  .............................1994-97
Andie Hickman  ........................1993-96
Mindy Hollingshead  .............1999-2002
Kristie Holman  ........................2003-04
Mary Howard ..........................1987-90
Beth Hunter  ................................. 1994
Michelle Hunter ............................ 2005
Lynda Hustead  ........................1986-87
Alex Hyrup  ..............................1992-96
I
Jessica Ingram  ........................2004-05
Carrie Ireland  ............................... 1997
J
Lisa Jones  ................................... 2002
Chrysti Jordan  ........................1991-94
K
Sharon Kelly  ................................ 1995
Mia Kiistala  ............................1996-97
Carrie Klein  .................................. 2001
Mandy Komar  .........................2000-01
Kathy Krupa  ...........................1992-95
L
Christina Lachut ........................... 2004
Mary Langston  ....................1999-2002
Jackie Lemons  ........................2002-03
Erica Lewis  .............................2002-04
Jamie Liebrum  ........................1995-96
Tina Livingston  .......................1987-89
Stephanie Lyman  ................1998-2001
Carla Lyons  .................................. 1989
M
Molly MacIntosh  .......................... 1988
Kelly Mackey  ..........................1988-90
Kim Mackey ............................1988-90
Julie Malinowski  .....................1991-92
Michelle Marchese  ....................... 1992
Honey Marsh  ..........................1991-94
Kelsey Martin  .............................. 2006
Anne Marx  ..............................1992-96
Elizabeth McConnell  ................1987-88
Megan McCool  ........................2002-05
Morgan McCord  ......................2002-05
Patrice McGee  ........................1990-91
Debbie McGoldrick  ..............1997-2000
Clare McKenna  .......................1994-97
Beth McLaughlin  .....................1987-90
Beth McVean  ................... 2007-pres.
Kendall Meaders  .......................... 2003
Kylee Mesler  ...........................2006-07
Liz Metcalf ..............................1998-99
Blair Miller  ................................... 2003
Ruthie Miller  ...........................1989-92
Kat Moffett  ...................... 2006-pres.
Leah Moore  .............................1986-88
Rachel Moore ............................... 1988
Kimberly Mourton  ...................1996-99
Molly Myers ............................1989-92
N
Angie Nance  ...........................1988-91
Katie Nawrocki  .......................1995-98
Courtney Neal  .........................2000-01
Kris Norton  .............................1994-95
O
Kelly O’Connor ................. 2007-pres.
Michael-Lynn O’Kelley  .........1997-2000
Lisa Owen  ...............................1990-91
P
Julie Parsons  ..........................1989-90
Lindsay Patterson  ...................2005-08
Kathleen Paulsen  ............ 2006-pres.
Adrin Pedigo  ...........................1987-90
Pam Pesnell  ........................1999-2003
Hillary Petersen  ......................1990-94
R
Colleen Redmond  ......................... 2002
Kerri Reifel  .............................1991-94
Chelsie Ricci  ...........................1998-99
Angie Rigsby  ...........................1995-97
Reagan Rodriguez  ........................ 2003
Deborah Rood  .........................1986-87
Holly Rosen .............................2002-05
S
Tara Sageser  ............................... 2005
Erin Sampson  ......................1998-2002
Kim Saunders ............................... 1986
Shawna Schaffer  ....................1986-87
Kim Schleif  ...................... 2006-pres.
Katy Schneider  ............................ 1994
Stacey Schoemehl  ..................1991-94
Courtney Shaub  ........................... 2000
Karen Shoemake  .......................... 1986
Jessica Shoffner  .......................... 1997
Julie Sill  ..................................1991-94
Nikki Sinclair  ............................... 1997
Holly Smith  .............................1993-96
Rachel Smith  ..........................2006-08
Sharon Smith  ............................... 1989
Katie Somadelis  ........................... 2006
Shannon Soppe  .......................1987-88
Cindy Southerland  ........................ 1986
Andrea Sparks  ........................2002-05
Katie Stauffer  .........................2003-06
Brandy Stewart  ......................1998-99
Kim Stewart  ...........................1990-91
Ashley Stone  ..........................1989-92
T
Katie Taylor  ............................2002-05
Crystal Test  ............................2000-02
Courtney Theofiledes  ................... 1995
Kimberly Thompson  ................1987-88
Meredith Thompson  ...............2001, 04
Jennifer Traw  .........................1998-99
Amy Treace  ................................. 1987
Charlotte Turner  .......................... 2001
V
Reggie Vaden  ............................... 1986
Amy Van Laecke  .......................... 1993
Laura Vaughn  ..........................2001-02
Kate Venable  ..........................2005-06
Lauren Vogl  .................................. 2003
W
Lindsay Waxler  .......................1995-98
Sarah Webb  ............................1996-97
Sophie Wentz  .................. 2006-pres.
Tracy Westfall  ........................1990-94
Abbey Wilburn  ........................2005-08
Britni Williams  ................ 2007-pres.
Keri Williams  ...........................1993-96
Julie Williford  ..........................2000-03
Kendal Winston  ............... 2008-pres.
Andrea Wing  ................................ 1990
Y
Kathy Young  ................................ 1986























Brajkovich, D. Burger, 
Fraser, Miller, Hickman, 
Smith, Test
Bynum, Carson, 
B. Davis, Dziubinski, 
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Arkansas Soccer History
The University of Arkansas has been a 
pioneer for women’s sports throughout the 
past 30 years, and the Razorback soccer team 
is a shining example. Among the first varsity 
women’s soccer teams in the country, Arkan-
sas began varsity play in 1986, and has since 
earned the respect of the nation as one of the 
toughest places to play. Over the course of 
the past 20 years, there have been many sig-
nificant firsts: the program’s first victory on 
Sept. 21, 1986, at Texas A&M University; the 
Southeastern Conference’s first Player of the 
Year; the SEC’s first televised game and the 
construction of then-Lady’Back Field. But all 
pale in comparison to the personalities of the 
more than 150 women who have shaped Ar-
kansas women’s soccer into what it is today.
During their inaugural season in the fall 
of 1986, the Razorbacks played a 12-game 
schedule under its first head coach, Curtis Ser-
geant, against regional opponents from Texas 
and Missouri.
Arkansas turned things around in its sec-
ond year of competition. Improving by leaps 
and bounds, the team posted a 10-8 record 
for its first winning season while posting six 
shutouts. The 1987 schedule also allowed 
the Razorbacks to not only play regional op-
ponents, but also to travel as the team took its 
first significant road trip to the Sunshine State 
for a pair of matches in Boca Raton, Fla.
After two seasons of varsity play, the 
Razorbacks turned the program over to Kathy 
Ludwig prior to the 1988 season. An All-Amer-
ican during her playing days, Ludwig brought 
experience at the Division I level to Arkansas’ 
program. Working with a large group of young 
players, Ludwig’s first team struggled early, 
but surged during the second half of the 1988 
season.
One of the things for which Ludwig will 
long be remembered was the recruitment 
of Ruthie Miller 
from Broken Arrow, 
Okla. and Molly My-
ers from Colorado 
Springs, Colo. The 
pair was instru-
mental in Arkansas’ 
five-year run of 
non-losing seasons, 
beginning in 1989, 
and remains a major 
part of Arkansas’ career record book.
 Miller took over the career lead in scoring 
during her senior season and held the mark un-
til 2003, while Myers was the first of a string 
of outstanding goalkeepers at Arkansas. She 
still holds the school records for career saves 
and shutouts.
 Prior to the 1990 season, Marcia Mc-
Dermott became the Razorbacks’ third head 
coach, and her three-year stint is one of the 
most productive in Arkansas soccer history. 
During her time in Fayetteville, the Razorbacks 
won 26 matches and set the benchmark for 
wins in a season with 11 during the 1991 cam-
paign.
 During McDermott’s tenure, Arkansas 
made another commitment to the soccer pro-
gram when construction began on then-named 
Lady’Back Field on the corner of California and 
Sixth Street. At the time of its construction, 
it was the first collegiate soccer field used 
solely for the purpose of a women’s team, and 
to this day, remains one of only a handful of 
such fields. The field was renamed as Razor-
back Field prior to the beginning of the 2008 
season to reflect the merger of the formerly 
independent men’s and women’s athletic de-
partments.
 The off-season between the 1992 and 
1993 seasons was a busy one for the Razor-
backs. Former North Carolina standout Janet 
Rayfield was hired as the fourth coach of the 
soccer program, and the university announced 
it was joining the Southeastern Conference. 
Both occurrences made waves throughout 
the nation, and Arkansas did not disappoint. 
The Razorbacks went 10-10 in Rayfield’s first 
season, and then crushed Auburn on the way 
to the SEC Tournament championship game, 
where they lost in overtime to Vanderbilt.
 The 1993 campaign was significant in 
what Arkansas was able to do against the 
SEC, but also in that it saw the construction of 
a field house at Razorback Field. The ’93 club 
also produced the most 
prolific scoring output 
in Arkansas soccer his-
tory. Led by the tandem 
of Honey Marsh and 
Amy Van Laecke, Arkan-
sas tallied 57 goals over 
its 20-game schedule, 
while conceding just 36. 
Marsh’s play throughout 
the season earned her the SEC’s first Player 
of the Year award and first tournament MVP 
honor.
 The 1994 season saw the Razorbacks 
play their first regular-season conference 
matches, then host the second SEC Tourna-
ment. Once again, Arkansas was strong in 
the post-season, advancing to the tournament 
semifinals before falling a second time to the 
Vanderbilt Commodores.
 The SEC had a boom in 1995 as six teams 
joined the league, and Arkansas remained in 
the thick of the action. The Razorbacks earned 
their first SEC win in a 2-1 overtime victory 
The first televised SEC soccer match occurred at then-named Lady’Back Field in 1995 and blossomed into a yearly package for 
SEC women’s soccer.
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Arkansas Soccer History
over Mississippi State on Sept. 8, 1995, and 
saw goalkeeper Holly Smith emerge as the 
next standout player on Arkansas’ roster. As 
the SEC continued to push women’s sports into 
the limelight, Arkansas did its part by hosting 
the first televised match of SEC women’s soc-
cer at Razorback Field.
Arkansas’ 1996 season was one of the 
best seasons in team history as it matched the 
program mark for wins in a season with 11 
en route to claiming the SEC Western Division 
crown. Beginning the year 1-3-0, Arkansas ral-
lied to win eight of its next 10 matches to put 
themselves at the top of the standings. At the 
SEC Tournament, Arkansas defeated Vander-
bilt for the first time since joining the confer-
ence, then knocked off Georgia, 3-1, before 
falling to Florida in the double overtime of the 
championship game, 3-2.
The firsts continued for the soccer pro-
gram in 1997 when Arkansas added lights to 
Razorback Field, allowing the team to host 
their first night match on their home pitch on 
Aug. 30, 1997.
Following the resignation of Rayfield 
after the 1998 season, Arkansas hired Alan 
Kirkup to take over the reins of the program. 
One of the winningest women’s collegiate 
soccer coaches of all time, Kirkup brought a 
keen knowledge of the game 
to Arkansas which showed 
immediately during his first 
season. One of Kirkup’s first 
duties included the recruit-
ment of Pam Pesnell, the 
first Fayetteville, Ark., na-
tive to play for the Razor-
back soccer team, and then 
he focused on the team, which ended the 1999 
season in a tie for first in the SEC West.
 Getting the most from his players, Kirkup 
took a group of unknown players and turned 
them into a group of force, especially at tour-
nament time. At his first SEC Tournament, 
Kirkup started six freshmen against defending 
national champion Florida and held a 2-0 lead 
on the Gators after 10 minutes of play.
 Kirkup’s tutelage also led to the fall of 
nearly every Arkansas offensive record. Mid-
fielder Holly Collins broke the Razorbacks’ 
assist record in 2000 when she notched her 
18th career helper and finished her career with 
26 assists. Another Kirkup recruit, Julie Wil-
liford, broke Miller’s marks for career goals 
and points, and became the first Razorback to 
eclipse the 100-point mark during a career.
 In 2001, Razorback Field added stadium 
seating for 1,500 spectators, as well as press 
box and radio facilities. A facility-record 1,709 
fans watched Arkansas play South Carolina 
on Oct. 12, 2001. Three games at Razorback 
Field have seen more than 1,000 fans.
 The long line of strong goalkeeping con-
tinued for Arkansas with the play of Carrie 
Dillsaver, the program’s all-time wins leader. 
During her senior season, she became the first 
Razorback keeper to post a sub-1.00 goals 
against average (0.91) and finished her time in 
Cardinal and White as the holder of five career 
marks.
 The Gordon Henderson era of Razorback 
soccer began in the spring of 2004 and con-
tinued with a return to grass roots. Henderson 
focused on the team and community develop-
ment, which translated to record crowds dur-
ing his tenure. Seven of the top 10 attendance 
figures came during his five-year stay in Fay-
etteville.
 Arkansas continued to build its reputation 
as a leader on the field and in the classroom 
as Williford became Arkansas’ first Academic 
All-American in 2003. The firsts kept com-
ing when Kim Schleif 
became the first Ra-
zorback soccer stu-
dent-athlete named to 
the SEC All-Freshman 
team in 2006. Follow-
ing the 2007 season, 
Allison Harris earned 
the Razorbacks’ first 
SEC Scholar-Athlete of the Year honor. That 
same year, Harris also earned Academic All-
American accolades.
 Following the 2008 season, in which 
Arkansas equaled the program mark of four 
conference victories and 11 overall wins, Erin 
Aubry was named the seventh head coach in 
Razorback soccer history on Dec. 23, 2008.With the installation of lights at its field, 
Arkansas played its 
first night game in 
1997.
During the spring of 2009, Arkansas welcomed former players back to campus which featured an alumni match at Razorback Field.






 9-0 v. Oral Roberts, 1993;
 9-0 v. Stephen F. Austin, 1996;
 9-3 v. LSU, 1997
Most Goals Allowed: ...................................................7
 7-1 vs. Florida, 1997
 7-2 vs. Georgia, 2003
Largest Margin Victory:...............................................9
 9-0 v. ORU, 1993;
 9-0 vs. SFA, 1996
Largest Margin Defeat: ...............................................6
 7-1 v. Florida, 1997
Most OT Goals: ...........................................................2
 3-1 v. Centenary, 1992;
 4-3 v. Oregon St., 1993
Most Opp. OT Goals: ...................................................2
 Georgia, 1996
Most Shots: ..............................................................42
 vs Alabama, 1994
Fewest Shots: ............................................................1
 vs Arizona, 1997
Most Shots Allowed: ................................................35
 vs Florida, 1997
Fewest Shots Allowed: ...............................................2
 vs LSU, 1999
 vs Nicholls St., 2008
SEASON
Most Wins: ..................................................... 6 (1992)
Most Losses: ........................................... 6 (2002, ‘05)
Most OT Matches: ...........................................5 (2007)
Best Win Pct.: ............................................ .750 (1992)
Worst Win Pct.: ......................................... .333 (2005)
Longest Win Streak: ................... 4 (1992, ’99, ’00, ‘06)
Longest Losing Streak: .....................................5 (2005)
Most Goals: .................................................. 34 (1993)
Most Goals Allowed: ..................................... 20 (1997)
Fewest Goals: ..................................................7 (2004)
Fewest Goals Allowed: ....................................6 (2006)
Most Goals Avg.: ....................................... 3.78 (1993)
Most Goals Allowed Avg.: .......................... 2.50 (1997)
Fewest Goals Avg.: .................................... .875 (2004)
Fewest Goals Allowed Avg.:....................... 0.67 (2006)
Most Shutouts: ................................................5 (2007)
Consecutive Shutouts: .....................................3 (2007)
Opponent Shutouts: ................................. 4 (1995, ‘05)




Julie Williford v. Texas Tech, 2001
Julie Williford v. LSU, 2001
Most Assists: .............................................................3
 Ruthie Miller v. Creighton, 1992
 Amy Van Laecke v. Evansville, 1993
 Lindsay Waxler v. SFA, 1996
 Nicole Bynum v. Wisc.-Green Bay, 1999
Most Points:  ..............................................................9
 Julie Williford v. Texas Tech, 2001
SEASON
Most Goals: ............................14 (Julie Williford, 2001)
Most Assists: .........................9 (Andie Hickman, 1996)
Most Points: ...........................29 (Julie Williford, 2001)
Most Shots: ....................... 53 (Amy Van Laecke, 1993)
CAREER
Most Goals: ...................... 32 (Julie Williford, 2002-03)
Most Assists: ......................19 (Holly Collins, 1997-01)
Most Points: ....................  74 (Julie Williford, 2002-03)




Kerri Reifel v. Vanderbilt, 1994
Most Shots Faced: ....................................................35
 Holly Smith v. Florida, 1997
SEASON
Most Wins: .................................6 (Molly Myers, 1992)
Most Losses: ......................... 6 (Carrie Dillsaver, 2005)
Most Saves: .............................. 92 (Kerri Reifel, 1992)
Most Shutouts: ........................4 (Britni Williams, 2007)
Most Minutes: .................... 987 (Britni Williams, 2007)
Most Goals Against: ..................... 18 (Holly Smith, ‘96)
Least Goals Against: ................. 6 (Carrie Dillsaver, ‘06)
CAREER
Most Wins: ..................... 14 (Carrie Dillsaver, 2003-06)
Most Saves: ....................... 158 (Kerri Reifel, 1992-94)
Most Shutouts: ................. 9 (Carrie Dillsaver, 2003-06)
Most Minutes: .......3066:36 (Carrie Dillsaver, 2003-06)
Top 10 Razorback Field Crowds
1,709 ................vs. South Carolina, 10/12/01; L, 0-2
1,487 .................vs. Tennessee, 10/7/05; L, 1-2 (OT)
1,374 ..........................vs. Auburn, 10/13/00; W, 3-2
956  .................... vs. Missouri St., 9/21/07; W, 1-0
938   ........................vs. Kentucky, 10/22/99; L, 1-4
929   ................................vs. LSU, 10/28/05; L, 3-4
912   ................vs. South Carolina, 10/26/08; L, 1-3
802   ..............................vs. Tulsa, 08/29/08; L, 0-1
749   ....................vs. Ole Miss, 9/28/07; L, 1-2 (OT)




















The Last Time It Happened at Razorback Field
For Arkansas
Hat Trick: .........................................................11/2/01
 Julie Williford v. LSU
Three Consecutive Games with a Goal: .................2006
 Christina Burger
More than 20 Shots ..........................................9/21/08
 24 vs. Nicholls St.
More than 10 Shots on Goal: ......................... 10/17/08
 11 vs Kentucky 
More than 10 Saves: ........................................9/29/06
 11, Carrie Dillsaver vs. Ole Miss
More than 15 Saves: ........................................9/22/96
 16, Holly Smith vs. Missouri
Opponent Less than 10 Shots: ....................... 10/19/08
 9, Vanderbilt
More than 500 Fans: ..................................... 10/26/08
 912 vs. South Carolina
More than 750 Fans:  .................................... 10/26/08
 912 vs. South Carolina
More than 1,000 Fans:  ....................................10/7/05
 1,487 vs. Tennessee
For Opponents
Hat Trick: ............................................................ Never
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Sophie Wentz scored in the 108th minute to 
lift the Razorbacks to a 1-0 win over Samford 
in double overtime. (Sept. 7, 2008)









Colors .................Crimson and Cream
Conference .............................Big 12
Home Field ............... John Crain Field
Head Coach .................Nicole Nelson
2008 Record.......................... 3-15-1
Conf. Record ............................ 2-7-1
Series Record ....................OU, 7-0-0
Letterwinners Return/Lost ........ 14/5














Colors ....................... Maize and Blue
Conference ...........................Big Ten
Home Field ........U-M Soccer Complex
Head Coach ......................Greg Ryan
2008 Record.......................... 4-10-5
Conf. Record ............................ 1-6-3
Series Record .............. First Meeting










Aug. 28 • 7 p.m.




Colors ........................Blue and Silver
Conference ............... Mountain West
Home Field ......Cadet Soccer Stadium
Head Coach ................... Larry Friend
2008 Record.......................... 3-14-0
Conf. Record ............................ 0-7-0
Series Record .............. First Meeting
Letterwinners Return/Lost ........ 20/5
Starters Return/Lost ................... 8/3
Newcomers ................................N/A
SID ............................. Nick Arseniak
Email ... nicholas.arseniak@usafa.edu
Phone ......................(719) 333-9251









Colors ...................Maroon and White
Conference ............... Missouri Valley
Home Field .....................Plaster Field
Head Coach ....................Rob Brewer
2008 Record.......................... 10-7-2
Conf. Record ............................ 3-3-0
Series Record ...................Ark, 8-2-0
Letterwinners Return/Lost ........ 12/7
Starters Return/Lost ................... 5/6
Newcomers ................................. 16
SID .................................... Tim Bohn
Email ......... tbohn@missouristate.edu
Phone ......................(417) 836-4867









Colors ........... Gold, Blue and Crimson
Conference ............. Conference USA
Home Field .... Hurricane Soccer Stad.
Head Coach ...................Kyle Cussen
2008 Record............................ 8-9-3
Conf. Record ............................ 3-6-2
Series Record ..................TU, 18-8-1
Letterwinners Return/Lost ........ 20/8








at Oral Roberts 





Colors ..............Navy, Gold and White
Conference ............... Summit League
Home Field ....... ORU Soccer Complex
Head Coach ..................... Ryan Bush
2008 Record.......................... 6-10-1
Conf. Record ............................ 3-5-0
Series Record ...................Ark, 9-2-0
Letterwinners Return/Lost ........ 18/1
Starters Return/Lost ................. 10/1
Newcomers ................................. 12






Stephen F. Austin 





Colors .....................Purple and White
Conference ....................... Southland
Home Field ........SFA Soccer Complex
Head Coach ..........George Van Linder
2008 Record............................ 9-7-2
Conf. Record ............................ 6-2-1
Series Record ...................Ark, 1-0-0
Letterwinners Return/Lost ...... 12/11
Starters Return/Lost ................... 6/5
Newcomers ................................. 14






at Florida Atlantic 
Sept. 18 • 6 p.m.




Colors ...........................Blue and Red
Conference ..........................Sun Belt
Home Field ........FAU Soccer Complex
Head Coach .................. Brian Dooley
2008 Record.......................... 7-10-2
Conf. Record ............................ 5-4-2
Series Record .............. First Meeting
Letterwinners Return/Lost ...... 17/12














Colors ..........................Blue and Gold
Conference ..........................Sun Belt
Home Field ........................................
Head Coach ...........Thomas Chestnut
2008 Record.......................... 4-12-3
Conf. Record ............................ 4-4-2
















Colors ................... Orange and White
Conference ........ Southeastern (East)
Home Field ......Regal Soccer Stadium
Head Coach ...................Angela Kelly
2008 Record........................ 10-11-2
Conf. Record ............................ 5-5-1
Series Record ....................UT, 8-1-1
Letterwinners Return/Lost ........ 20/5
Starters Return/Lost ................... 8/3
Newcomers ....................................8
SID ................................. Brian Davis
Email ................... bdavis16@utk.edu
Phone ......................(865) 974-7478
Press Box ................(865) 974-8130
Website .....................utladyvols.com
2009 Opponents









Colors .........................Red and Black
Conference ........ Southeastern (East)
Home Field .... Turner Soccer Complex
Head Coach .................Patrick Baker
2008 Record........................ 11-11-1
Conf. Record ............................ 7-3-1
Series Record ................. UGA, 7-2-2
Letterwinners Return/Lost ........ 19/4














Colors ...........Burnt Orange and Navy
Conference ....... Southeastern (West)
Home Field ... Auburn Soccer Complex
Head Coach .................. Karen Hoppa
2008 Record.......................... 12-9-2
Conf. Record ............................ 7-3-1
Series Record ....................AU, 9-5-2
Letterwinners Return/Lost ........ 16/7














Colors ..................Crimson and White
Conference ....... Southeastern (West)
Home Field ......Alabama Soccer Stad.
Head Coach ................ Todd Bramble
2008 Record............................ 9-9-2
Conf. Record ............................ 4-6-1
Series Record ..................UA, 10-5-1
Letterwinners Return/Lost ...... 11/10
Starters Return/Lost ................... 8/5
Newcomers ................................. 11












Colors ........................Black and Gold
Conference ........ Southeastern (East)
Home Field ........ Vandy Soccer Comp.
Head Coach .......... Ronnie Coveleskie
2008 Record............................ 9-8-2
Conf. Record ............................ 3-7-1
Series Record ..................VU, 13-7-1
Letterwinners Return/Lost ........ 22/4
Starters Return/Lost ................... 9/2
Newcomers ....................................7
SID .......................... Thomas Samuel
Email ...thomas.samuel@vanderbilt.edu
Phone ......................(615) 343-0020









Colors ........................Blue and White
Conference ........ Southeastern (East)
Home Field ..........UK Soccer Complex
Head Coach ..................... Jon Lipsitz
2008 Record.......................... 5-12-2
Conf. Record ............................ 3-7-1
Series Record ..................UK, 10-3-1
Letterwinners Return/Lost ........ 18/7














Colors ...................Maroon and White
Conference ....... Southeastern (West)
Home Field ............ MSU Soccer Field
Head Coach .............. Neil Macdonald
2008 Record.......................... 5-15-0
Conf. Record .......................... 0-11-0
Series Record .................Ark, 12-2-0
Letterwinners Return/Lost ........ 14/9














Colors ............Cardinal Red and Navy
Conference ....... Southeastern (West)
Home Field ......Ole Miss Soccer Stad.
Head Coach ...............Steve Holeman
2008 Record.......................... 7-10-3
Conf. Record ............................ 5-5-1
Series Record .................OM, 11-3-0
Letterwinners Return/Lost ...... 10/10
Starters Return/Lost ................... 5/6
Newcomers ................................. 13
SID ................................. Joey Jones
Email ....................joeyj@olemiss.edu
Phone ......................(662) 915-7526
Press Box ................(662) 915-7851
Website ..............OleMissSports.com
Match No. 17
at South Carolina 





Colors .................... Garnet and Black
Conference ........ Southeastern (East)
Home Field ... Eugue E. Stone III Stad.
Head Coach .................Shelley Smith
2008 Record.......................... 11-7-4
Conf. Record ............................ 5-4-2
Series Record ....................SC, 6-3-1
Letterwinners Return/Lost ........ 22/5














Colors ......................Orange and Blue
Conference ........ Southeastern (East)
Home Field ...............Pressly Stadium
Head Coach ...............Becky Burleigh
2008 Record.......................... 19-4-1
Conf. Record .......................... 11-0-0
Series Record .................. UF, 13-0-0
Letterwinners Return/Lost ........ 18/4




Phone ..........(352) 375-4683, x6100




Oct. 30 • 7 p.m.




Colors .......................Purple and Gold
Conference ....... Southeastern (West)
Home Field ........LSU Soccer Complex
Head Coach ....................... Brian Lee
2008 Record.......................... 14-4-2
Conf. Record ............................ 7-3-0
Series Record .................. LSU, 8-5-1
Letterwinners Return/Lost ........ 13/7
Starters Return/Lost ................... 8/3
Newcomers ................................. 11
SID ............................... Will Stafford
Email ............wstaff2@tigers.lsu.edu
Phone ......................(225) 578-8226
Press Box ................(225) 578-0636
Website ......................LSUsports.net
2009 Opponents
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ALABAMA (5-10-1)
1988 L 0-3 Tuscaloosa, Ala.
1994 L 0-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1995 L 1-4 Tuscaloosa, Ala.
1996 T 3-3 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
1997 L 3-5 Tuscaloosa, Ala.
1998 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1999 W 3-2 OT Tuscaloosa, Ala.
2000 W 5-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2001 L 2-3 Tuscaloosa, Ala.
2002 W 2-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2003 L 1-3 Tuscaloosa, Ala.
2004 L 1-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
2005 W 2-1 Tuscaloosa, Ala.
2006 W 5-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2007 L 0-2 Tuscaloosa, Ala.
2008 L 1-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
AIR FORCE
Teams have never played
AUBURN (5-9-2)
1993 W 8-0 Nashville, Tenn.
1994 T 2-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1995 L 1-4 Auburn, Ala.
1996 W 4-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1997 L 1-2 Auburn, Ala.
1998 W 3-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1999 W 3-0 Auburn, Ala.
2000 W 3-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2001 L 0-2 Auburn, Ala.
2002 L 1-2 2OT Fayetteville, Ark.
2003 L 0-2 Auburn, Ala.
2004 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2005 L 1-2 2OT Auburn, Ala.
2006 T 0-0 2OT Fayetteville, Ark.
2007 L 0-2 Auburn, Ala.
2008 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
FLORIDA (0-13-0)
1995 L 0-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 L 2-3 OT Lexington, Ky.
1997 L 1-7 Fayetteville, Ark.
1999 L 0-5 Gainesville, Fla.
1999 L 3-4 Nashville, Tenn.
2000 L 1-4 Athens, Ga.
2001 L 1-4 Fayetteville, Ark.
2002 L 1-2 Gainesville, Fla.
2004 L 1-2 Gainesville, Fla.
2005 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2006 L 0-1 2OT Gainesville, Fla.
2007 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2008 L 0-3 Gainesville, Fla.
FLORIDA ATLANTIC
Teams have never played
FIU (1-2-0)
1992 L 0-1 Miami, Fla.
1993 L 1-2 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
1993 W 4-1 Orlando, Fla.
GEORGIA (2-7-2)
1996 L 2-4 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 W 3-1 Lexington, Ky.
1998 L 0-5 Athens, Ga.
2000 T 2-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2001 L 1-6 Athens, Ga.
2003 L 2-7 Fayetteville, Ark.
2004 T 0-0 Athens, Ga.
2005 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2006 W 2-1 Athens, Ga.
2007 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2008 L 1-2 2OT Athens, Ga.
KENTUCKY (3-10-1)
1992 W 2-0 Edwardsville, Ill.
1994 L 1-2 Lexington, Ky.
1994 W 4-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1995 L 0-2 Lexington, Ky.
1997 L 0-3 Lexington, Ky.
1999 L 1-4 Fayetteville, Ark.
2000 L 1-2 Lexington, Ky.
2002 L 1-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
2003 L 2-3 OT Lexington, Ky.
2004 T 1-1 2OT Fayetteville, Ark.
2005 L 1-2 Lexington, Ky.
2006 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2007 L 1-2 Lexington, Ky.
2008 W 3-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
LSU (5-8-1)
1995 L 1-2 Baton Rouge, La.
1996 W 2-0 Baton Rouge, La.
1997 W 9-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
1998 L 0-4 Baton Rouge, La.
1999 W 3-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2000 L 0-1 Baton Rouge, La.
2001 W 6-5 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
2002 T 1-1 2OT Baton Rouge, La.
2003 W 3-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2004 L 0-3 Baton Rouge, La.
2005 L 3-4 Fayetteville, Ark.
2006 L 0-1 Baton Rouge, La.
2007 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2008 L 1-3 Baton Rouge, La.
MICHIGAN
Teams have never played
MISSISSIPPI STATE (12-2-0)
1995 W 2-1 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 L 0-1 OT Starkville, Miss.
1997 W 4-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1998 W 1-0 OT Starkville, Miss.
1999 W 8-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2000 W 1-0 Starkville, Miss.
2001 W 4-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2002 L 0-3 Starkville, Miss.
2003 W 4-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2004 W 2-1 OT Starkville, Miss.
2005 W 1-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2006 W 3-0 Starkville, Miss.
2007 W 2-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2008 W 1-0 Starkville, Miss.
MISSOURI STATE (8-2-0)
1986 W 4-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1987 W 7-1 Springfield, Mo.
1997 W 5-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1999 L 1-2 OT Springfield, Mo.
2000 W 3-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2001 W 4-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2004 W 1-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2006 L 2-3 2OT Springfield, Mo.
2007 W 1-0 2OT Fayetteville, Ark.
2008 W 1-0 Springfield, Mo.
OLE MISS (3-11-0)
1995 W 2-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 W 3-2 Oxford, Miss.
1997 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1998 L 1-2 Oxford, Miss.
1999 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2000 L 2-4 Oxford, Miss.
2001 L 1-2 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
2002 L 1-2 Oxford, Miss.
2003 L 1-4 Fayetteville, Ark.
2004 L 0-3 Oxford, Miss.
2005 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2006 L 0-2 Oxford, Miss.
2007 L 1-2 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
2008 W 2-0 Oxford, Miss.
ORAL ROBERTS (9-2-0)
1988 W 4-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1993 W 9-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1994 W 4-0 Tulsa, Okla.
1995 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 W 1-0 Tulsa, Okla.
1998 W 4-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2003 W 3-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2004 L 0-1 Tulsa, Okla.
2005 W 3-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2007 W 3-0 Tulsa, Okla.
2008 W 4-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
SOUTH CAROLINA (3-6-1)
1995 W 5-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1997 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1999 L 0-1 Columbia, S.C.
2001 L 0-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2002 W 2-1 2OT Columbia, S.C.
2004 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2005 W 2-1 Columbia, S.C.
2006 T 1-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2007 L 0-1 Columbia, S.C.
2008 L 1-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
STEPHEN F. AUSTIN (1-0-0)
1996 W 9-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
TENNESSEE (1-8-1)
1996 W 1-0 Knoxville, Tenn.
1998 L 0-5 Knoxville, Tenn.
2000 L 1-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
2001 L 1-3 Knoxville, Tenn.
2003 L 0-4 Fayetteville, Ark.
2004 L 1-3 Knoxville, Tenn.
2005 L 1-2 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
2006 L 0-3 Knoxville, Tenn.
2007 T 1-1 2OT Fayetteville, Ark.
2008 L 0-2 Knoxville, Tenn.
TULSA (8-18-1)
1987 L 0-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1988 L 0-8 Tulsa, Okla.
1988 L 0-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1989 L 2-5 OT Tulsa, Okla.
1989 W 1-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1990 L 2-3 OT Tulsa, Okla.
1990 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1991 L 0-2 Tulsa, Okla.
1991 W 2-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1992 L 0-3 Tulsa, Okla.
1992 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1993 W 1-0 Tulsa, Okla.
1991 L 3-4 Fayetteville, Ark.
1994 L 0-1 Tulsa, Okla.
1994 W 2-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1995 L 0-1 Tulsa, Okla.
1996 T 3-3 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
1999 L 0-4 Tulsa, Okla.
2000 L 2-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
2001 L 0-1 Tulsa, Okla.
2002 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2003 L 1-2 Tulsa, Okla.
2004 W 1-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2005 W 5-1 Tulsa, Okla.
2006 W 2-0 Tulsa, Okla.
2007 W 2-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2008 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
VANDERBILT (7-13-1)
1987 L 1-2 Nashville, Tenn.
1989 L 0-1 OT Nashville, Tenn.
1990 W 2-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1991 W 2-1 Nashville, Tenn.
1992 W 1-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1993 L 2-3 OT Nashville, Tenn.
1994 L 2-3 Nashville, Tenn.
1994 L 0-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 L 1-5 Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 T 0-0 * Lexington, Ky.
1997 L 3-8 Fayetteville, Ark.
1998 L 1-4 Fayetteville, Ark.
1999 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2000 L 0-4 Nashville, Tenn.
2002 W 4-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
2003 W 2-0 Nashville, Tenn.
2004 W 2-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2005 L 0-5 Nashville, Tenn.
2006 L 1-2 2OT Fayetteville, Ark.
2007 L 0-2 Nashville, Tenn.
2008 W 2-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
*Arkansas Wins in Penalty Kicks 4-3
The Razorbacks ended a 10- and 11-game winless streak against Kentucky and Ole Miss, respectively, 
with victories against the two clubs in 2008.
All-Time Results vs 2009 Opponents
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All-Time Series Records
All Matches Home Away Neutral
Opponent W-L-T W-L-T W-L-T W-L-T Last Meeting First Meeting
Alabama 5-10-1 3-4-1 2-6-0 0-0-0 L, 10/10/08 (1-3) L, 9/23/88 (0-3)
Alabama A&M 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/10/06 (1-0) W, 9/10/06 (1-0)
Arizona 1-1-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 1-0-0 W, 9/5/03 (3-2) L, 8/30/97 (0-3)
Auburn 5-9-2 3-3-2 1-6-0 1-0-0 L, 10/12/08 (1-2) W, 11/5/93 (8-0)
Austin Peay 2-0-0 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/12/08 (1-0) W, 9/7/07 (2-0)
Barry 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 10/29/87 (1-6) L, 10/29/87 (1-6)
Baylor 0-2-1 0-1-0 0-1-1 0-0-0 T, 9/1/00 (0-0) L, 9/27/86 (2-5)
Boca Raton 0-2-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-1-0 L, 9/25/88 (0-4) L, 10/30/87 (1-7)
California-Berkeley 0-2-0 0-1-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 9/19/99 (0-2) L, 10/3/93 (1-2)
Centenary 2-1-0 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-1-0 W, 9/16/07 (1-0) W, 11/1/92 (3-1, OT)
Central Florida 0-2-1 0-0-1 0-1-0 0-1-0 T, 9/17/95 (1-1) L, 10/10/92 (0-1, OT)
Colorado College 2-4-0 2-0-0 0-4-0 0-0-0 L, 8/27/00 (0-4) L, 9/23/90 (1-6)
Columbia 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 L, 11/1/87 (2-5) L, 11/1/87 (2-5)
Creighton 3-4-0 2-2-0 1-2-0 0-0-0 L, 9/19/97 (2-3) W, 11/5/89 (2-1)
Davidson 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 1-0-0 W, 10/7/91 (2-1) W, 10/7/91 (2-1)
Dayton 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 11/3/91 (1-2) L, 11/3/91 (1-2)
Denver 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 L, 9/15/90 (2-3) L, 9/15/90 (2-3)
Drury 5-0-0 3-0-0 2-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/30/03 (2-0) W, 9/1/98 (3-0)
Duke 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 L, 9/17/94 (1-3) L, 9/17/94 (1-3)
Evansville 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/26/93 (6-0) W, 9/26/93 (6-0)
Florida 0-13-0 0-5-0 0-5-0 0-3-0 L, 10/23/08 (0-3) L, 9/22/95 (0-2)
Florida International 1-2-0 0-1-0 0-1-0 1-0-0 W, 10/31/93 (4-1) L, 10/11/92 (0-1)
George Mason 1-2-0 0-1-0 1-0-0 0-1-0 L, 9/11/05 (0-1) L, 9/23/01 (0-4)
Georgia 2-7-2 0-4-1 1-3-1 1-0-0 L, 10/3/08 (1-2, 2OT) L, 9/13/96 (2-4, OT)
Grambling 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 1-0-0 W, 9/10/04 (4-0) W, 9/10/04 (4-0)
Hawai’i 1-0-0 0-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/15/00 (1-0) W, 9/15/00 (1-0)
Houston Baptist 4-0-0 2-0-0 2-0-0 0-0-0 W, 10/25/87 (3-2) W, 9/26/87 (4-0)
Huntington 1-0-0 0-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/24/88 (3-1) W, 9/24/88 (3-1)
Jacksonville St. 2-0-0 2-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/25/08 (4-0) W, 9/23/07 (5-0)
Kansas 1-2-1 1-1-0 0-1-1 0-0-0 L, 9/2/05 (0-1) W, 9/20/96 (4-0)
Kentucky 3-10-1 2-3-1 0-7-0 1-0-0 W, 10/17/08 (3-1) W, 9/12/92 (2-0)
Liberty 1-1-0 1-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 W, 9/3/06 (3-1) L, 9/16/05 (1-2)
Louisiana-Monroe 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 10/2/02 (6-0) W, 10/2/02 (6-0)
Louisiana State 5-8-1 4-2-0 1-6-1 0-0-0 L, 10/31/08 (1-3) L, 10/20/95 (1-2)
Louisiana Tech 2-0-0 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/14/07 (6-0) W, 9/8/06 (2-1, OT)
Louisville 2-0-0 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/22/91 (3-0) W, 10/7/89 (4-1)
Loyola Marymount 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 L, 9/16/00 (2-3) L, 9/16/00 (2-3)
Maryland 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 10/11/93 (2-3) L, 10/11/93 (2-3)
Md.-Baltimore County 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 10/9/98 (1-2) L, 10/9/98 (1-2)
Maryville 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 9/20/87 (0-3) L, 9/20/87 (0-3)
Memphis 4-1-0 2-1-0 2-0-0 0-0-0 L, 9/12/07 (1-2, 2OT) W, 9/30/95 (2-0)
Mercer 3-1-0 3-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 W, 10/27/00 (1-0) L, 10/22/93 (0-2)
Metro State 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 L, 10/26/91 (2-3) L, 10/26/91 (2-3)
Mississippi State 12-2-0 7-0-0 5-2-0 0-0-0 W, 9/28/08 (1-0) W, 9/8/95 (2-1, OT)
Missouri 1-1-0 0-1-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 W, 10/12/97 (3-1) L, 9/22/96 (1-2, OT)
Missouri Baptist 0-0-1 0-0-1 0-0-0 0-0-0 T, 10/8/88 (2-2) T, 10/8/88 (2-2)
Missouri State 8-2-0 6-0-0 2-2-0 0-0-0 W, 8/22/08 (1-0) W, 10/18/86 (4-0)
Missouri-Rolla 3-1-1 3-0-0 0-1-1 0-0-0 W, 9/15/91 (8-0) L, 11/8/86 (1-16)
Missouri-St. Louis 2-0-0 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/14/91 (2-0) W, 10/28/90 (2-0)
Missouri Valley 3-4-1 3-2-1 0-2-0 0-0-0 W, 9/11/93 (4-0) L, 9/17/86 (0-8)
Navy 0-2-0 0-0-0 0-2-0 0-0-0 L, 9/22/02 (0-3) L, 10/11/98 (0-3)
Nebraska 0-2-0 0-1-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 9/21/97 (0-8) L, 10/1/95 (0-3)
Nebraska Wesleyan 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 1-0-0 W, 9/17/89 (1-0) W, 9/17/89 (1-0)
New Mexico 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 1-0-0 W, 9/3/94 (3-1) W, 9/3/94 (3-1)
Nicholls State 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/21/08 (7-0) W, 9/21/08 (7-0)
North Carolina 0-2-0 0-0-0 0-2-0 0-0-0 L, 9/18/94 (0-9) L, 10/23/92 (1-7)
UNC-Greensboro 2-1-0 1-0-0 1-1-0 0-0-0 L, 10/9/93 (1-3) W, 10/6/91 (1-0) 
North Carolina State 1-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 1-0-0 W, 10/23/93 (4-2) L, 10/22/92 (0-1)
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All-Time Series Records
Overall Home Away Neutral
Opponent W-L-T W-L-T W-L-T W-L-T Last Meeting First Meeting
North Texas 0-2-0 0-0-0 0-2-0 0-0-0 L, 9/7/97 (1-5) L, 10/26/86 (1-7)
NE Missouri State 0-2-0 0-0-0 0-2-0 0-0-0 L, 9/10/89 (0-2) L, 9/30/88 (0-4)
Northeastern State 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/1/06 (4-0) W, 9/1/06 (4-0)
Ohio State 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 10/31/98 (1-5) L, 10/31/98 (1-5)
Oklahoma 0-7-0 0-4-0 0-3-0 0-0-0 L, 8/28/05 (0-3) L, 9/4/98 (1-2)
Oklahoma State 0-4-0 0-2-0 0-2-0 0-0-0 L,11/2/03 (0-1)  L, 10/5/97 (2-3)
Old Dominion 1-1-1 0-0-1 1-1-0 0-0-0 L, 9/19/03 (1-3) W, 9/20/02 (5-2)
Mississippi (Ole Miss) 3-11-0 1-6-0 2-5-0 0-0-0 W, 9/26/08 (2-0) W, 9/10/95 (2-1)
Oral Roberts 9-2-0 6-1-0 3-1-0 0-0-0 W, 8/31/08 (4-3) W, 10/18/88 (4-0)
Oregon State 1-1-0 1-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 10/9/95 (0-2) W, 10/17/93 (4-3, OT)
Pepperdine 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 9/9/01 (1-4) L, 9/9/01 (1-4)
Portland State 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 9/1/02 (0-1) L, 9/1/02 (0-1)
Purdue 1-1-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 L, 9/7/03 (0-4) W, 10/4/98 (5-1)
Quincy 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 L, 9/11/89 (0-2) L, 9/11/89 (0-2)
Regis 2-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 2-0-0 W, 9/22/90 (4-1) W, 9/8/89 (2-1)
Rhodes 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 10/3/87 (3-0) W, 10/3/87 (3-0)
Rockhurst 3-0-0 2-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 W, 10/10/87 (3-0) W, 9/28/86 (1-0)
Samford 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 1-0-0 W, 9/7/08 (1-0, 2OT) W, 9/7/08 (1-0)
San Diego 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 9/7/01 (3-0) L, 9/7/01 (3-0)
San Francisco 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 9/17/99 (0-3) L, 9/17/99 (0-3)
Southern Illinois 2-1-0 0-1-0 2-0-0 0-0-0 W, 10/27/90 (2-1) W, 10/22/88 (2-1)
SIU-Edwardsville 1-0-1 1-0-0 0-0-1 0-0-0 T, 9/13/92 (0-0, OT) W, 9/8/91 (2-0)
South Carolina 3-6-1 1-4-1 2-2-0 0-0-0 L, 10/26/08 (1-3) W, 9/24/95 (5-0)
Southeast Missouri 1-1-0 1-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 8/27/04 (2-3) W, 9/6/02 (2-1)
Southeastern Louisiana 2-0-0 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 W, 8/27/06 (4-1) W, 9/18/05 (2-0)
Southern 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 1-0-0 W, 9/12/04 (11-0) W, 9/12/04 (11-0)
Southern Methodist 1-10-0 1-3-0 0-5-0 0-2-0 L, 1025/86 (0-7) L, 9/3/00 (0-4)
Stanford 0-2-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 L, 10/7/95 (0-6) L, 9/25/93 (0-3)
Stephen F. Austin 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 10-6-96 (9-0) W, 10/6/96 (9-0)
Tennessee 1-8-1 0-3-1 1-5-0 0-0-0 L, 10/5/08 (0-2) W, 9/15/96 (1-0)
Texas 0-3-1 0-1-1 0-2-0 0-0-0 L, 9/7/00 (2-3) T, 9/30/94 (1-1, OT)
Texas-El Paso 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/17/96 (3-0) W, 9/17/96 (3-0)
Texas A&M 4-3-1 1-1-0 1-1-1 2-1-0 L, 9/4/95 (3-8) W, 9/21/86 (1-0)
Texas Christian 1-5-2 0-3-1 1-2-1 0-0-0 T, 9/9/00 (0-0, OT) L, 9/14/86 (0-10)
Texas State 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 10/27/89 (1-2) L, 10/27/89 (1-2)
Texas Tech 2-0-0 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/2/01 (6-1) W, 9/5/99 (2-0)
Trinity 2-0-0 2-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 10/4/87 (5-0) W, 10/4/87 (4-0)
Tulsa 8-18-1 5-8-1 3-10-0 0-0-0 L, 8/29/08 (0-1) L, 10/17/87 (0-2)
Vanderbilt 7-13-1 5-6-0 2-7-0 0-0-1 W, 10/19/08 (2-1) L, 11/8/87 (1-2)
Virginia 0-2-0 0-1-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 9/20/92 (1-3) L, 10/88/91 (0-1)
Washington 1-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 1-0-0 L, 8/30/02 (1-4) W, 10/1/93 (3-2)
Washington State 1-1-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 1-1-0 L, 9/4/93 (2-3) W, 9/29/91 (3-2)
Western Michigan 1-1-0 1-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 W, 9/19/08 (3-0) L, 9/9/07 (0-1)
William Woods 2-0-0 2-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/19/92 (8-0) W, 10/13/91 (5-0)
William & Mary 0-1-1 0-0-1 0-1-0 0-0-0 T, 9/12/03 (1-1, 2OT) L, 9/21/01 (0-2)
Wisconsin-Green Bay 2-0-0 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/28/01 (4-3) W, 10/1/99 (6-3)
Wisconsin-Milwaukee 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 9/30/01 (0-5) L, 9/30/01 (0-5)
Wright State 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/16/90 (3-2) W, 9/16/90 (3-2)
Wyoming 2-0-0 1-0-0 1-0-0 0-0-0 W, 9/6/96 (1-0) W, 9/16/95 (2-0)
Xavier 0-1-0 0-0-0 0-1-0 0-0-0 L, 11/2/91 (1-3) L, 11/2/91 (1-3)
Totals 168-228-24 98-79-15 52-130-8 18-19-1
Winning Percentage .429 .549 .295 .487
Unbeaten Percentage .457 .589 .316 .500
SEC Opponents in BOLD
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Razorback Field
 The University of Arkansas has always been proactive when it comes to women’s 
intercollegiate athletics, and the lifespan of Razorback Field is a tribute to that stance. 
When it was constructed in 1992, the then-Lady’Back Field was the first collegiate soc-
cer field in the country dedicated solely for the use of a women’s team. To this day, it 
remains one of a handful of such fields.
 With improvements planned following its construction, a field house was built to 
house locker rooms for both participating teams, and lights were erected to allow the 
Razorbacks to practice and play at any time.
 Arguably, the best pitch in the Southeastern Conference, for facilities and playing 
surface, the field was the host of the 1994 SEC Tournament and the site of the first 
women’s soccer match televised by the SEC.
 Completed for the 1999 season were several improvements, including wrought-iron 
fencing around the field, a ticket booth and permanent professional-style players’ bench-
es.
 Following the 1999 soccer campaign, construction of a new stadium to accommo-
date the growing fan base at Razorback Field began. The spring of 2001 saw the stadium 
expand to a 1,500-seat capacity, including chair-back seating for season-ticket holders as 
well as fully functional press facilities, television and radio booths and a VIP hospitality 
area.
Aerial view of Razorback Field
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Southeastern Conference
2008 SEC Women’s Soccer Awards
Coach of the Year
Becky Burleigh, Florida
Scholar-Athlete of the Year
Allison Whitworth, Auburn
Offensive Player of the Year
Malorie Rutledge, LSU
Defensive Player of the Year
Megan Tomlinson, Georgia
Fresman of the Year
Katy Frierson, Auburn
First Team All-SEC
Ameera Abdullah, Sr., F, Florida
Megan Kerns, Sr., F, Florida
Carrie Patterson, Jr., F, Georgia
Kylee Rossi, Sr., F, Tennessee
Molly Kinsella, So., F, Vanderbilt
Katy Frierson, Fr., MF, Auburn
Ashlee Elliott, Jr., MF, Florida
Malorie Rutledge, Jr., MF, LSU
Megan Tomlinson, Sr., D, Georgia
Danielle Johnson, Jr., D, Ole Miss
Blakely Mattern, Jr., D, South Carolina
Allison Whitworth, Sr., GK, Auburn
Second Team All-SEC
Brooke Rogers, So., F, Alabama
Lindsay Patterson, Sr., F, Arkansas
Kayla Grimsley, Fr., F, South Carolina
Nicola Holdsworth, Sr., MF, Kentucky
Melissa Clarke, Jr., MF, LSU
Christine Breaux, Sr., MF, Ole Miss
Jennifer Hance, Sr., MF, Ole Miss
Lauren Hyde, Jr., D, Florida
Bailey Powell, Fr., D, Georgia
Kate Hughes, Sr., D, Kentucky
Jaimel Johnson, Sr., GK, Tennessee
 
All-Freshman Team
Katy Frierson, MF, Auburn
Julie King, MF, Auburn
Tahnai Annis, MF, Florida
Jazmyne Avant, D, Florida
Lindsay Thompson, MF, Florida
Ashley Miller, F, Georgia
Bailey Powell, D, Georgia
Mo Isom, GK, LSU
Kayla Grimsley, F, South Carolina
Chelsea Hatcher, MF, Tennessee
Candace West, F, Vanderbilt
2008 Final SEC Standings
Eastern Division
SEC Pts. Overall Pct.
Florida# 11-0-0 33.0 19-4-1 .813
Georgia 7-3-1 22.0 11-11-1 .500
South Carolina 5-4-2 17.0 11-7-4 .591
Tennessee* 5-5-1 16.0 10-11-2 .435
Vanderbilt 3-7-1 10.0 9-8-2 .526
Kentucky 3-7-1 10.0 5-12-2 .316
Western Division
SEC Pts. Overall Pct.
LSU^ 7-3-1 22.0 14-4-2 .750
Auburn^ 7-3-1 22.0 12-9-2 .565
Ole Miss 5-5-1 16.0 7-10-3 .425
Alabama 4-6-1 13.0 9-9-2 .500
Arkansas 4-7-0 12.0 11-8-0 .579
Mississippi St. 0-11-0 0.0 5-15-0 .250
#Regular Season and Eastern Division Champion; ^Co-Western Division Champion; *SEC Tournament Champion
The Southeastern Conference has continued its rise as one of the top conferences in women’s soccer.
       The 2008 women’s soccer season reaffirmed the SEC’s prominence 
in the country. Six teams from the SEC were invited to the NCAA Tour-
nament. Auburn, Florida, Georgia, LSU, South Carolina and Tennessee all 
made the 64-team field. The six teams combined for a record of 3-6 with 
the Gators advancing to the third round. The SEC now has a 44-53-8 (.457) 
NCAA Tournament record in 56 appearances.
        SEC women’s soccer will begin its 17th season in the year of 2009 
deeply rooted in the national scene of collegiate soccer. Since the SEC 
initiated women’s soccer as a varsity sport in 1993, the sport’s popularity 
has grown through the country and especially in the Southeast. A defining 
point in the SEC’s women’s soccer success came in 1995 when FOX Sports 
South broadcasted the SEC Tournament Championship match between Ala-
bama and Kentucky on a tape-delayed basis, signifying the first appearance of an SEC women’s soccer match 
on television. Southeastern Conference women’s soccer continued to grow over the next couple of years as 
the conference made a name for itself nationally. In 1998, the SEC had its breakout season with Florida win-
ning the conference’s first NCAA title in women’s soccer in just the program’s fourth year of existence. The 
league led the nation with six NCAA Tournament teams that year, an accomplishment which firmly inserted 
the SEC as one the major conferences in women’s soccer. The SEC also made bigger strides in its television 
coverage with three regular season matches and the SEC Tournament championship match shown live on the 
SEC-TV package. In 2003, the SEC Soccer Tournament moved to a neutral site in Orange Beach, Alabama, 
signifying the growth of the sports’ popularity. In 2006, SEC-TV’s women’s soccer coverage was increased 
to four regular-season matches, in addition to the SEC Tournament championship match.
 The Southeastern Conference enters a new era with its unprecedented television agreement, and in 
conjuction with ESPN, will feature a live fall television lineup for SEC soccer and volleyball on ESPNU. This 
marks the first time SEC soccer and volleyball will be featured on ESPNU in a regular lineup. In addition, the 
league will feature other regional coverage, expanding its coverage by almost triple that of previous years.
        That incremental growth, combined with increasing exposure on the national and regional scene, has 
SEC women’s soccer looking to blossom to new heights in the year 2009 and beyond.
• Florida’s Lauren Hyde and Megan Kerns along with Auburn’s 
Allison Whitworth were named to NSCA Scholar All-America 
third team. The SEC had six schools receive NSCAA/adidas 
College Team Academic Awards (teams which maintain a GPA 
of 3.0 or higher) - Arkansas, Auburn, Georgia, Kentucky, South 
Carolina and Vanderbilt.
• Florida’s Ameera Abdullah was amed Second Team All-Amer-
ica by the NSCAA in 2008 and LSU’s Malorie Rutledge was 
selected Third Team NSCAA All-America. Rutledge along with 
Florida’s Megan Kerns were both third team pick on the Soccer 
Buzz All-America teams.
• The Southeastern Conference placed 14 players on NSCAA 
All-Region squads. The SEC placed two athletes on first teams, 
four on second teams and eight on a third team. LSU’s Malorie 
Rutledge was named to the Central Region first team. Florida’s 
Ameera Abdullah was named to the Southeast Region’s first 
team.
• The SEC placed four players on the Soccer Buzz Freshman 
All-America team. Auburn’s Katy Frierson was a first team pick. 
Florida’s Tahni Annis was a second team member. Jazmyne 
Avant of Florida and Mo Isom of Florida were third team choic-
es. 
• The SEC has had at least two teams advance to postseason 
play for 13 of the last 14 years. Ten of the league’s teams (Ala-
bama, Auburn, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, LSU, Ole Miss, South 
Carolina, Tennessee and Vanderbilt) have made at least one 
NCAA Tournament appearance since 1994. Six teams (Auburn, 
Florida, Georgia, LSU, South Carolina and Tennessee) advanced 
to the 2008 NCAA Tournament.
• The SEC also had two CoSIDA/ESPN the Magazine Academic 
All-Americans, 14 CoSIDA/ESPN the Magazine Academic All-
District picks, three Top Drawer National Team of the Season 
members and one Top Drawer All-Rookie Team selections.
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